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This thesis uses Flightlab to model and analyze the flight dynamics of the SH-60B 
Seahawk helicopter. Flightlab runs on computers utilizing the (JNlXTh' operating system and 
is used for design, analysis and test ing of an aircraft using non-linear modeling techniques, 
It is capable of modeling conventional main rotor-tail rotor and tandem rotor helicopters and 
tilt rOlor aircraft. A procedural guide for modeling and analyzing a single main rolor 
helicopter is presented using the SH-60B. The non- linear respollS\: froill lateral and 
longitudinal cyclic, main rotor collective and ta il rotor collective inputs are presented. 
Flightlab is also capable of reducing the non-linear model to a linear model. The linear and 
non-linear models arc then compared. The purpose of this thesis is to present a guide for 
us ing Flightlab to model and analyze an existing hel icopter design, and also to have in place 
a well tested model to be used for further research 
,i 
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The advt:nt of high speed processors and realistic computer generated dynamic 
di.~plays have made the computer an indispensable tool for rotorcraft design and analysis 
The hardware though is only one part of the equation, the other being software. The four 
major helieoptermanufactu rt:rs in the United States, McDonnell Douglas, Sikorsky Aircraft, 
Bell Helicopter Textron and Boeing Helicopters h<lve all invested heavily in computer flight 
simulation, modeling, and engineering analysis. The most ambitious is probably Sikorsky 
Aircraft's expansion of its simulation facility to 300,000 square fect, mainly to support the 
LHX program [Ref. I: p. 153J. Tbe selection of the Boeing/Sikorsky team to build the new 
Light Helicopter (UIX) for The U. S. Army was the result of competition bast:u soldy on 
the flight simulation of an engineering design [Ref. 2: p. I]. This was accomplished prior 
10 the first prototype being built. High end rotorcraft modeling software is used across all 
lines of analy.~is and design, not just flight modeling. Jt is also used for hardware in the loop 
testing, piloted simulations and rapid prototyping of new system dt:signs 
Tht: large inll::rest in computer fl ight analysis and simulation has led to the 
development of a software package called Flightlab. This program provides greater fidelity 
in modeling rotoreraft over purely mathematical based models usually used in MATLABTM 
or other computational software. Flightlab's strength in this area is due to the fact that 
rotoreraft models arc constructed using physical components, i.e . a hinge, wing or distributed 
mass to mention u few. The computations to handle the reaction of aerodynamic and 
gravitational forces between the model components is handled by the software. The user 
does not have to derive a mathematical expression to represent the dynamics. This approach 
leads to a non linear aoalysis which is valid over the entire flighT envelope as opposed to a 
linear model which is valid only within the small linear region 
A second benefit is that the rotor system degrees of freedom art: culculatcd in addition 
10 (he six degrees of freedom of th~ body. This permits a more detailed analysis 10 be 
conducted on the model an(\ thus an increusc in the accuracy of the results Flight lab i s also 
capable of realtime flight simulation for piloted evaluations. This requires the use of parallel 
processors. 
8 . OVERVIEW OF :FLlGHTLAB 
The Flightlab program, current version 2.5, is written in a higher level language 
which uses a combination of FORTRAN and C computer languages. This fact is transparent 
to the user, but a familiarity with the UNIXTM operating system is required. 
There arc three progmms within Rightlab for nonlinear modeling of aircraft, Model 
Editor, Gscope, and Model Analysis. The Model Editor is a high level modeling tool thaI 
allows for quick construction of a model through the use of standardized model structures 
Each of the eight standardized model structures, also called supercomponents, facilitate for 
a modular design which allow for easy changes in model design. In addition, the Model 
Editor provides for selective fid eli ty modeling options. For example, the rotor system can 
be modeled as either a rigid or elastic system. Pertinent data for selected supercomponenls 
is entered inlo data templates either directly as numeric data or the names of data files for 
more involved data, for example coefficient of lift versus angle of attack of the fuselage. 
Gscope provides an environment similar to SIMULINKTht for constructing systems 
or components of the aircraft. Once a system is constructed in Gscope, it is linked to the 
model created in the Model Editor. Gscope is most often used when a particular system of 
the aircraft under study differs from the generalized model structure present in the Model 
Editor. 11 is even possible to construct an entire model in Gseope without using Model 
Editor. although with a much higher workload. 
The Model Analysis program contains numerous scripts accessed in a menu formal 
for analyzing the dynamics of the model. It is a very extensive analysis program and can 
also he modified to meet the needs of the user. The second aspect of the Model Analysis is 
a command line interface with many of the basic featu res of MATI..ABTM for matrix 
manipulation and plotting of data Flightlab uses the interactive plotting capability of 
XMGR. 
C. MOTIVATION 
The Flightlab program provide.~ for dynamie real time simulation of an aircraft model 
that can be used in a design course within a one semester lime frame, bUI the rapid 
improvements in the program havc outpaced the development of user manuals provided by 
the company. The developers of FlightJab provide five user manual.~. Scope Users Tutorial 
(Ref. 3]; Component Reference Manual [Ref. 4]; Scope Theory Manual [Ref. 5J; Scope 
Conunand Reference Manual [Ref. 6J; and the latest, Flightiab Training Manual [Ref. 7J. 
The first four manuals were written for one of the first ver.~ions of Flightlab, which 
only had Gscope as its modeling and analysis tool. It required a great deal of time and 
expertise to implement and analyze a design and thus would not allow for the design to be 
completed in one .<;emester unless the user was already well versed in its usc. Tn addition, a 
prcvious Naval Postgraduate School thesis, Procedural Guide For Modeling and Analyzing 
the Flight Characteristics of a Helicopter Design Using Flightlab [Ref. 2J, covered the use 
of Gscupe for the complete modeling of an aircraft, wherc rcferences 3 thru 6 cuvered much 
of thc basics of modeling various items, but they do not show how to model a complete 
aircraft. 
Flightlab versiun 2.4 introduced two additional tools, Model Editor and Model 
Analysis. Reference 7 is a tuturial on how to usc thcse two tools. This improvement 
drastically reduced the amount of time needed to implement and begin testing a model. The 
mudel editor contains genl:ralized aircraft cumponents of varying degrccs of fidelity, which 
arc chosen based on simulation rl:quiremcnts. Data is then entered in a graphical user 
interface format, the file saved and analysis begun. Flightlab version 2.5. as of now, has no 
manuals describing it's improvements over previous versions 
The purpose of this thesis is two fold. First, to provide a stmctured, logically 
sequenced instruction manual fur the implementation and testing of an existing aircraft 
design. AJso. to explain some oflhe finer points of the program that are usually experienced 
only after using such a program. 
Second, to mude! and analyzc the night dynamics of the SH-608 Scahawk helicopter 
and cumparc the results with Ihose obtained hy Sikorsky Aircraft using their analySis 
program, GenHeL Aerodynamic and wntrol system data for the SH-60B was supplied by 
Sikorsky Aircraft. The flight characteristics of the closed and open loop model will also be 
studied. 
II. FLIGHTLAB TUTORIAL 
A. GETTING STARTED WITH FLIGHTLAD 
Flightlah is currently installed on the Naval Postgraduate School Department of 
Aeronautics SGI Indigo n workstation hawkeye, but can be easily accessed by other 
aeronautics workstations utilizing the UNlX™ operating system environmen!. The 
procedure hy which will be explained shortly. Setting up an account to run Flightlab requires 
modifying the login and cshrc tiles as in Table I . 
.login file 
setenv FL_D1R lusrllocallflightlab-2.S 
source $Fl.JJIRfSOURCE.ME 
setenv PS_PRINTER 'hp3sU' 
setenv Fl._TERM xtenn 
.cshrc file 
set path=( lusrllocallflightlab-2.5/usr/locaU 
Ilightlab-2.5Ibin Spath) 
xhost hawkeye.aa.nps.navy.mil 
Table I. LogIn files MQ(ilfication 
After modifying the .login and .cshrc files, the process of starting f light lab will vary 
slightly depending on whether the user is physically located at hawkeye or at another 
workstation . If at hawkeye. the program is started by typing ,· tlightscupe &" at the users 
horne directory. The ampeNand is optional, but allows the shell window to be used while 
the program is running in the background. This is convenient as it allows for edi ting of files 
and viewing the various Flightlab window~ at the same time If at a workstation other than 
hawkeye. follow the procedure~ in Table n. 
rlogin hawkeye.aa.nps.navy.mil 
enter user name and password 
setenv DISPLAY phantom.aa.nps.navy.mil;O.O " 
flightscope & 
"Enter the terminal name as appropriate, phantom is used as and example. Ensure that 
the :0.0 is included immediately following the terminal name. 
Table II. Remote Logm Procedures 
Flightlab will begin by displaying the main window as shown in Figure I. The thrtx 
main tools of the program, Model Editor, Gscope, and Model Analysis are each accessed by 
clicking once on the appropriate square with the left mouse button. 
H"" 
• 
Figure I. Flightlab Main Window 
B, MODEL EDITOR 
The Model Editor is where a majority of the data for the aircraft under study will be 
entered. When selected, it brings up a model tree which contains all model structures 
necessary for the complete modeling of an aircraft. Figure 2 is a compressed version of the 
full model tree, but does show the eight supercomponents and a number of selected 
subcomponents. The eight supercomponents are, EnvironAtmos, Rotorl, Rotor2, Wing, 
Propulsion, Airframe, Flight Control. and Aero Interference. 
Figure 2. Model Editor Tree 
Construction of a model begins by first selecting the Rotoreraft option at the lOp of 
the tree with one cliek of the left mouse button. The Rotorcraft option will then become 
enclosed in a red box indicating that it has been selected and will become part of the model. 
This is true for all supercomponents and subcomponents selected. 
Next, the appropriate supereomponents and subcomponents arc selected in the same 
fashion. Flightlab will not allow a subcomponent to bc selected prior to it's corresponding 
supereomponent being selected and enclosed in a red box. This is what is refereed to as a 
top down design. Hereafter supcreomponents and subcomponents will be generically refered 
to as componenls. 
After all desired components are selected, a double click with the left mouse button 
on any of the previously selecte{\ components will hring up it's corresponding data template. 
although not all components have a data template. A representative data template is shown 
in Figure 3. 
r~ -
---.... _ .... ~... ...... 1 
a __ ... _ ... _ I-_,.rtooa. n ~ 
I--'··~· -"'oJ I-_'-"' __ ooa. .... _f\-ft ~
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~ ...... ~ 
---_ .... - 1-----...... ~ 
~n ~ 
Figure 3. Data Template 
It is important to note that not all of the eight sllpcreomponents must be seh!cted in 
order 10 start analyzing the model. Flightlab is flexible enough to allow each systcm to be 
constructed in sequence and then tested to allow for easy debugging both in synta:< and logic 
implemented. Forexamplc, the EnvironAtmos and Rotor I componcnts can be selected, the 
appropriate data entered, and then the model analyzed as an isolated rotor in the free stream. 
Figure 3 shows that the rcquired data is entered either a~ numcrics or the name of a 
file which contains the necessary data in table fonn. The directory path for data files is 
specified in the "Path" mcnu on the upper left comer of the model tree. Beneath "Path" 
select the "Path for Tables ..... option. Flightlab will respond with a window to enter the 
desired path. All data files refereed to in the model must be prcsent in this path. 
Data table files arc called by one of two methods. File names with the .sav suffix are 
read in with the "read" command and stored in RAM to the variable a~signed. For example, 
the table corresponding to blade3g.tab in Figure 3 would be: bchord",read("directory 
pathlblade_cg.tab "). Comments in .sav filcs are delineated by thc pound sign, #, directly 
preceding the comment. 
The second method corresponds to files with the .tab suffix. Here the "load" 
command is used and the variable name is ineluded in the data file as the first readable 
clement. The syntax for the load command is: 10adC'directory path/e1I.sav"). Comments 
in .tab files are delineated by the pound sign, #, directly preceding the comment . 
The two methoos for calling a data file also differ in the way the data is read from the 
file and entered into the matrix. The load command requires that the variable name for the 
data file be the first readable clement in the file, immediately followed by three numbers 
which specify the sin~ matrix Ihe data will be entered into. The first is the number of rows, 
the second the number of columns and the third the depth of the table, usually zero. The data 
file will be read frum leli to right top to bottom filling in the matrix columns first, i.e. first 
row first column, second row first column lO the end of the column and then starts on the 
second column. Table m demonstrates how to enter the data of a two dimensional array into 
a data file to be called by the load command. 
The read command only requires two numbt:rs to specify Ihe matrix size and does not 
require the variable name in the data filc, as it is assigned by the calling command. The data 
is read frum the file left to right top to bottom as belore, but the data is entered into the 
matrix in a different fashion. The ruws are fil led in first followed by the columns, i.e. first 
row first column, first row second column to the end of the first row and then stms on the 
second row. Table IV demonstrates how to enter the data blade chord vs blade station to be 
called by the read command. 
After all the data is entered, click on the "mark save and done" and then "close" 
boxt":s on the bottom of the data template. The template will close and its corresponding 
component on the modd tree will now be enclosed in a red box with the left half colored 
yellow. This indicates that data entry is complete at this node. If a data file name entered 
on the data template is not found in the directory path specified, FJightiab wi!! give an alen 
stating so, hut the alen can be overridden and the node saved regardless. 
Data given in following format 
input 1 = sideslip angle - JO to JO delta 5 
input 2 == anglc of attack -10 to 10 delta 10 
output = pitching moment 
angle of attack = - 1 0 
20.0 18.00.00.0 -7.0 
angle of attack = 0 
-39.0 -5.0 0.0 -16.0 -55.0 
angle of attack = + 1 0 
-56.0-15.075.0128.0171.0 
Data file form at 
variable name 5 3 0 
20.0 18.0 0.0 0.0 -7.0 
-39.0 -5.0 0.0 -16.0 -55.0 
-56.0 -15.0 75.0 128.0 17J.0 
If the variable name is called up in the GScope command line, the matrix wil l be 
displayed as follows: 
20.0 -39.0 -56.0 
18.0 -5.0 -15 .0 
0.0 0.0 75.0 
0.0 - \6.0 128.0 
-7.0 -55 .0 171.0 
Table m . Data File Siructure for Load Command 
1 0 
Data given in following format 
Blade station .041.046 .100 .200 .300 .400 .500 .600 .700 .800 .900 1.00 
Chord 0.00 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 
Data file format 
122 
0.0410 0.00 0.0460 1.73 0.1000 1.73 
0.2000 1.73 0.3000 1.73 0.4000 1.73 
0.5000 1.73 0.6000 1.73 0.7000 1.73 
0.8000 1.73 0.9000 1.73 1.0000 1.73 
If the variable name is called up in the Gscope command line, the matrix will be 













Tahle IV. Data File Structure for Read Command 
The model can now be saved by accessing the "File" menu at the upper left corner 
of the model tree and selecting the "Save model a~ .. :' option. Prior to saving the modd 
though the "Path for Local Dataha;;e .. " beneath the "Path" option must be set. Flightlab 
comcs with a selection of completed ready to run models that are located in a cenlral 
databasc. The path option for these are: lusrfloca!lf1ighllab-2.5lflighlscope/models/uh60 




When selected, the Gscope window will be displayed as shown in Figure 4. The 
purpose of Gscope is to provide a tool to huild dynamic models. enter a~sociated data and 
script files. and conduct analysis on the model using the Scope language. Scope consists of 
a set of commands and functions that support linear systems analysis, parameter 
identification. eigenvalue analysis, fourier transfonns and general matrix manipulation [Ref. 
I: p. 22]. Scope Command Reference, Reference 4. gives the basic operations. syntax, 
functions. and commands supported by Scope:. These basic commands can be combined to 
form new functions. script files. that can be edited and then executed. These u.~er defined 
script files can be as simple a~ a series of repetitive calculations to executing an entire 
rotorcraft model and plotting the desired output. 
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Gscopc has five window options, main window, model window, edilor window, help 
window, and plot window. All are accessed via the "Windows" pull down menu at the top 
of the main window 
1. Main Window 
Referring to Figure 4, the main window has three basic areas, the display, history and 
command entry screens. The display screen is the upper area of the main window below the 
pull down menus. This is where the commands and output of the Gscope program are 
displayed. 
The middle area is the command history screen. It is a buffer which holds the twenty 
most previous commands entered. Previous commands may be copied to the current 
command line by clicking on the desired one with the left mouse button. After clicking on 
a command, the others can be scrolled through by using the up and down arrow keys. The 
command line screen is just below the S> at the bottom of the main window. Single line 
entry of Scope commands are entered here. 
2. Model Window 
The model window can be accessed by selecting it beneath the "Windows'· pull down 
menu at the top of the main window. The model window shown in Figure 5 is used to build 
and deSign the model. 
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Construction of a model is accomplished by .<;electing and placing components in the 
model screen, connecting them and then entering the pertinent data in dialog boxes. 
Components were designed to model a specific physical entity such as a hinge, a distributed 
mass, or a wing, to mention just a few. For convenience, components are grouped into 
classes. The five classes are kinematic, aero, control, analytic and solution. The icons of the 
components within the five classes are included in Appendix A. Each component class is 
accessed on the left side of the model window. Figure 5 shows the control class. To display 
a different class, place the cursor over the class name and press the left mouse button, a menu 
of the five classes will be displayed. Simply move the cursor to the desired one and release 
the mouse button. 
Components are selected by first placing the cursor over the component in the group 
selection area to the left and clicking the left mouse button. It is then deposited by moving 
the cursor into the model screen and clicking again. Components arc connected by placing 
the cursor on the component, holding down the center mouse button and dragging the cursor 
to the next component, at which time the button is released. Entering of data for components 
is accomplished by double clicking on the desired component with the left mouse bUllon. 
A dialog box will be displayed showing the type of component and the mandatory data fields 
to be entered, Figure 6. Generally, each component has more variables associated with it 
than shown in it's dialog box. The others arc computed during execution of the model 
Reference 2 lists the component variables associated with each component. 
U .WOOtI.D..""O['-<""TR,,"-"'T"-~ '5i..l,. 
Ul ',","""D..",,Dr'-C()l; T",,"-""T"-~' 5Ul. 
Figure 6. Dialog Box 
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Data assigned to each component variable can be either a numeric or point to a 
variable name by using thc "&" operator. Variables assigned to component variables in this 
way arc called "scope component variables". The other type of variable in Flightlab is 
known as a "scope frec variable·' . The usc of scope component variables adds flex ibility to 
thc mode l design. Variable values can be changed once in the .prolog fil e. vice changing it 
in several different components throughout the moocl. The use of scope component 
variables also negates the need of regenerating a script file each time a minor change is 
made. Refer to Figure 6 for an example of the "&" operator usc . 
Editing of components can be done by either selecting the "Edit" pull down menu or 
highlighting the desired component and then pressing the right button which will display a 
pop up menu. A component is highlighted by clicking once on it with the left mouse button. 
If upon selecting this pop up menu the display freezes, ensure that "Num Lock", "Caps 
Lock", and "Scroll Lock" options arc al l dc-selected on the keyboard, i.e., the lights above 
the.~e options are off. After turning them off the display will free up. Grouping of 
components is done by selecting the "Group" icon in the upper left comer of thc model 
window, moving the cursor into the model screen, hold down thc left button and as the cursor 
is dragged a box will be displayed. Adjust the box until it encloses all desired components 
and then release the button. 
The mooel window ha<; five pull down menus, most of which are self explanatory. 
but sevcral are unique to flightlab aJld will be discussed here. 
Beneath the "Filc"puJl down menu is an item called "Generate Script..:'. This option 
is chosen after a model is complete and ready to be analY7.ed. Upon selecting it and entering 
the desircd file namc. a text filc is generated with the suffix .exc. This text file can be 
viewed with the editor. The script file gcnerated cannot be executcd by itself to analyze the 
model. It wm be called by another script file, generally with a .def suffix generated by the 
model editor, which will generate results. 
The "Group" pull down menu has three options, "Goto Parent Group". "Ungroup 
Selection". and "Ungroup AJJ" These options allow the user to display the various levels 
which may exist in the model hierarchy. and also to move selected component(s) or entire 
groups of components to other levels. Model hierarchy will be discussed in detail in Chapter 
III 
The "Goto Parent Group", when selected, will bring up the display of the group 
which is one level higher in the model hierarchy. To move in the opposite direction i.e. 
to the display the group one level lower in the model hierarchy, double click on the desired 
group Icon. 
The "Ungroup Selection" menu item will simultaneously move the selected, 
highlighted, component to the next higher level and display that level. If it is desired to 
place a component into another existing group, drag it and place it on top of the group icon, 
the component will no longer be displayed when it has been successfully transferred to the 
new group. Double click on the group icon to display it and verify that the component has 
moved. These two features allow a component to be connected to another which is located 
in another group. For example, select a component so it is highlighted and then choose 
"Ungroup Selection" beneath the "Group" pull down menu. Repeat this until the component 
is at the desired level. Now connect the components. Return the component to the original 
group by placing it on top of the group icons, in succession. as described above. 
The "Ungroup All" menu item will ungroup the present level displayoo on the model 
screen and place all components in the next higher level. The group icon will remain, but 
it will be empty, if not m:edcd it can be deleted. 
3, Editor Window 
The editor window provides a basic text editing capability. Scope fil es can also be 
executed from here if it is currently displayed in the editor window. The execute option is 
below the "File" pull down menu. 
4. Help Window 
Allows for on line help with scope commands, syntax and components 
S. Plot Window 
Provides a graphical display of data as gent:rated from the main window under scope 
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D. MODEL ANALYSIS 
Model Analysis provides an interactive menu driven fonnat for the analysis of a 
model created under Model Editor and Gscopc. After a short introductory message. the Main 
Menu will be displayed which is the top level of the analysis hierarchy. The general 
procedure for analyzing a model is a follows: 
• Load the model 
• Sel ini tial conditions 
• Prescribe desired simulation 
• Execute simulation 
• Plot results 
• Save results. if desired 
The Model Analysis program operates similarly to Gscope in that it generates scope 
language scripts from the choices selected in the menus. These scripts are automatically 
saved as text files named scripump , script.log • and error.log located in the directory 
specified by the FL_ TMP environment variable. Enter the UNrx™ command '"env" in the 
shell window 10 display the current directol)' specifIcation s. The script.tmp file is a record 
of the mosl recent analysis conducted, while script.log is a running record of all analysis 
conducted during the present session. The error.log file is self explanatol)'. When FJightlab 
is exited, these files arc purged and will be s!aned anew the next time Model Analysis is 
utilized. Ei ther of the files can be saved under a different directory and name to be executed 
at a later time in the Model Analysis command line interface or in Gscopc. 
The choices for analyzing a model arc numerous and not every scenario can be 
covered here. Two examples are provided to illustrate the use of the Model Analysis 
program. The first is a pammeter sweep to get cockpit control posi tions for airspeeds from 
o to 150 knots in JO knot increments. The second is a linearization, quasistatic reduction, 
and eigenanaJysis uf the model using the states lu; w; q; 8; v; p; ¢; r] 
All choices are made by cntering the option number, then pressing "cnter", or placing 
thc cursor nellt to the option with the up and down arrow kcys and then pressing "enter". In 
the following eumples, menu titles are displayed in bold eapitalletters, menu items are 
italicized for ease of understanding. If menus have more than one page, use the "f' key to 
scroll to next page and "b" to scroll to previolls page. 
• Beginning at MAIN MENU 
• Item I Load a Model, select local or centr.ll databa~e 
• Select desired model, when finished loading press He" to return to MAIN MEl'.lJ 
• Item 4 Test Operations 
• Item 2 Analysis 
• hem 8 Parameter Sweep 
• Item 1 Select Parameter 
• Itcm I Equivalent Airspeed 
• Starting Value 0: Ending Value }50: /ncremell/al Change 3D 
• Enter "e" to return to PARAMETER SWEEP OPTIONS 
• hem 2 Select Analysis 
• Item 1 Trim 
• Press "enter" twice, a "y" will be displayed to the right of Trim 
• Enter "e" tu return to PARAMETER SWEEP OPTIONS 
• Item 3 Start Sweep. upon completion of calculations, cnter "c" to return to 
ANALYSIS SELECTION 
• Enter He" to return to TEST OPERATIONS 
• Item 4 Plotting Options 
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• Item I Current Session 
• Item 6 Parameter Sweep Plot 
• Item 2 rrim Variables 
• Select trim variahle, a plot vs airspeed will be displayed 
To obtain a linearized eight state model from the non-linear model wi th the states [u; w; q; 
8; v; p: 41; fl· 
• Beginning at MAIN ]\'ffiNll 
• Item 1 t oad a Model, select local or central database 
• Select desired model, when finished loading press "e" to return to MAIN i\IENU 
• Item 4 res/ OperatiollS 
• Item 1 Initialization 
• Item 1 Config uration 
• Item 2 Airframe 
• Item 1 Equjvulent vel in 11mme (ktsJ, enter desired veloc ity at prompt 
• Enter Y'. then 110 accept ehoice(s), to return to SELECT A SUBSYSTEM 
• Enter "e·· to return to INITIALIZATION 
• Enter "e" to return to TEST OPERATIONS 
• Item 2 Allalpis 
• Ilem I Trim, then select 5 10 run (aircraft will at Irimmed at initial conditions 
specified above 
• After calculations art: comple te. Item 3 Une(lrization 
• Item 4 Quasistatic Reduction, then select option 2 10 edit 
• Item 2 Aiiframe 
• Select items 22,23,5,12,23,7,10,9, upon completion enter "e", then I 10 apply and 
return to SELECT A SUBSYSTEM 
• Enler "e" to rcturn to ANALYSIS SELECTIOr-; 
• Item 4 Quasistatic Reduction, then enter 4 to execute 
• Item 5 Eigenanalysis 
• Enter "e" to rcturn to TEST OPERATIONS 
• Item 4 Plotting Options 
• Item 1 Current Session 
• Item 1 Eigenvalue Plot 
• Enter "p" to display eigenvalue plot 
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III. SH·60B MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Development of the SH-60B model involved using both the Model Editor and 
Gscope. Gscopc was used to model the cOnlrol system while the Mood Editor was used to 
model the remaining systems. This approach was used because the standard model structures 
present in Model Editor emuIall:d the SH-60B accurately with the exception of the control 
system. 
Each supt:rcomponent has associated with it four script files that are called by the .def 
file when loading the model. The .def file specifics will be discussed shortly. The four script 
files, by convention, have the suffixes .prolog, .exc, .configure, and. epilog and have as the 
prefix the name closely describing the supercomponcnt group. If seiecting standard model 
structures in Mood Editor, the four script files are already in place. If modeling a separate 
supercomponent, as is the ease here, the script files must he created in conjunction with the 
model de\'elopment in Gscope. The s(.:ript flies serve the following purposes. The execute 
file, control.exc, is generated in Gscopc from the graphical representation of the control 
system as discussed in Chapter II. It is used to instancc and connect components and load 
the data a~sociatcd with each componcnt. The prolog file, control.prolog, contains the data 
needed by the execute file . The epilog file, control.epilog, is where connections are madc 
between the control system model created in Gscope an the other supereomponents in the 
model. Finally, the configure file, eontrol.configure, is used to equivalence variables within 
the control system and also let the pilot controls, e.g. cyclic, collective, and pedals, he 
accessed in the Model Analysis program for aircraft dynamic response from control inputs 
Comments in any orehe script files can be included and arc preceded by a comment 
marke r, II, or by using the "describe" feature in Flightlab. The describe feature allows the 
comments associated with data fields to be displayed when working in Gscope or Model 
Analysis, with a model loaded, by using the describe command. For example, the 
control.proiog file conta ins the line, k2f=6076. 115/3600 "knots to feet per second 
conversion factor". After going to the world_lllodel_ controLdata subg roup, the command 
describe will display: "k2f··knots to feet per second conversion fa(;tor" 
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A. MODEL EDITOR PROCEDURES 
Implementation of the SH~60B in the Model Editor was straight forward and 
followed the procedures outlined in Chapter II. Data required for the Rotor2, Airframe. 
FIightControl. and Aerolnterference supercornponents were ohtained from Sikorsky Aircraft 
in Reference 7. Aerodynamic data requircd for the Rotor I, main rotor, supcrcornponent was 
not supplied as Flightlab comes equipped with the necessary tables for the UH-60, which is 
identical 10 the SH-60B. All fuselage aerodynamic and control system data tables used in 
model construction are listed in Appendix B 
The flight control supcrcomponent was selected and saved with the model regardless 
of the fact that a separate flight control system was modeled. TIlls was required to allow the 
.def file to execute the four script files necessary for the flight controls supercomponent. To 
aHow the new night control system to be called and implemented and not the one originally 
selected in Model Editor, the applpath.scr script file was modified. The applpath.scr file is 
called during execution of the .def file and is used to set a search path. In this instance the 
path was the location of the four script files associated with the new flight control system, 
control.prolog, control.exc, control.configure, and control.epilog. 
Upon completion of entering the required data in Model Editor, it wa~ saved and the 
script file shfiObJigid.def wa~ generated. A file with the .def extension is by convention a 
file that defines a sequence of instruction and other script files to execute [Ref. 2: p. 33]. The 
script file sh60b_rigid.def is included in Appendix C. 
Although by examining the sh60b_rigid.deffile it can be detennined which super and 
suh components were selected and also the data and data file names associated with them, 
it is not an easy task. Immediately following the sh~_rigid.def in Appendix C is an outline 
which contains all data entered into the Model Editor. It follows a one to one 
correspondence with thc Model Editor tree. 
The cumpleted model can now he loaded by executing the sh60b_rigid.def in the 
Gscope window. The execute option is beneath the "File" pull down menu. It is 
reconunended that the model first be loaded in Gscope vice going directly to Model Analysis 
and loading it. If errol'> arc encountered during execution, they will he listed a~ well as the 
location in the .def fil e where e:u:cution haltt:d. If loading a model in Model Analysis and 
t:rrors are encountered, execution will stop, but no indications arc given as to why 
U. COllrr.'TROL SYSTEM MODELING WITH GSCOPE 
I. Model Hierarchy 
A F1ightlab model is built using a hierarchiaJ technique. Simple sub-systems are 
built, tested on thcirown and then comhined to form thc complete model [Ref. 3: p. 1-11. 
This method allows for a modular design when:: sub-systems can be ea~ily replaced wilh 
variations of that sub-system, t:.g., a main rotor system with four blades vice three. 
At the lowest level in Ihc hierarchy is a group. A group is made up of a series of 
components and given a name which describes the sub-system of the aircraft. Groups can 
exist within groups. Obviously, a group which contains another group or groups is one level 
higher in the hierarchy. Many sub-system groups are created and linked to fonn the 
complete aircraft and collectivdy called the "model" group, The model group is, in tum, 
contained within the "world" group, which is the top level of the hierarchy. 
The remainder of this chapter describes the cunstruction of the SH-60B control 
system and how it is integrated into the pan of the model created under Model Editor. The 
presentation will follow a top down order beginning at the top level, which is the world 
group. This is the way models arc presented when first opened in Gscope. To aide in ease 
of reading and understanding, all component names will be italicized, group names will be 
bold, nllmes assigned to components will be CAPITALIZED and script file names wi ll be 
underlined . Flightlab does not have an option to name the components a:, shown in the 
follow ing figures. The names were insened using a separate graphics utility 
2. World Group 
The top level in any model is the world group and for the SH·60B model contains 
only the model group. If modeling an entire aircraft, the world group would also contain 
the anno.~yslem and aerosyslem cumponents [Ref. 2: p. II]. When selected, the model group 
has one group beneath it, the control group. Beneath it are the Sensurs, Stubilator, and 
FlightControls groups. Figure 7 shows the progression of the SH-oOB model hierarchy. 
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3. Sensors Group 
The sensors group is used to provide state variable input to the various control 
groups during cxecution of the model. The Sensors group is shown in Figure 8. At the top 
of Figure 8 are two source-transfer function -sink combinations and a single source 
component. The sink components labeled ALPIIA and BET A output the models angle of 
attack and sideslip, respectively, The transfer function components are first order low pass 
filters which introduce a very short time delay into the calculations to prevent "cyclic 
Flgure 8, Sensors Group 
data dependency" errors, The sourct' component UNITY provides a constant source of one 
for input into various parts of the control system, 
The aircraft euler angles and euler angle rates are input into thc Sensors group via 
the DOFSENSORA source componcnt. wh.ile thc aircraft body velocities and accelerations 
are input via the DOrSENSORL source component, Since construction of the control 
system is in Gscope while the remainder of the model was completed under Model Editor, 
the connections of DOFSENSORA and DOFSENSORL to the airframe group must be 
accomplished in the controLepilog file. 
The source components each are connected to hngain components that act a<; 
demultiplexers to select one of the degree~ of freedom from the source component. Each 
hlimit component is connected to a bgain component to convert the quantity to the desired 
units, degrees, degrees per second, or knots. Next, the hlimit components PLIMIT, 
QLlMlT, RLIMIT, and VDOTLIMlT set upper and lower limits of angular rates and lateral 
acceleration for input into their respective transfer functions. The transfer junction 
components labeled PSENSOR, QSENSOR, RSENSOR, and LATACCEL are all second 
order filter~ which represent the sensor dynamics plus filters in the automatic flight control 
systcm, (AFCS). and SAS computers. 
4. Stabilator Group 
The incidence angle of the stabilator, horizontal tail, of the SH-60B is prograrrunable, 
the control system for which is presented in Figure 9. The incidence angle is set by the 
control system so as to maintain a nearly level pitch attitude as a function of fOlVlard airspeed 
pitch rate, lateral acceleration and collective position, with fOlVlard airspeed having the 
FIgure 9. Stabllator Group 
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greatest influence on selling the incidence angle. At low air.~peeds, below approximately 30 
knots, the stabilator incidence angle is set at 40 degrees, leading edge up, and decreases with 
increasing airspeed. 
Forward airspeed in knots is input into the btransj component VXLAG in Figure 9 . 
Collective position in inches is input into the bgain component XCPC. The XCPC gain 
multiplies collective position in inches by ten \0 convert the quantity to percent collec!ivl;.': 
position . These two quantities are then combined \0 fonn a column vector by the hsumj 
component 5T ABSUM . The colunID vector is in tum input into the bsink component 
STABlNPUTSINK. 
The bvgain component STABPOSITMAP is a two dimcnsionallookup labit': with 
forward airspeed and percent collective position as the two parameters, which are ohtained 
from 5TABINPUTSINK. The output of STABINPUTSINK is not directly connected to 
STABPOSITMAP, but is made in the control.configure file by equiValencing the input and 
output variahles of each component. The command: world_ model_control_stabilator_ 
stabpositmap_var=&worJd_model_controC stahilator_stabinput-y, sets the output of 
5T ABINPUT equal to the input of STAB POSIT MAP. The bvgain component is generally 
used as a scalar or matrix gain block in the feedback loop of a control system. In this case 
the input would be made by directly connecting the components in the model window. 
When the bvgain component is used as a two dimensional lookup table, its input is obtained 
via its "var·' parameter. The VECTOR UNITY block supplies a constant input vector of 
[1;1 ]. The second bvgain component GAINMAP operates in the same fashion except it is 
a one dimensional lookup table with the output of VXLAG a~ its input parameter. 
Lateral acceleration is input into system via the hgain component VYBDOT. The 
gain has a value of one and was used to help clarify this input. Pitch rate is inpUI via the 
bgain component GAINl. The b,rans!component ACTUATOR is second order and 
represents the dynamics of the actuator which drives the stabilatof. The blimit component 
RANGELlMIT sets the upper and lower limits of travel at 40 and -8 degrees ~speetivdy 
The value is then converted 10 radians and sent to the bsink component STAB POSIT 
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The output of STABPOSIT is equivalenced to the chinge component EITAIL in 
hstahl and hstah2 groups in the control.epilog file. Two connections must made because 
Flightlah models the stabilator as two independent groups which can operate independent 
of each other. The left and right sides of the stabjlator arc mechanically conn<?cted in the 
SH-60B, and therefore operate as one. 
5. Flight Controls Group 
The }<'lightControls group consists of the Longitudinal, Lateral. Collective. and 
Directional sub-groups. Figure 10. which model the four control axes. These sub-groups 
all operate similarly so only the Longitudinal sub-group will be explained, which is shown 
in Figure 11. 
FNe EdR QpU .. n. f!roup ~ndows 
FIgure 10. Flight Controls Group 
a. Longitudinal Group 
Excluding the four sub-groups PitchAnalogSAS, PitchDigitalSAS. 
PitchSASlnput, and PBA, this sub-group models the mechanical portion of the longitudinal 
axis. The longitudinal control system starts with two source components XBTRM and XB, 
which represent the longitudinal cyclic stick position in inchcs. The XBTRM component 
is set to a value determined hy the trim control matrix which is calculated during the trim 
routine for the model [Ref. 2: p. 27]. The XB component is used when flying or performing 
an analysis on the model. otherwise it is sel equal to zero. The two values are then summed 
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FIgure II. Longltudmal Group 
and sent through the hlimiter component B I SLlMIT which sets the upper and lower limits 
of longitudinal cyclic travel at JO and 0 inches respectively. Inputs from the stability 
augmentation system. SAS, and pitch hias actuator, PBA, are then added. The hgaill 
component KXBB IS converts inches of longitudinal (ycli( position to degrees of main rotor 
longitudinal pitch angle, conunonly called BIS. 
The collective and directional control Mes supply inputs to the longitudinal 
control axis via the hgain components GAIN I and GAIN2 respectively. This is known as 
control mixing. The laterdl and directional axes also have control mixing, although only 
from the collective a.-tis. The purpose of control mixing is to decouple the helicoptcr's 
response by feed forward of control inputs. for example, tail rotor pedal motion is input into 
the longitudinal aJ(i~ to countcr act the pitching moment from the canted tail rotor. Control 
mixing is implimented directly in the control system via the mechanical linkages. 
The sum of collective and tail rotor control mixing inputs is summed and in 
tum summed ill SU~J4 and again surruned at SUr-U5 with the control axis hias. The bias 
for each control axis is the angular position of the control surface with the cockpit cyclic, 
pedals and collective in their reference control positions. The SH-60B refcrcnce (ontrol 
positions are; full aft longitudinal cyclic, full left lateral (yelic, full down collective. and full 
left pedal. For example, the longitudinal axis ha~ a bia~ of9.7754 degrees. When all wckpit 
controls are placed in thcirreference position, the longitudinal cyclic pitch is 9.7754 degrees. 
The output is then passed through the blrans!component PRlSERVO, which reprcsent thc 
dynamics of the hydraulically actuated primary servos in the helicopter. 
Thc next portion of the control system sums the output of the PRISERVO 
with the soun:e component B lSCHK. This component is used during development of the 
control system and for inputs directly into the longitudinal pitch anglc of the main rotor. The 
control position is converted to radians by the DEG2RAD component and finally input to 
the sink BISOlIT. The output ofBlSOur is equivalenccd to "bls" in the control.configure 
file. This allows the commanded longitudinal cyclic pitch angle to be input into the rotor! 
group. 
b. Stability Augmentation System 
The lateral, longitudinal and directional control axes each have digital and 
analog SAS channels. The collective SAS channel contains the baromctric altitude hold, 
radar altimeter hold, and coupler which are autopilot functions, and are not relevant to flight 
dynamic modeling [Ref. 8: Appendix A p. 5]. The analog and digital SAS implemented 
here are not the complete systems present in the SH-608, but only approximations. The fuJI 
model is proprietary property of Sikorsky Aircraft and thercfore could not be supplied for 





PASUMI A:JAS PAGA1Nl 
Figure 12. Pitch Analog SAS Group 
Tht: pitch analog SAS group in Figure 12 shows the hasic pitch SAS 
architecture. Pitch ratt: is input to the channel via the btrans!component PAWASHOUT. 
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The pitch rate signal is then sent through a proportional gain path, PAGAlN2, and a Jagged 
path. P ALAG, The proportional path provides damping, while the lagged path adds stability 
( Ref R: Appendix A p, 5J, The five components PAGROUNO, ASAS. DSAS, PASUM2, 
and PAGAIN2 make up a logic cireuit that determines the gain applied to the signal 
depending on whether the analog and digital SAS channels arc on or off. If the digital SAS 
channel is off, the gain appJied to the analog SAS signal is 2, and vice versa. This allows an 
increase in control response to help offset the onc .~ystem being disengaged. Although the 
gain is doubled, the range limits remain the same. If both systems arc on the gain is I, and 
if both are off the gain is O. The PALIMIT component limits the maximum authority of the 
pitch analog SAS to +1- 6.0 percent. the output of which is summed with thc output of the 
pitCh digital SAS, refer to Figure II. 
The pitch digital SAS channel is vcry close in construction to the analog, so 
reviewing it here would be of littk valuc. Instead, the yaw digital SAS channel will be 
presented. Figure 13 shows the basic arehitecture of the yaw SAS channel. Yaw rate is fed 
into the yaw SAS channel via the YOW ASHOUT component and then sent through a 
proportional and Jagged path, for the same reasons as the pitch analog SAS channel. 
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figure 13. Ya", DIgItal SAS Group 
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The major differencc betwcen the yaw SAS channels, both the digital and 
analog, and the olher channels, is a velocity dependent switch which causes a change in 
control laws at 50 knots. Below 50 knots, the yaw rate is fed to proportional and lagged 
channels to enhance yaw damping and stability. Above 50 knots,the yaw channel is used 
to provide tum coordination. In this case, yaw rate, roll rate, and lateral acderation arc used 
as feedback to improve the flying qualities. 
Lateral acceleration is fed in through the hgoin component YDGAIN3 thcn 
to a lag filter, YDLAG2. Roll rate is input via the YDGAIN4 componcnt and then summed 
with the lateral acceleration Signal at YDSUM4. The bdisw component VX50KTSWITCHI 
serves as the velocity dependent switch. When body velocity in the x-direcition, i.e., forward 
velocity, is greater than 50 knots the switch is set so as to allow the signal to pass. If less 
than SO knots the switch is set to pass a value of zero, which is input via the bsource 
component ZERO. The group of components at the bottom of Figure 13 serve as a logic 
circuit to set the velocity switch. A value of one is multiplied hy a gain of 49 in the 
YDGAIN component and then subtracted from the x-direction body velocity, input via the 
VXKNOTS component, at YDSUM6. The quantity is then input to the YAWSWITCH 
component. If this quantity is less than I, i.e., velocity less than 50 knots, the 
VX50KTSWITCH I is set to pa~s a signal of zero, if greater than 1, it pa~ses the summed 
lateral acceleration and roll rale signal. The connection between the Y A WSWITCH and 
VX50KTSWITCHI components is accomplished in the control.configure flIe. The group 
of components in the upper right of Figure 13 serve a~ a logic cireuit to set the applied gain 
to the yaw SAS signal, just as in the pitch analog SAS discussed above. 
The actual tum coordination logic and control law in the yaw axis is 
considerahly more complex than modded here. The full system is considered proprietary 
hy Sikorsky AirerJft, and the system modeled here was provided as a fundionaJ equivalem 
to the actual system. 
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c. Pitch Bias Actuator Group 
The pitch bias actuator, PBA. shown in Figure 14 is a second pitch stability 
channel in addition to the analog and digital SAS channels. The PBA is installed in the SII-
60B to provide a positive stick position gradient with airspeed. In the bucket airspeed region. 
where longitudinal stick gradient is shallow or slightly reveresed, the PRA applies aft 
longitudinal cyclic requiring fOlWard stick to compensate and creating a positive stick 
position gradient. In addition, pitch rate and pitch attitude are used as feedback to enhance 
the longitudinal damping and stability respectively. 
Pitch nIle and theta are input via the hlimiler components PBAQLIMIT and 
PBATHETLIMIT respectively. Each is multiplied by a gain and then summed at SUM] I. 
Forward velocity is input via the bvgain componenl PBA3MP which is a one dimensional 
lookup table that multiplies thc velocity by a gain. This output is then summed with the pitch 
ratc and theta quantities and again sununed with a bias of -4.9 percent. 
The ponion of the diagram between SUMJ4 and PBAGAIN3 represents thc 
dynamics of the actuator. The first limiter component limits the rate of the actuator to 
+/.30 percent per second. The second limiter limits actuator authority to +/. 15 percent. The 
PBASWrrCH component aJlows the PBA to be disconnected from the model in order to 
al low an open loop analysis. The PRA cannot be secured in the SH-60R a~ shown here. The 
last two components combine to eonven percent of longitudinal cyclic stick position to 
inches. Refer to Figure II for the location of the pitch bias actuator input into the 
longitudinal control axis 
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Figure 14. Pitch Bias Actuator Group 
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IV. SH-608 MODEL ANALYSIS 
A. COI\IPARISON WITII GENHEI. RESULTS 
All of the analyses conducted on the SH-60B for comparison with GenHel utilized 
two script files, trimsweep.scr and powcITeq.scr and were done at a gross weight of 19462 
pounds. The trimswcep.scr fil e outputs cockpit control position, pitch and roll attitude, and 
stabilator incidence angle ver.~us airspeed. The J?Owerreg.ser file givcs main rotor and totaJ 
power required for a user specified weight and airspeed range. The outputs of trimsweep.scr 
can all be obtained via the parameter sweep menu in Model Analysis with the exception of 
stabilator incidence angle. Main rotor and total power required versus airspeed cannot be 
obtained in Model Analysis. Both script files are included in Appendix 0 
The first comparison between Flightlab and GenHei results was a level flight trim 
sweep of cockpit control positions versus airspeed, Figure 15. The y-axis limits on each plot 
are fuJI travel of each control axis. 
Figure 15. Level Flight Trim Sweep 
Longitudinal, lateral and pedal control positions all show good comparison, but the 
collective differs by a nearly constant bias of nne inch This is ten percent. relative to full 
travel, and was initiaUy deemed unacceptable until a comparison of main rotor power versus 
airspeed was conducted, Figure 16. 
Power Require d vs A,:rspeed 
Figure 16. Power Requi red vs Airspeed 
The comparison between Flightlab and GenHel main rotor power required wa~ vel)' 
good. From 0 to 80 knots the difference is negligible, above 80 knots thc difference 
increases slightly to 6 percent at 150 knots. Referring back 10 Figure 15, collective position 
vcrsus airspeed, if Ihe Flightlab curve was moved up so as 10 be coincident with the GenHel 
curve at 60 knots, the {rends between coUeclive position and power rcquired would be 
identicaL Allow airspeeds Flightlab is slightly higher, both converging to the same value 
at 60 knots and then thc difference increasing Iincarly up to 150 knots. 
Although the collective position diffe red, the more significant parameter of main 
rotor power agreed well. Flightlab tail rotor plus main rOlor power, i.c. lotal power, is also 
included Figurc 16. II shows the expected trend of tail rotor power required decreasing with 
increa'ied airspeed as the vert ical tail becomes more effective at providing anti·torque to the 
main rotor 
The third parameter to compare Flightlab and GenHel modds was stabilalor 
incidence versus airspeed, Figure 17 . Up to 30 knots the results are identical duc to the 
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Figure 17. Stabilator Incidence Angle vs Airspeed 
that the maximum travcllimit of the stabilmor is set to 40 degrees. The difference between 
the two increases and then converges to the same value at 150 knots , Pan of the difference 
is attributed to the fact that one of the inputs to the stabilator control system is collective 
position . As discussed above, the collective position versus airspeed differed by a nearly 
constant bias of one inch. A second run of stabilator position versus airspeed was conducted 
with a bias of one inch added to the collective input into the stabilator control system. The 
results are shown in Table V, along with original values obtained and the GenHel Results 
The results with the bias are very close to the Genlle] results. The difference between 
collective pOSition for the two programs cannot be explained as GenHel was not availahle 
for use . It is c1car though that the difference between the two are due to computational 
differences within each program as the output variahles. power required and stabilator 
incidence angle differed by only a small amount when taking into accuunt the collective bias. 
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EAS (kts) GenHeJ Aightlab wlo bia<; F[ightlab wi bia<; 
40.0 40.0 40.0 
30 40.0 40.0 40.0 
60 20.3 18.58 20.13 
90 4.7 2.76 4.33 
120 3.7 0.98 2.58 
150 0.5 0.64 0.64 
Tab[e V. Stabllator Incidence Angle In Degrees vs Airspeed 
The fourth comparison between Aightlab and GenHel was pitch and roll attitude 
versus airspeed, Figure [8 . 
Figure J 8. PlIch and Roll Attitude vs Ampeed 
Aighllab results showed a slightly higher pitch attitude, theta, over the airspeed range 
than GenHel. Again. pan of the difference can be attrihuted to the collectivc bias. The 
stabilalOr incidence angle, which is a factor in pitch altitude. was improved with the 
collective bias accountcd for, and so was pitch attitude, hut to a smaller extcnt. Table VI 
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sununarizes the results. Roll attitude, phi. compMCd well up to 30 knots, but diverged from 
the Gentle l results. From 60 to 150 knots GenHel sltowed a level altitude, where Flighllab 
had a left roll angle . 
EAS (kts) GenHei Flightlab wlo bias Flightlab wI bias 
3.10 3.48 3.48 
30 1.42 2.28 2.28 
60 -0.30 1.07 0.79 
90 -0.71 0 .30 -II 
120 -4.98 -3.27 -3.84 
150 -7.98 -7.45 -7.46 
Table VI. Pitch Altitude In Degrees vs Airspeed 
D_ CLOSED LOOP ANALYSIS 
The control systems of the model are comprised of the analog and digital SAS 
channels and the pitch bias actuator. State variable feedback is used in these systems to 
provide a stable model, which otherwise is unstable. Both characteristics will be shown in 
th is section and the neJ(1. All of the analyses therefore conducted in this section are with 
the three systems on, making the model closed loop. All analyses were conducted at a gross 
weight of 19462 pounds. 90 knots equivalent airspeed and at standard sea level conditions. 
The coordinate system for the model is defined with the posi tive J(-a:<is out the nose of the 
aircraft. positive y-ax.is out the right side and positive z-axis down. Angular displacements 
are defined in accordance with the right hand rule. 
In Flightlab lhe nonlinear model can be linearized and expressed in the standard fonn 
x'=Ax + Bu (1) 
y:=CJ( + Du (2) 
The A notation is used 10 denote Ihe closed loop plant Since state variable feedback is 
impleffit:nted in Ihe model; 
A=A-BK (31 
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where A and B are thc open loop plant matrices and K is the gain Matrix. The stability of 
the model can then be determined by finding the eigenvalues of the A matrix. 
Thc Model Analysis program within FJightiah was used 10 lincarize thc model. Prior 
to executing the linearization though, the desired conditions must bc set and the model 
trimmed. The result yielded a A matrix that was 77x77, i.e., 77 states, and a B matrix that 
was 77x4. The colunUls of the B matrix correspond to the four cockpit inputs, lungitudinal 
and lateral cyclic, collective and tail rotor pedals. The eigenvalues of the model were all in 
the left hand plane indicating that it was stable. To confirm this, standard control input tests 
were conducted for each of the control axes and the time history response of the aircrati 
states recorded. The nonlinear and linear response are presented for each test. The linear 
responses shown for each of the tests are that of the full 77 state model. 
The first test was a longitudinal cyclic impulse of one inch lasting for three seconds 
with a one second rise and fall time. The time response is given in Figure 19. The linear 
~ongitudir(]1 Cyclic ImpUlse 
Figure 19. Longitudinal Cyclic Impulsc Response 
and nonlincar responsc correspond very well and dampen out 10 a sleady Slate value in buth 
pilCh and forward velocity by approximately 90 seconds 
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The second test of aircraft stability was a lateral impulse of the same description as 
for the longitudinal lest. Refer to Figure 20 for the time history response. The linear 
response has a smaller amplitude in roll and roll rate and dampens out quicker than the 
nonlinear response. The response of the aircraft pitch angle, theta, is also included in the 
figure to demonstrate the roHIO pitch eoupling of the SII-60B. As a right rull is introduced 
the aircraft nose pitches up and when the lateral cycli(; is returned to the trimmed position 
the nose pitches down. The wupling is so strong that the initial response in pitch is nearly 
as high as the roll angle. 
Lulerul 
Figure 20. Lateral Cyclic Impulse Response 
To test the directional stability of the model, a lail rulor pedal douhlet of one ineh 
lasting for three se(;oods with rise and falltimc of olle second and a I.eru dday between each 
impulse was used. Figure 21 shows the time response of the airerat't to such an input. Again 
the linear and nonlinear responses are very elose with the line<lf response having a smaller 
amplitude and damping alit quicker than the nonlinear response 
Toil Rotor Pedol Doub le t 
Figure 21. Pedal Doublet Response 
The final test of the closed loop response was a collective doublet with the same 
dimensions as the pedal doublet. The response of yaw angle, yaw rate and vertical body 
velocity are shown in Figure 22. In addition to demonstrating the stability in this axis it 
shows the reaction of the aireraft to an increase and then decrease in collective setting. The 
coordinate system for the model has the negative z direction defined as up, therefore the plot 
of Vz body shows Ihe aircraft initially climbing. The corresponding increase in torque 
produced by the main rolOr with an increased collective setting causes a yaw to the right, 
defined as positive. Figure 22 actually shows the yaw and yaw rate initially going in the 
opposite direction a~ would be c;o;pccted. This is nOl a discrepancy in the results. but a !rait 
ofa non-minimum phase system. If at least one pole or zero of the transfer function is in the 
right half plan the system is called non-minimum phase. As none of the poles were in the 
right half plane the transfer function of collective 10 yaw and yaw raTC must have at least one 
zern in the right hand plane. Importing the matrice.~ into MATLABT." and converting them 
10 transfer functions of collective 10 yaw and yaw rate, it was discovered that each transfer 
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function had one zero each in the right half plane, thus explaining the yaw and yaw rate 
response. 
Collect ive Doublet 
"OI_ 1946j.t" V_90,l, s,o,sC)nSSL 
Figure 22. Collective Doublet Response 
The transfer function of collective to Vz body also had a zero in the right half plane. 
but its effects on the response ofVz body is negligible. This is because the zero wa~ at 118.3 
where for yaw rale it wa.\ at 4.65xJ06• The same can also be said for psi, yaw angle, which 
had a zero at l.60xIO"'. 
A linear frequency response analysis was also conducted on the closed luop system 
in the longitudinal and lateral axes. Rightlab can alsu do a nonlinear frequency response 
analysis, but the differences between the linear and nonlinear time history plo[s were so 
small, il was assessed that the linear frequency response would also give accurate results. 
The frequency response analysis can be conducted from the Model Analysis program, 
but it does not give the uscr the option to select the frequency range of interest. The 
frequency range is hard coded in with a range from 1.610 100 rad/sec. A second draw hack 
is that the preset frequency range is lIot logarilhmically spaced. 10 order [0 remedy these two 
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drawbacks, the file.ill!f.l!!.!:!. was copied into the users home directory and modified. The file 
is located in the directory $FL_DIRIflightscope/analysis. The command' 
ww:logspace(w \ ,w2,num), was entered after the original assignment command. The syntax 
for the logspace command: wl is the lowest and w2 is the highest frequency in the range and 
num is the number of element.~ . The function "Linear FrequencyRespons'" is included in 
Appendix D. Before executing the frequency response analysis in Model Analysis, but after 
loading the model , the command: exec("udUun", I) , must be executed in the command line 
interface. This al lows the udf.fun file in the users home directory to be used in the analysis, 
vice the original one. 
Figure 23 is a frequency response plot of Vx body and pitch angle, theta, for a 
longitudinal cyclic input. At the low frequency spectrum the magnitude of theta is below 
Frequency Response 
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Figure 23. Frequency Rcsponse From Longitudinal Cyclic 
Input 
o db, while that of Vx body starts at 100 db and shuws a large amount of damping as 
evidenced by the flO db/decade dt:Crease in gain. The magnitude crosses the 0 db line at 
approximately 1.5 radf~ec The interpretation of this plot, as it applie.~ to thc physical 
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description of the helicopter motion, is that large changes in fOIWard velocity with lillie 
change in pitch angle arc experienced below inputs of 1.5 radlsec. Above 1.5 rad/sec both 
forward velocity and pitch angle response are highly damped. This type of response is not 
observed in fixed wing aircraft, i.e. the magnitude of the pitch response is higher at lower 
frequencies. Part of the reason is due 10 the fact that longitudinal, and lateral, inputs are 
made into the main rotor, vice directly into the aircraft body as in the casc for a fixed wing 
airplane. It is obvious that an input into a rigid body will have a greater response magnitude 
vice an input into a dynamic system, i.e., main rotor, coupled to the rigid body. The 
magnitude of the airspeed response remains high at low frequem.:ics because the main rotor 
forward and aft pitch, which does havc a high gain at low frequencies, acts as a "brake" to 
affect airspeed with Iittlc damping 
Figure 24 is a frequency response plot for Vy body and roll angle, phi, versus lateral 
cyclic. The exact same trend is. noted as in the longitudinal case which should be expected. 
Figure 25 is a frequency response plot of pitch angle versus a lateral cyclic input. Notice that 
the magnitude of thcta is vcry close to the magnitude of roll angle for a latend cyclic input 
due to the cross coupling of the two. This aspect was also discussed in the time history 
response to a lateral input. 
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FIgure 24. Frequency Response From Lateral CyclIC Input 
FJgure 25. Frequency Response FlUm Laleral Cyche Input 
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C. OPE~ LOOP ANALYSIS 
The model is open loop with the analog and digital SAS and pitch bias actuator 
disengaged. AJ I three systems can be turned off by sening their nags from one to zero in the 
"initialization/configure/night controls" menu within Mooel Analysis. After loading it and 
sening the initial conditions to 19462 pounds gross weight and an equivalent airspeed of 90 
knots the model was linearized. The rcsult was a 77 state plant, the same as with the closed 
loop. but it had three unstable eigenvalues. This 77 state linear mooel was thl:n reduced to 
a model with six degrees of freedom and eight state variables, lu; w; q; 8; v; p; $; rl. The 
reduced order plant also had three unstable eigenvalues, almost exact ly in the same location 
as the full 77 state linear model. Figure 26 is an eigenvalue plot of the open loop reduced 
order model. The A and B matrices and the eigenvector and eigenvalues for the reduced 
order mood arc given in Appendix E for airspeeds of 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 knots. 
Open Loop Eigenvalues 
Figure 26. Open Loop Eigenvalues 
Figure 26 shows a pair of complex unstable roots and one real unstable root. It will 
be shown that the real root is associated with the longitudinal axis, and that the complex 
roots with the lateral axis. 
In the comparison between the nonlinear and linear response in the previous section, 
the fuJI 77 state plant was used. This section will use the reduced order plant for the control 
input tests for two reasons. It has already been shown that the full linear model gives good 
results when compared to the nonlinear response, so it will be: now assessed how the: reduced 
order compares with the: nonlinear. Also, to determine which modes arc: associated with the 
unstable eigenvalues in the eight state model. 
The first test was a longitudinal impulse of one inch for a duration of .025 seconds. 
A shon duration input was used to simply perturb the: model about the trimmed condition and 
observe the response. The closed loop analysis required inputs of a longer duration due to 
the robustness of the stability system. Shan impulses. as used in the open loop analysis, had 
no appreciable effect on the aircraft states with the stability system engaged. Figure 27 is the: 
time response of pitch angle, theta, and pitch rate to an impulse input. 
LongltudlOol yc llc Impulse 
Figure: 27. Open Loop Response From Longitudinal Impulse 
" 
The linear and nonlinear respunse are very close up to 15 seconds, after which they 
radically depart. The linear response di verges without oscillation, so it must be associated 
with the positive real eigenvaluc 
The second test conducted was a lateral cyclic impulse also of one inch for a duration 
of .025 seconds. Egure 28 is thc time history plot of roll angle, phi, and roll rate. The linear 
and nonlinear responses are vcry close up to about 20 seconds. After that the two depart, 
hut show the same general trend up to 30 seconds. The linear response diverges and 
oscillates, su the lateral mode must he associated with thc complex real eigenvalues. In both 
instances, the rapid departure of the Iincar and nunlinear responscs was due to the aircraft 
states departing frum the smal l linear range in which the linear modcl is valid. 
Latera l Cyc liC Imp 'J'se 
r-+---+-+-"t--i--l 
Figure 28. Open Loop Rcsponse From i..atcrallmpu lse 
Control input tests were also conducted for the collective and tail rotor impulsc 
inputs, hut the responses showed the same instability. This is e:'tpected as the strong cross 
coupling in the model, and in helicopters in general. causes a change in the lateral axis when 
an input is made into the collective, for instance. As already demonstrated, even the smallest 
perturhation caused the model to rapidly depart from the trimmed steady state flight 
condition. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis presents an outline on the use of F1ightlab for rotorcraft modeling and 
analysis. A tutorial wa~ presented to highlight the three programs within Flightlab, Model 
Editor, Gscopc, and Model Analysis. The steps to implement a supercomponent. i.e. control 
system, into a model created under Model Editor were also covered. The same generic 
process can he folluwed for the insertion of any supercomponent that differs from the 
generalized model structures available in Model Editor. 
The results of the SH-608 analysis compared favorably with the results ofGenHel, 
Sikorsky Aircrafts modcling and analysis software. All of the comparisons were trimmed 
steady state flight, so the fact that the SAS channels wcre approximations had little or no 
effect on the results. The largest effect was in the closed loop analysis , but to what extcnt 
could not be ruisessed as no similar data wa~ available for the fuiJ SAS system responses. 
Thc closed loup analysis showed that the model was stable as all uf the eigenvalues of the 
A matrix werc in the left hand plane. It also demonstrated that the linear and nonlinear 
responses of the model to control inputs were very close. The open loop analysis showed 
that the helicopter was unstable in pitch, purely divergent, and in roll, oscillatory and 
divergcnt. Thc strong cross coupling between the six degrees of freedom of the lincarized 
model was also shown. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The modeling and analysis conducted on the SH-608 yielded good results, but there 
are several improvements that could be made to enhance it's fidelity. First arc the analog and 
digital SAS channels. Both systems implemented for this thesis are not the full scale 
systems, but approximations. Discussed in Chapter m, these systems arc proprietary and 
could not be supplied by Sikorsky Aircraft. If though, through an agreement, thc full 
systems could be supplied. they should he implemented. Providing the SAS channels are not 
100 complex, modeling them in Aightlab would not be too much effort. and this thesis would 
be of great assistance in doing so 
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Second, the main rotor was modeled as a rigid system. FJightlab has the capability 
to model it as ela~tic with up to ten mode shapes. The last two enhancements deal with the 
main rotor system aerodynamics. The induced velocity on the main rotor was modeled with 
the unifonn inflow option, which is hased on simple momentum theory. Eithcr the free 
vortex or prescribed vortcx selective modeling components can be used provided that the 
required data can be obtained. Finally, the airloads wcre modeled as quasi-steady. thc 
dynamic stall option can be used. which allows for more accurate simulation results at and 
near stall conditions on the main rotor. 
Another area for possible future work is the implementation of the aerodynamic data 
for the SH-60B in different mission configurations. Sikon;ky Aircraft also supplied the data 
for lift. drag, pitching moment, and aerodynamic interference for torpedoes and external fuel 
tanks on the helicopter. The Model Editor does not contain options for these 'extra' 
aerodynamic panels and thus would need to be conslrUcted in Gscope. The procedure would 
be similar to that outlined in this thesis for thc control system. 
Including the enhancements listed above would allow the model to be used for 
realistic engineering analysis of changes or improvements to the SH-60B. Suppression of 
high vibration levels is one po:~sible area of research. which is an undesired trait of all 
helicopten; and one that has received much attention. One technique for the suppression of 
rotorcraft vibrations is higher harmonic control (HHC), which is an active vibration system 
One method of HHC is achieved by superimposing 4/rev swashplate motion upon basic 
collective and cyclic control inputs [Ref. 9: p. 3]. Reference 9 is a paper which presents the 
basic theory and results of a HHC system installed on a Army OH-6A helicopter. The paper 
also refers the reader to a plethorn of other references for HHC theory. The main rotor is 
already modeled to accept swashpJate inputs, as demonstrated. and the control system 
components arc flexible enough to model the HHC system. Since HHC is designed to 
suppress fu selage vibration levels. the present modeling of the fuselage would need to be 
looked al in regard to accurately predicting vihration levels since it is a rigid modeJ, and not 
elastic, which would be ideal. 
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Finally, the SH-60B model could be modified La enable real time engineering night 
simulation for use with the pilots workstation. Flightlab requires the use of a multi-processor 
computer because three programs must be run simultaneously, the visual scene prugram, the 
model program, and the program to operate the pilots workstation [Ref. 2:p. 52]. Currently, 
the necessary hardware for piloted simulatiuns is present in the compuler center visualization 
laboratol)' at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
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APPENDIX A. FL1GIITLAB COMPONENT CLASS ICONS 
Figure 29. Aerodynamic 
Components 
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APPENDIX B. SH-60B DATA FILES 
.Fil e "illI\e sh60fuscc lal.lJ<Ov 
.user WlIgncr 




4 .73700 e _1 -3.91100<l+1 
- 9.60000000 0.95000",00 
~uzer ''';agne::c 
/rSo:Al!.A' .... " FUSELAGE LIFT VS ALFWI-" !UGH ANGLE t'.AP 
OMAPNAM::: =LQFMP 
-2.31000e~ 1 - 3 . 21400e +1 
- 4. 73700e+1 - 2. 9 10 COe+ ~ 
4 _ B3900e_1 4 .9 7100e + : 
3.26300('- 1 2.20000e+: 
~ f"iltm"m" sh60tusecmal. ,,/:IV 
.user Wagner 
2. 573 COe+1 
. SEAIIAI'.'K FUSELAGE PITCH MO~ENT VS ALF)o,"F 
= UVi{UVI<. 
= A;'F\1F 
- 8 . 1736 0 .. .. 2 - 7. 20~50('+2 - 6 . 23500e +2 · 6 . 09450,<+2 
- 4.24390e+2 -2.97HOc+2 - 1 . 50760e+2 -3. 738000+1 
1. 1 4110e+2 1. 7161C"+2 
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.Filename s!'.60LlsecmClh . s a v 
~user Wagner 





C:1FAH : 9 1 0 





- 8 . 80820e. 2 
'Fi 1er.a me shl; 0 fuseclbal. say 
.user WClgne,.. 




CLFBAL 13 3 0 
-1.75000e .. 1 - 1.110000e +1 
- 2 . 1 0000eOO 
- 1.19000e+1 
11 . 60000eOO 
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.!' ilena.-r.e s h60 f useclbal.sav 
.user WdgnelC 
.SEAHAWK FUSELAGE DELTA LI FT VS PSIWF 
= DLQ FMP 
=ALF',.;F 
=DLQF 
- 1 .75000e+ 1 - 1 . 4.0 000e +1 - 9 .40000cO O - 4..60000eOO 
-1. 70000eOO - 2. 10000eOO O.O OOOCeO O 0.200COeC O 
0 . 20000e OO -0 .2 0 00 0.,00 1. 40 000 e OO 
_] .0 0000c OO -1. 30000",00 0 .50000eOO 
2.90 000e OO -0 . 80 0 00e OO O. OO OCOeOO 
-1.00000eOO -1.10000eO O -1 . 10000cO O - 4.600 0 0.,00 
-1. 1'1000e.1 1. 2 5000e+1 1.20000.,01 
'1.50000eOO 4.6 0000cOO 
O.OOO:)OcOO 1 .20 000.,00 3 . 70000eOO 5. ~OOCOeOO 
5.9 0 000e OO 4 .90000e OO 
'Fi lenaMe s h 60fusccll.>"h. sav 
~u"er 'IJ"gne)C 
' SEAHAWK FUS ELAGE DELTA L I FT VS PSIWF 
~ H I GH AAGLE MA P 
=DLQFMP 
=ALFWF 
~ OUTPUT =DLQF 
CLFBAH 19 ) 0 
- 1.1 50 00c+1 - 1 . 7500 0.,. ~ - 1.750 00.,. 1 - 1.7500 0e.1 
- 1.75000"'1 -1 . 75000 e +1 - 1.75000,,+ 1 -9 . 40000"T1 
- 1.70000cOO 0.0000 0,,00 7 . 00000e - 1 - 2.00000,, - 1 
- 3 .60000,,00 - 3.60000,,00 -3 . 60 000,,00 - ~. 60COOeOO 
-3.600 00 cO O - J. 6000 0eOO - 3.6 0000,,00 - ). OOOO Oe OO 
-3.00000eOO - ) . 0000 0eOO - 3.00000e OO - 3. 00000 e OO 
- 3.0 0000~00 5 . 00000e - 1 2 .900 00eO O 
-1. 1000 0,,00 - 4 .60000,,00 - 1. 1 9000e+ 1 
- 1.19000e.l - 1. 19000". 1 - 1. 190 00eT1 
1.2 5000,,+1 1 . 2 5 0 00,,+1 1.25000e>1 
1.2 50 00e~1 9 . 50 0 00,,00 4 .80000e OO O. OOO OOeOO 
3 .7 0000cOO 
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no:: lenam .. sh60fusecdbl _ ,.;av 
.us .. r Wagner 
.SI::.AHAWK FUSELAGE DEL"r,o, DRAG VS PSIWF LOI·I ANGL E MAP 
CDFEL 13 1 0 
2.93000e+1 
2.30000e+1 
1 . 64000c+ 1 




1 . 00000eOO 
~BIVB!V 
", P SIWF 
=ALFVIF 
"DOOF 
It!" i 1ename sh60 fusecdbh. sav 
.use," Wagne," 
.SEAHAWK FUSELAGE DELTA DRAGVS PSJWF HIGH ANGLE MAP 
=DDQFMP 
.MAPTYPE :.BIVBIV 




0.00000 .. 0 0 
.Filename sh60fusecmbal. say 
.user- Wagner 





CMFBAL U ] 0 
8.20000e-1 5. 90000e~1 
2.60000,,·12.00000.,-11.80000e+l 
O.OOOOOeOO 0.00000.,00 - 7.00000eOO 
-2.00000.,+1 - 4.75000e.l -8 . 70000.,.1 
-1.16000.,+2 - 8 . 00000e-l -7.60000.,>1 
-7.00000.,.1-6.20000.,.1-3.90000e.l 
- 5.00000cOO O.OOOOOeOO - 1.60000e-l 
-3.S0000e<1 -8 . 00000e.1 - 1.06500.,.2 
-1 .23000e.2 -1.4 0000e.2 -8.00000""1 
-9.50000.,.1 -1.00000e.2 -6.60000e _l 
-5.60000.,.1 -1.50000e<1 7.50000.,+1 
1.20000.,.2 1.71000.,-2 1.86000e.2 
1.97000.,-2 2.05000.,.2 2.08000.,.2 
.p ilename sh60fusec:ybal.sav 
_user Wagner 




CYFBAL 13 3 0 
3.JSOOOe<1 S.lSOOOe+1 6.S0000ed 
J.8S000e.l - J.20000e+l 
- ".r OOOOe.! -3.47S00e+l 
-9.7S000eOO 2.50000eOO 
2.3S000e+ l 3.7S000e.1 S.lSOOOe+l 
6.S0000e+l 7.SS000e.l - ?20000e+l 
~5 _ 9S000e.l - 4 . 70000e<1 -). "iSOOe+l 
-2 .2 0000e·1 -9.7S000eOO 2.S0000eOO 
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H'i lename sh60fu s .. cybah . Ol a V 
.user Wagner 





CYFBAH 19 3 0 
- 9. 55000 e +1 - S . 70000e+1 
-7 . 2000e+1 - 2 . 20COOe~ 1 
2.5000..,00 2.35000e+1 5.15000., .. 1 
9.40000e+1 9.95000., .. 1 
5.95000e+1 
3.9500ed - 4.0000e+1 
-8.65000 ... .. 1 - 9 . 6000e+1 
2.5000eOO 
7.8500e .. 1 
-6 . 6000Ge+1 -S . 65000., .. 1 
- 9.55000ed -S.70000e+1 -7 . 2000e+1 
g . 40000e+1 9.95000",+1 
S.00000e+1 5 . 95000e+1 
2 . 5000eOO 
.Filename sh60fusecnbal. sav 
.user wa gner 
~SEl'IHAWK FUSELAGE FOLLING MOMENT VS PSJWF 
1 .1 1000e+2 
1.80000e·1 
4 .JOOOOe. 1 
1.08000e+2 
66 
~ F ~ l e"ame shf,O f ll,;,,::nn,"-h . sav 
~ ll,;<'r W ... gr_er 
~ SEAHl,W" F;)S£LAGf: RO .... ING MOIH:m 'IS I'SIII"F HIG!! A.'lG"E MAP 
-RQFM P 
=UVRUVR 
-5. 9 GOOOc +1 -5. ~OOOOe~ l 
-J.UOOOe~l -2.00~00e~ 1 
1.2075C",+2 
1 .21 0 0Ce+2 -5.:000Ce . 1 
- 4 . 20~OC .. + 1 
1 .2S00C8+1 
1. 2~OOCe+ l 7. 2~000e+ 1 
1. :800~ e-2 
1 . 2~ ~ 0~ .. • 2 
1.20"i~Ce>2 -5.9~COOe~1 
-5.:0~00c+ 1 -4.2~OOO e-l -3.:0COOe~ 1 
2. OO~OGe+l 





jl.f~ l entlm'" shflGf·.1s",crba1 . sa'.' 
jl.us er Wa\l"ne r 
~ SEAHAW" F US:lLAGE YAI"lING MOM!::N'!' 'IS I'SIWF LOW A.','G:"E MAP 
~MAP'!'YPE =BlVB I V 
tI NPlJ'l'l = P SH/F 
=ALFWF 
jl.O! :T?U':" =NQF 
CRFBA:' 13 3 0 
- 1 .30COO e >2 
2.29COO e +2 -9.2SCOOe+ 1 
- 1 .56COO",+2 -1.75COO",+2 
1 .C,60C·0f' +2 
-·I.EOOCO e +1 
2.000CO,,+2 
2. 3 90CO e+ 2 
.Filenam .. sh60fusec r bah . Say 
4user Wagner 






CRFBAH 19 3 0 
2 . 59000e+2 
-1.30000e-2 -l.96000e+2 - 1.56000e+2 
2.00COOe+2 2 . 46000e+2 
1.80000 .. _2 
-4 . 000COe+ 1 - 2 . C8000e+2 
3 . 92000e+2 
-4.200COe +2 
2.42000e+2 
2 . 45000e+2 
-4.00000e+1 
3.92000e+2 3.32000e+2 
1 . 60000e+2 
- 5.60000e+1 7.50COOe+1 
1.97000e+2 2.08000e+2 
8 . 80000e+1 
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.Fil e"ame sh60fuDcc mhah.""v 
~user Wagr.er 
.SEAHA"o'ii( F:JSELAGE DELTA PITCH MOM VS PSI"F 






CMFBAH 1~ J 0 
R .2 0000e+l 
B. 20 0 00e~1 
- 1. 1600 0e~2 -1 . 16000e ... 2 -1.16000c ... 2 
- 1. 1 5000c ... 2 -a.OOODOe ... 1 ·8.00000" ... 1 
-8.0 0000" ... 1 - 8. 000:10 c ... 1 -8.0000D" ... 1 
-8. 00000e~1 - 8. 0000 0" ... 1 - 7. 00000c+1 
- 3.90000c ... l O.OOOOOeOO - J . 50 0 00e+1 
- 1.06500e+2 -1. 4COOOe+2 
- 1 . 40000,,+2 - 1.40000e+2 
-5. 6 00COe~1 7 . 50000e+1 
1 . 97000e+2 2.08000e .. 2 
2 . 08000c+~ 
~Fil"nllme sh60fus"cmbal. sa\' 
~user ~)agner 
ISEAHA~Jj( F USELAGE DELTA P:1'CH MOM VS PSHIF 
~MAPNJ\ME =DMQF:-IP 
=PS I I\'!' 
=ALF'NF 
=DMQF 
- 4.75:JOOe ... 1 
- 8.00000c ... l 
-6 . 10000"~1 
4. 20000e~1 
.1 • 80000c~1 
o .OOOOOcOO - 1. 60000c .. l 
-3.5 0 00 0" .. 1 - 1 . 06500,,+~ 
- 1.23000e +2 
7.500:10"+1 
1 .8 6 000 c .. 2 
Jll'ilename sh60fusecybal. say 
iuser Wa gner 





CYFBlI.L 13 3 0 
- 7 .2 000 0e+ l - 5 . 95000e+1 - 4 . 7 0000e+1 
- 3.47500e.1 -2 . 2 0000e+l -9. 75000eOO 
2.50000e OO 1.30000e+l 2.35000e.l 
3 .7 5000 e+ l 5.15000",+1 6 . 50000e+l 
7.B5000e.1 ~7.20000e+l -5.95000"'+1 
~4.70000e + l - 3 .4 7500e+l - 2 .2 0000e+ l 
- 9.75000"'00 2 . 50000eOO 1.30000e +l 
2.35000e+1 3. 75000e .. l 5.15000e+l 
6.50000e-l 7. 85000e+l -7.20 000e.1 
-5 .95000e -1 - 4. 70000e.1 - 3 .4 75 00e+1 
- 9.75000eOO 
1.30000e+l 2 . 35000e+ 1 3. 75000e+l 
5 . 15000c·<-1 6.S00 00e+l 7 .85000e+1 
. Filename sh6 0fusecyb ah. say 
iluser Wagner 
.SEAHAWK FUSELAGE SIDE FORCE VS PSIWF HIGH ANGLE MAP 




CYFBAH 19 3 0 
-6 .6 0000e+ 1 -9.65000e+l 
-7. 200 0e-1 -~ . 70000e+1 - 2. 20000e+1 
2 . S000eOO 2.3500 0e . l 5 .15 000e +l 
9. 4 0000e+l 9.95000e+1 
9 . S000e+l 8.00000e+l 5.95000e+l 
3 . 9";00e+ l -~ . OOOOe+l 
- 9.55000e+l 
-8.70000e+l - 7 . 20 00e_1 - 4 . 70000e+l 
5 .15 00 0e+1 7 . 8500e_ 1 
9 . 9";000e +1 9 . 5000e+l 
5.9500 0e- l 3 . 950Ce .. l 
- 6.60000e_l -8. 65000c+1 
- 9.55000e +1 -8 .7 0000e .. 1 
- ' •. 7 0000e_1 -:l . 20 00 0e _1 2.S000eOO 
2. 35 000"+ 1 5 . 1 5000e+1 7.8500e+1 
9.40000e+1 
8 . 00 0 00e. 1 5.95000e _1 
70 
.Fil ename sh60ht ailc ll . sav 
.user Wagner 
_SEAHAWK HORIZ0:n'AL STAB LIFT COEFFICIENT VS ALFPP1 
• (LOW ANGLE MAP -3 0 30 DELTA 5 ) 
=CLP11'.R 
H:-IPUT =ALFPP1 
~O:JPUT =- eLPl 
- 1.45000e - 1 - 1 . 9500Ce- l - 9 . 50000e-l - 1 . 01300eOO 
- 1.~5000e - 1 - 3 . BOOOOe- l O.O OOOOeOO 
1 .45 000e-1 1.0130 0eOO 9. 50000e-1 
. Filename sh60hlai1c1h.sav 
.user Wagner 
~SEAHA"1< HORIZ0~AL STAB LIFT COEFFICIENT VS ALFPp1 
• IH I GIl ANGLJ:: MAP -90 90 ~ELTA 10) 
=ALFPP1 
_OUPUT =CLP1 
CLHH 19 1 0 
O.OO OOOeOO - 1.50000e-1 -3. OOOOOe-l -4. 40000e-1 
-S.60000e-1 -6.S0000e - l - 1 . ~ 5000e-l -9.50000e- l 
- 1.4S000e-l 9.50000e-l 
1. ~ 5000e- l 6.S0000e- l 5.60000e- 1 4.400 00e -l 
3.00000e-l 1.S0000e- l O.OOOOOeOO 
IIFi1ename sh60vtai1cdl. say 
.user Wagner 
.SEAHAWK VERTICAL STABTl..7.ER DRAG COEFF VS ALFP?3 
; ILOW ANGLE MAP -30 30 DJ::LTA 5) 
_:-\APNAME 
CDVL 13 1 0 
3.60000e-l 
4.40000e-2 




fuser W .... gner 
*SEA.1-{AWK HORIZONTAL STAB LIFT COEFPICIENT VS ALFPP1 
_ (HIGH ANGLE MAP - 90 90 DELTA 10) 
"CLP1MR 
CLHH 19 1 0 
O.OOOOOeOO -1 . 50000e - 1 - 3.00000e-l - 4. 40000e-1 
-5.60000e-1 -6 . 50000 .. - 1 -7.45000 .. - 1 -9.50000 .. - 1 
- 7 . 45000e- 1 7 .4 5000e-1 9.50000c- 1 
7. 4 5000c- 1 6.50000e- 1 5 . 60000e-1 
3.00000e-1 1 . 50000e -1 O.OOOOOcOO 
JPi l eI"'.ame sh60vtailcdl. say 
.user Wagner 
fSE.AHAWK VERTICAL STABILZER DRAG COEF F VS ALFPP] 
j (LOW ANGL!:: MAP - ]0 30 DELTA 5) 
CDVL 13 1 0 
3 . 60000e- 1 
4.40000e-2 g .20000e-2 
3 . 55000e - 1 
jrilename sh60v::ailcdh.sav 
j u ser Wagne r 
1.18000 .. -1 
2.10000 .. -2 
~SE.AHAWK VERTICAL STAEILZER DRAG COEFF VS ALFPP3 
• (!UGH ANGLE MAP - 90 90 DELTA 10) 
=CDP3MP 
=ALFPP3 
_OUTPUT : cDP3 
CDVH 19 1 0 
~filen .. :t1e sh60vtai l cll .sllv 
.user Wagner 
*SEAHAWK VI::RTICAL STABILZER LII"J' eDEn" VS ALFPP3 





- 1 . 30COOe · l 
-2 . 80000e-l -6.0000 0e- 2 1 .60000e-l 
3. BOOOOe-l 6.10000e-l 8.20000 .. -1 
8.90000e - l 
_Filename sh60vtai lc:l h.sav 
.user W;o qner 
.SEAHAWI( VERTICAL STABILZER LIFT COE!'F VS ALFPP] 
II (HI GH ANGLE MAP - 90 90 DELTA 10) 
CLVH 19 1 0 
O.OOOOOeOO - 1.20000e- l -2.80000 .. -1 - 4.60000". - 1 
-6 .60000".-1 - H. 80000e- l - 1. OOOOOeOO -9.30000 .. - 1 
-5.00000,,-1 - 6.00000 .. -2 8.20000".-1 
B .90 0000". - 1 fI . OOOOOe- l 6 . 30000 .. - 1 4 .80000"-1 
3.20000 .. -1 1 .10000e-l 0 . 00000 .. 00 
'Filename rnrint_ fusex.sav 
hls er Wagner 
wSEAHAWK FORE/AFT M.R. DOWNWASH AT FUSELAGE 
~AAIFMR 
=EKXWF 
RVXFUSEI 11 3 0 
5.50000,,-1 
1.03000cOO 
8 ,00000,,- 2 
5 . 30000,,-1 
3.20000,,-1 
8.00000,, - 1 9.40000,, - 1 
- 1.20000e- 1 2.00000,,-2 
73 
fFilename mrint_ fusey. sav 
_user waqner 
jlSEAliAWK LATERAL M.R. IXlVNWASH AT FUSELAGE 




RVYFUSEI 11 J 0 







.Filena:r,e m:::int_fu!O:ez . sav 
'user Wa .. ner 
.SEAHAWH VERTICAL M.R. DOWNWASH AT FUSELAGE 
• Sign is o;:>posite that of Sikon:y ETR-TI -068 due to 
II difference in coordinate s y stem orienta tion. Flightlab 
* hlls x forward y ou t right wing z down where sikorsky data 
• has x forward y out left wing and z up . 
• MI\PNAME ~ EZWFMP 
;B:V 
RVZFUSEI 11 3 0 
- 1.11000eOO -1 .09000e OO -1.08000eOO - 1.06500eOO 
-1.0500 0eO O -1.0 4000eOO -1.02 000eOO - l .010 00eOO 
- 1.OOOOOeOO - 8.80000e-1 - 6.00000e-1 -1.12 000eOO 
-1.12000eOa - 1.I2000eOa - 1.12000eOO -1.1 2000eOO 
-1.1 2000e OO -1. 12 000 eO O -1. l2000eOO - l.l1eOOe OO 
·6.00000e- l - 1.15000 e OO - l.lSOOOeDO 
-1. lS 000eOO -1 .160 00eOO -1. 170DOe DO 
-1.22000eOO -1. 16000eOO -9. 800 00e-1 
74 
. Filename mr in t_htailx . sav 
~ use r Wllqne r 





= CHI PMR 
=AAIFMR 
= EKXP I 
RVXHTI 11 3 0 
3,OOOOOe - 15 .4 0000e- l 
1 .04 000eOO 1.30000eOO 1. 55000eOO 
O. OOOOOeOO - 4 .00000e-1 
-6 . 00000e-1 - 2 .00000e - l 1.20000e -l 
3.60000e-1 6 . 00000e-l 8.30000e-l 
1.30000eOO 
O. OOOOOeOO - 8 . 00000e -l 
- 7. 40000e-l - 3 .2 0000e-l 4. 00000e-2 
3 . 20000e-1 6 . 00000e-l 8.60000e- l 
1 .1 2000e OO 5 . 40000e - l 
~ F i l enarne mrint_htlli ly . "av 
' User Wagner 
~SEAHAWK LATERA L M.R . OOWNWASH AT HORIZONTI'IL TAIL 
• RVYHTI 
RVYHTI 11 3 a 
O.OOOOe + OO 
O . OOOOe+ OO 
O.OOOOe. OO 
O. OOOOe~ OO 
O.OO OOe. OO o . aoooe+ CO 
O.OOOOe .OO O.OOOOe+ OO 
0 . 0000.,+00 O,OOOOe. OO 
O.OOOOe+ OO O.OOOOe. OO 
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i>FileniJ..'T.e mrint_hta i l z . sav 
~\;ser \I,·aqner 







- 1 . 91000eOO 
- 1.42000eOO 
- 1.88000eOO 
- 1.69000 .. 00 
- 1.84000e OO -1 . 91000 .. 00 
- 1 . 98000 .. 00 -2 . 04000 .. 00 - 2 . 08000 .. 00 
- 2.140COeOO -1.62000eOO 
- 1.36000 .. 00 
-2 . 06000 .. 00 
- 2.14000 .. 00 -2.21000 .. 00 -2 . 28000eOO 
-2 . 16000eOO -1 . 96000eOO 
*Filer-.ame fus .. int_ stabqdyn . s a v 
*U~er Wagner 





HTODYN 1 13 0 
1 . 00000 .. 00 1 _OOOOOeOO 
76 
4F ilena:r.e fc;.seintf _ stabVY .I>a.v 
4User Wa.gn"r 
tSEAHAW-" FUSELAGE LATERAL DOI'."NWASH ON STABIUl.TOR VS ALfWF 
. 
o . 00000eOO 
~Filer.am" fuse int f _ stabvz .silV 
. 1)S('r Wa g ner 
4SEAHAWK fUSELAGE DOI"iNi\·ASH ON STA.8ILATOR VS ALFWF 
~MAPNAME 
2 . 90000,,00 1 .900 00,,00 
- 1.65000eO O - 1 .400 0 0eOO 
- 1.9500 0 eOO - 4. 40000eO O ~5 . 75000e OO - 6 . 650 00eOO 
_ ., . 50000eOO 
~F i l cmlIne !c;.seint:_ v"r t qdyn . sav 
lIuser Wagner 
4SEAHAWK DYNA..'1IC PRESSUHI:: l-tAT TO AT VERITCAL TAIL VS I'SlWF 
~QP3MP 
_OUTPUT ~Q?3Q·";" 
VTQDYN 15 3 0 
9.75000,,-1 8 . 45000e-1 
., .8 00 00e - 1 7.20000e -1 6.55000e - 1 
6. 50000e - 1 7 . 95000e-1 8 . 10000e - 1 
8. 4 000 0 e - 1 1 . 0 0000eOO 1 . 0 0000e Ol 
9.55000e- 1 8 . 25000e-1 7 . 3000 0e-1 6 . 60~ 00e - 1 
5 _ 800 00c~ 1 5 . ·' 0 0C Oe - 1 
6.6 0000e - 1 
1 . 00 000e Ol 1. 00000eOO 
6.90000,,-1 6 . 150 00e- 1 5.7 5 000e - 1 
5 . 10000c-1 5 .30 0 00e -1 




.SF..AHAWl< FUSELAGE SlDEWASH ON VERTICAL TAIL VS PSHIF 
iI Sign is opposite that of Sikorksy ETR- T1 -0 68 due to 
• difference in coordinate system orientation . Y1ightlab 
• has x fon..'ard y out right wing z down where Sikorsky data 
~ ha1< x forward y out left wing and z up. 




FVYVT 13 ) 0 
-7 .S0000eOO -7.00000eOO - 5.50000eOO -1.00000eOO 
4 . 0000 0e- 1 1.75000eOO 
2.00000eOO 2 . 20000eOO 4 .10000eOO 
S. SOOOOeOO 4.35000eOO 3. ]SOOOeOO 2.70000eOO 
I.JOOOOeOO 1.70000eOO 2 . 80000eOO 1 . 55000eOO 
2.00000e-1 -1.50000eOO -1 .9 0000eOO 
-J . S5000eOO - 4. 20000eOO 4 . 40 000eOO 
78 
"t- illllllllllillll//!!III/iI/I/!!I!1/IIII/!I!!!IIII!!!l1i 
~ I ! ile loca ~ ion d4/ wagner/flightscope/ models/tdblo/ 
~ I ::otorc;r"ft 
~ ! datf> 27 July 1995 
, ; 
inpu t 1 is forward 
~! input 2 is collective position in percen t {XCPC) 
~ I/I/IIII/! II! II! II I II! II II! ! I / II/ /II / I/III!! 1// / II III/ I 
STABPQS T'l' 1 209 0 
42 . 16 ~2. 36 12.] IJ 42 . ]6 l2. 40 22 .1. 0 1 2 . • ::7 5 .02 -2 . 35 
-3. Ali -5 . 00 - 6.1<: - 7 . 28 -8.4:1 -9.57 -10 . 46 - 10. ~6 
-0.78 · 2.29 - ] .43 -1 . 57 -~. 71 - 6 . 86 -8 _ 00 - 8 . 89 -8 _ H~ 
-8 . 89 -8 . 89 42.36 42.36 42.31> 0 . 36 33 . 44 24.5115.59 
-.'11 - L~6 - 3.00 - 4.19 - 5 . 38 -6.4 3 -7.32 
- 7.32 - 7.32 - 7. 37. ~ 2 . 3 6 42 _ 36 42 _ 36 42 .36 33.96 25.55 
17.149.742 . 37 .86 -. 29 -1.0 - 2 . 57 - 3.'12 - .. ,8 6 
- ~.75 - 5.7 5 - 5.75 -5. 75 42.36 42 . 36 1,2 .36 42.36 34 . . 47 
26 .5918 .70 1L J'i 3 . 9 4 2.43 1.29 .H 1. 00 - 2.14 
- 3 . 29 - 4 .18 4 .1 8 4.HI - 4 .18 42. 36 42.36 42 . :n 42 . 36 
34 . 99 27.62 20.2 5 12. A8 5.51 4 .00 2.86 1. 72 . 57 
- 1 . 71 - 2.60 - 2.6 0 -2.60 - 2 . 60 42.36 42 .36 42 .36 
12 .3636 . 403 0 . 4324.1.617 . 179.77 5.57 4 .0 3.2') 
2.1 4 1.00 -1.03 -1. 03 - 1.03 -1 .03 42.36 47 .. 36 
42.36 42.36 37 .80 33.24 28.67 21 .39 14.12 7.15 6.CO 
4.86 3.71 2 . 57 1.43 .5!' 1.2.36 
42.361,2.3642.3637.6033 . 2428.6 7 n.39 le12 7.15 
6.0C 4.86 3.71 2.57 1. 43 5 4 .54. ~4 .54 
12. 36 42.361.2.3642.3637.8 0 33 . 24 ~B.67 21.39 14.12 
7.15 6.0J 1,.8 6 3.71 2 .S7 1 . 43 .54 .54 . 54 
54 42 . ]6 42. 3~ 42. 3~ 42.36 37.80 33 . 24 28.67 21.39 




APPENDIX C. MODEL SCRIPT FILES 
U 
II filer.am" ~h6Cb_rigi d .def 
/ I :':hi s file is cre"tcd by MO"el Editor 
clearm 
"e(;cribe I "Model - Td: 
S"",hilWk") ; 
exec (. $FL_SCRIP1"S/s'."'~t:.lp. scr ' ,1) ; 
1/ First P"S~ instruct ions: load':'''g "ata 
goto world; 
path ( " $FL_SCRTP'l'S /rotorcraf t/") ; 
push,] (roode l ) 
p'-1",hg (dilta l 
pOP';! II data 
for test: 0: free fly; 1: wir.d tunr.el ::est " ; 
massf:"g = .0 "fla g about the ir.put of this screen: 1: tota l vehicle; 0: 
fuselag" <.""J"ly·; 
vrna ss = 573.67"1 ' v e hicle :cass 11"""-:;:;fla9= J : total vehicle 
fuselage only)"; 
fscg = 29.508 "F\lse l age sta tion o f veh icle cg p osition (1)"; 
bIcg = .0167 "Buttline sta::ion of vehicle cg position 
wl cg = 20 .75 8J "Waterline sta~ion of vehicle cg p osition 




"Z - axis (YilW) mome"t of !:le::"till lma:;~fl"g~l: total vehi"le; 0; 
"X- Y -axis produ ct of ir.erli ... Irra :;:;f1a,]"1 : ::otal vehi,, 1e, 0: 
"X- Z axis produc~ of inerti ... 1=:;:;£ 1dg " l: total vehicle; 0 
f usel a gei ' ; 
l",a:;sfl " g=l: total voil i cle; O' 
popg II data 
eXCcl"app ll'"tr . . scr " ,1); II d<,p l icatio:l. p lltr. 
pa~h("-/sh60'i 
81 
ex .. c (" rotorcraft. prolog' ,1) ; 
papg II d .. ta 
exec ( " rotorcraft . .,xc·, 1) ; 
pathlll) 
exec ('$FL_SC?IPTS/permpath. scr", 1) ; 
p .. th I" $?L_ SCRT?TS/rotorcn,[t/envi ron_atmos/ ") ; 
pushg (model) 
pus hg Idat,,) 
isEnvironJ\.tmos = 1; 
popg I I data 
pushg (dat,,) 
I I • •• ••• • begin loadi ng data •••• • •• 
II · · .. ••• end lOdding data ••••• • • 
popg I I data 
path(" $FL_ SCRIPTSlrotorcraft/environ_ "tmos/") ; 
pushg (mode l ) 
pus:"'1 (data) 
isAtmosphere = 1; 
popg I I dOlt .. 
pushg Idat,,) 
I I · .. •• .. begin loading d"ta • • • • • • • 
atmtab = r .. ad (. $FL_LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotorcraft/ latmo. t"b " ) ; 
describe la t mt"b. "Atmosphere t"ble. enter a fil e name. data is expected in 
scope read for"'""t"); 
II·· .. ••• end loading data •• h . .. 
popg I! data 
popg I j model 
exec ( - applpat!":. scr ' , 1); ! I "pplication pdth 
pushg Idat,,) 
ex .. C ("environ_ atmos .prolog " , 1) ; 
popg I I d«ta 
exec ("envit"on_dtmos . exc " , 1) ; 
papg I! mode l 
pathll] ) 
exec! ' $FL_ SCRT PTS/ permp"th. scr". 1) ; 
pat!": I' SFL_SCR lPT::/rctorcr .. ft! rOtors I . ) ; 
pushg (rotot"l_t"otor) 
pusr.g (da ta) 
82 
isRotorl " 1, 
popg II data 
pushg (data ) 
II ····· ·· begin l oading dat a .... ... 
fsmr " 28. 4346 ' Puselage station of Rotor! ( I )", 
blmr " 0 . 0 'Butt l ine stat ion of Rotorl in inches" , 
wlmr " 26.25 "Wate dine station o f Rotorl (1 )" , 
nblades " 4 "Number of Rot o rl blades "; 
Btl " 0.<)7 "Rotorl blade tip loss distance", 
eulerhub" [ 0 . 0 177.0 0.0), 
tiltaxis " 2 "Axis about wh ich rotor shaft ti lt s as in tilt rotor 1 · 
x -ax is; 2: y; 3: z " , 
rprnnom" 27 . 0 "Rotorl nominal speed in radian/sec " ; 
rmr " 26.83 "Rotor l radius in feet'; 
naz " 24 "Number of azimuth step / rev " ; 
phase" -9 .7 "swash plate ph",se a ngle ( de'l)"; 
II · · · · .. • end lo",din'l dilta .... . . . 
pop'l II dat'" 
path (" $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/rotor s/blade _ e l ement /") ; 
p u shg (rotor ) 
p u shg (data) 
iSBladcElement = 1; 
popg II data 
p ushg (da ta) 
I I " · ·· " · · begin loading data . "." .. " 
clockwise = a ' 0: counter·clock· ... i se r otor ; 1 : c l ockwise r otor " ; 
II ·· ·· · ·· end loadinll data • ••• • • • 
popg II data 
popg II ro t o r 
P3th I "$FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/rotorsfblade_ e l e mentfhub/') ; 
pushg ( rotor) 
pushg (dat al 
i sHub" 1; 
!>OM II data 
pushg (datal 
If · · .... • begin loadi ng data ....... 
coneang y 0 .0 " r o to r precone angle in deg r e e' ; 
coneol " 0.0 " rotor precone offset. trom Center ot rotation in ft', 
transylen " 0.0 "torque offset in v-dire ction positi v e forward " ; 
II · · · · ··· end l oading data •••.••• 
popg II da ta 
popg fl rotor 
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path (. SFL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/rotors/blade_element/hub/articulated/ " ) , 
pushg Iro t or ) 
pushg ( d ata ) 
iSllrticulated = 
popg ! I data 
pushg (dat.a) 
I I ······· begin loading data ~ •• •••• 
laghinge,,- 1 ' option f o r lag r.inge : 0: no lag hinge, 1: with l a g hinge " , 
flaphof = 1 . 25 "Rotor flap hinge ofhet in feet", 
laghof = 1.25 "Rotor l ag hinge offset in f eet " , 
feathof = 1.25 "Rotor feathring hinge offset in f e et"; 
delta3 = 0 "p os s it ive delta] for negative p itch- f lap coupling ", 
flapkk = 0 " flap hinge rotational spring stiffness ", 
flapcc = 0 " flap h i nge damping coe fficient " , 
flapangO = 0 " flap hinge spring u ndeformed a ngl e " ; . 
II· ··· · ·· e n d loading data •••• • •• 
popg I I dat a 
popg II r otor 
p a th I . SFL_SCRIPTSI rotorcraf t / rotors/blade_ element Ihubl articula t ed I l a gdam 
per /l inear /" ) ; 
pushg (rotor) 
pushg (data) 
is Lineardamper " 1, 
popg ! I d a ta 
pushg (d a ta) /1 ······· begin loading data • ••••• 0 
l a gkk = 0 "linear lag d"-'"lper st i ffn e ss", 
lagcc = 20000 0 linear lag damper dar:lPing coefficient", 
lagangO = 0 'linea r lag dampe r spring u n de formed angle", 
II ·· · ···· e"d loading data ••••••• 
popg II data 
pops II ro tor 
p<llth( "SFL_ SCRIPTS /rotorcra f t/rotors/bl ade_ element/ b l ade l 0) ; 
pushg ( rotor I 
pushg I d .. t a) 
io.:B l a d e " 1; 
popg II d a ta 
pu""g Id"t,,) 
II .. • .. ~· begin load ing dat" . ..... . 
f i rstscp:..b " 1.25 °Ir.boa r d edge locat i on of blade st ructure, typ ically 
l ocate" at outmOSt hinge ' ; 
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xhord = reau l " SFL_ LCCAL _ DB/tahles/rotorcraf'C..l /blade_chord. tab " I; 
htw = Hl<ld{ 'S FL_L8CAL_ D3/tahles/rotorcraftllblade twist _ tab" I ; 
describelhtw, "Enter filename which is in scope read to=at "l; 
mp: = read{ "$FL_LOCAL_D3/::ables/ro~orcra flllrnpl _ t ab" I ; 
dcs<.:ribe {mpl , "Enter filen,,"'e which is in scope read forIn<lt {mIl I ' I ; 
xnode = read{" SFL_LOCAL_DB/~ables/rotorcraftllbldde_struC_x."lOcie_ tab") ; 
des cribe(xnode, "If grip option is seL tn 0; E"ter f ilename whic!! is in 
s cape read far",at " ); 
rnidchord') ; 
II ······· end loaui.ng dala •••• • •• 
1'01''1 / / data 
pop'1 I I rotor 
patr.( · $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcr<J.ft_/rotors/bladc_ehment/blad"/r~gi d/") ; 
p,--,shg (ro~orl 
pushg (data) 
i.sR~gid ,- 1; 
pop'1 II ciata 
pushg 
II· ······ 1/· ······ 
popg ! I dat_" 
popg II I-ot_or 
loading d"ta •• ••• •• 
10<J.ding data " •••••• 
pathl' SFL_ SC,UPTS/ratorcraf t/rotors/blade_elcmcnt/airloild"I ' J ; 
pU:;hg (rotor) 
pushg (datal 
POP\! I I data 
pushg Ida tal 
/ 1'······ begin 1"Mling dat" ••.•••• 
nse,.a = 5 '-Numbe r of blade aeLO "eg1T,cn~s"; 
[ir" t"cpib = -' .5 02 "",borad r a dia l st<J.tion w!!"re airfoil starts 11)"; I! ······· end lOildinq dat" • 
popg ! ! d"ta 
popg 1/ ro~or 
patr.l • SJ.·L _ SCRIPTS/rotorcra Etl rotors Iblade_elementl air loads /quas i_.steady I 
" I; 
pushg (rotor I 
pushy Idata) 
isQuasiSteady = 1; 
popg I I data 
pl;.shg (da t .. ) 
II '~'~~" begin loading data ••••••• 
nairEoil = 1 "nl;.mber of a irfoil used for each blade"; 
afoilbounda ry = read ("SFL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotoreraftllafoilboc:nr.ary . tab") ; 
deseribe(aEoilbour.dary,"airfoil boundary. 1st col for inne::: edge; 2nd col 
for o '.:ter edye; :ld by radius ' ); 
loadl" $Fl.. _:" OCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraEt/ lel11 .sav") ; 
load (" $FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftl Iclhl. sav") ; 
load (. SFL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftllcmll. Si!lv " I ; 
load (" SFL_ LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftllcmhl. sav") ; 
load(" SFL_LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotorcraftllcdll .sav") ; 
load(" SFL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotoreraftllcdhl. sav · ) ; 
aoatll = [-32 32 2 3J]; 
aoathl = 1-180 180 2 1811; 
machtl = [0 1.0 0.1 11]; 
load I" SFL_ l..OCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftl Icili. sav"1 ; 
loa d I" SFL_ LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftl Iclh1 . s'IV"1 ; 
load 1 "SFL_LOCAL_DBI tables I rotorcra ft/I cmll. say" I ; 
loan( " SFL_ LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftl lemhI.sav") ; 
load(" SFL_LOCA:"_DB/tables/rotorcraftllcdll. sav") ; 
load ( ·S FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorc ra ftl ledh1 . sav"1 ; 
aoat12 = [-30 30 0.5 U1j; 
aoath2 = [ - 180 180 5 "J3]; 
(0 1.0 0.1 11!; 
load I" $FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraft/ lell1 . sav") ; 
l oad I" $FL._LOChL_DB/tttbles/rotorcraftl Iclhl. sav ") ; 
l oad I " SFL_LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotorcraftllcm11. sav ") ; 
load (" SFL_ LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcra ftl lemhI. sav"1 ; 
loadl " SFL_LOCAl.._ D3/tables/rotorcra ftllcdll. s av" ) ; 
load I " SFL_LOCAL_ DB/tabl .. s/rotorcraftllcdhl. SttV") ; 
a oatl3 = ( - 30 30 0 .5 121 ] ; 
aoath3 " [ - 1 80 l8C 5 73]; 
maehtJ " (0 1. 0 0 . 1 11 ); 
II"' •••• * 'O rod lOCldir:g da ta •• • " ••• 
po,,; II d"ta 
po.,g I.' lCO:O:-




islmlucedVeloc i ty = 
poO''1 /1 data 
push'1 (dao;;a) 
II · .. •••• begin loadi ng dao;;a • •• •• • • 
II · •••••• end loading data ... ... . 
P"P9 II data 
popg II ro t or 
pa th (. SFL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraft Irotors/blade~element I induced_veloci ty luni fo 
rm/ " ) ; 
pushg (rotor) 
pushg (dat(l) 
isUniformlnflow = 1; 
popg II data 
pushg (data) 1/ ···· ··· h ... gin lOilding data ••••••• 
gef1 ~ 0.5 " Empi r ical gro:..:nd ",ffect p(lr(lmete r"; 
g ef 2 " ~ . 6667 "Empirical ground effect parameter "; 
d .... tau ~ 0.0103 "Inf lo .... time c onstant in seconds"; 
II ··· ·· ·· end loading data . "." " • • 
popg II data 
popg II rotor 
exec("applpath.scr " . l l; II a pplication p a th 
push'1 Id(lta) 
exec I" rotorl .prolog " . 11 ; 
papg 1/ data 
exeC I" rotorl. exc " . 1) ; 
popg II rotorl_lOotor 
p ath ( r J ) 
c x "c ("SFL_SCRIPTS /permpath . "cr " . 1) ; 
path r"SFL_SCRTPTS/rotorcrafUrotors/") ; 
punhg (rotor2_rotor) 
pushg (d (lta ) 
i"Hoto r2 = 1; 
popg ! I data 
pushg (d"ta) 
i/ ....... begl.n loadir. g data ...... . 
(S"', = 61 . 0 "Fuselage station of Rotor2 
blmr . - 1 . 1667 'Buttline st ation o f 
.... lmr ~ 27.0583 "Waterline "tatl on of Rotor2 
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nblades '" 4 "Number of Rotor blades ' ; 
Btl" 0.92 "Rotor blade tip loss factor" ; 
e,,"le::hub = [0.0 0.0 - 11 0 . 0); 
- 1 "Axi" about whic:.,. rotor "haft tilts as in til-:c roto::. 1: 
:-:-a:-:i,;; 2: y; 3: z": 
::pmno:n '" 124 . 62 " Ro t or nO:l".ia1 r otationa l speed in rad/sec"; 
rmr = ~.5 " Rotor radius ir. feet " ; 
111 "N·.;.mber of azimuth step/rev"; 
phase = 0 .0 ' swa sh plate phase angle Ideg)"; 
dtopt = 0 " option C: ,,"se the ,;ame dt as rotor1 ; 1 : use different dt: for 
rotor2" ; 
11"'*' ** end load:'ng d a ta ••••••• 
popg II data 
path I " $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraf::Jrotors/bai!ey_rotor/ " ) ; 
pushg I r otor) 
pushg (data) 
isAaileyRotor " 1; 
popg II oata 
pushg (da t a) 
II ······· begin loading dat:a ••••••• 
= 5 .7 3 "Lift CUrVe slope"; 
cdtr = 0.001 "Rotor head drag coef ficie,",t: " ; 
dOtr = 0.0087 "The zeroth order drag polar consta nt:"; 
dltr'" - 0.0216 "First order drag polar constant"; 
d2tr = 0.4.000 'Second order drag polar constant'; 
6.0 " Bla de pitch at: zerO collective", 
bvttr = 0.7'16 "Blockage .. ·ffect parameter for hover a n d low speed (le,;s 
tha n vbvttrl"; 
bv t ltr " .A5 ' Blockage effect para meter for "-igh speed (larger than 
vbvttrl" 
chordtr ~ 0.81 " Illa de chord", 
0 . 00145~ 'Pa rtia l of coning wrt: thrust'; 
0 . 0 "Initial tail rotor collective pitc:""; 
- 18 "Difterence between blade t:ip and root pitc h " ; 
td3tr = 0.7002075 'Tan of effective del~a 3 angle Ifor pitch to coning 
coupling) " ; 
vbvt.tr" 50 . 6340 "forward speed threshhold for blockage effect ' , 
:-:ibtr = ) . 1 0 'Second :noment of IT"''''' inertia"; 
drot" 1 "1: Rota tional Axi s IRA) ~ thnlst Axi,,:TA); -1: RA= - TA " ; 
1/ .... . .. end loading ad';:a ...... . 
popg II d a t a 
e:-:ec I "ro t or2 . e xc". 1); 
path ( (I) 
e xec (" $FL_ SCRTPTS/permpath . se r " . 1) ; 
pa~h (" $?L_ SCRIPTS/rotoTcraf tipropul sion/") : 
pU 3hg (propul sion) 
pushg (data) 
i';Propulsion " 1; 
POP9 II data 
p"s1".g (data l I I······· begi n loading data .. " . .. . 
II ····· · · end loa d i ng data ••••••• 
POP9 II data 
path (. $FL_SCRTPTS/rotorcrartipr opu lsion/idea l/' ) ; 
pushg (p ropulsion) 
pushg Idata) 
i sld eal : 1; 
popg II da t a 
pu"hg Idata) 
I I '" *" " beg in l oading data ••••••• 
psiscale " 4. 61S6 "Rat io of t ail rotor rpm to main rotor rpm" ; 
J I··· .. ·· end l oa ding data ....... 
popg II data 
popg / / propu l "ion 
execl" a pplpath.scr".ll; /1 appli c a eion pa~~ 
pushg Idata) 
exeC (' propulsion .prol og". I) ; 
popg II data 
exeC ('propulsion .exc · . 1) ; 
popg II propu lsion 
pdt:h l l l) 
exec I" $FL_ SCRlPT5 /pe r:npath . !lcr". 1 ) ; 
path( " $fL_ SCRI PT$lrotorcraft/airframe/") ; 
pushg lair fr a me) 
pu"hg (datil) 
isAi"frame " 1; 
POP9 II data 
pushg (cia ta) 
II .. • • ••• begin loading cata ••••••• 
II'······ e!l.d loading data ••••••• 
pop," ! I data 
path ("SFL_SC"IPTSI rotorcraft/airfra mel fuselage I " ) ; 
pcs::g (airframe) 
pushg (dat • .) 
is Fuselage '" 1; 
popg II data 
pus:.,g (datal 
! I··· · ••• begin loading data • •••••• II ···· ·· · end loa ding data ••••••• 
popg / I data 
popg II ",irfr"'rne 
Pllt" (" $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcr",tt/air!rame/fcselage/r i9id/" I ; 
pushg (airframe I 
pushg (d"'tal 
isRigid = 1 ; 
popg II dat.a 
pushg (da tal II ······· begin loading data' ••• • • • 
II' • •••• • end lo",ding d"'t'" •• • • •• • 
popg // dat '" 
popg 1/ airframe 
path( 'SFL_ SCRIPTS/rotorCL-",ft/airframe/",er odynamics/ " ) ; 
pushg (a ir f rame) 
pushg (da tal 
:"sAero = 1; 
pepg // dat'" 
p:.lshg (d"'ta) 
1/ .. ..... begin loading data .... H. 
/1' ·· .... e nd lOllding data ..... .. 
popg II date" 
popg ! I ",irframe 
''<It_h (. $FL_SCRIPTS/ro~orcraf~/airframe/",erodynamlcsl fus" lag e / " ) ; 
pushg (airframe) 
pushg Id"-~ II ) 
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iSFu"", l ageaero " 1 ; 
popg I I dd I.a 
p u,;hg 
/1··· ···· l oacing data •• ••••• 
fs...,f" "E-"u,;e l a ge Sl"l_ion of fusel age "body airloads aCl l ng po i nt 
''I 
= 0.0 · 3ut t l ir.c ,;t.! . . ion of fus",l"ge 
co 1 9 .5 •· .. "t.er1i"e statior. of elage 
[ - 30.0 30 . 0 5 13J; 
[ - 90.0 90.0 ]0 19]; 
,,~!'loac~ "ct~ng paont ( 1 )'; 
dirloac:ol <lel_i ng paint (1) '; 
load I ,. $FL_ LOCAL _ DB/tables/rotoreraftl /sh60fusccdal. ,;"v" I ; 
LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorera ft/ /sh60f'J.o;ecrnal . ""V") ; 
loa d I " $FL_LOCAL_DB/tabl esl roto::"crafl/ /"hf.Ofuseclbah. s av' ; 
load I· SFL_LOCA:"_LlB/ t ab l cs/ro~u~cr"ttl /sh60£usecdbl. o;a.v· I 
loa d I · $FL_ LOCAL_ DB/ta bles/rotorcraf tl / sh60fu5c cdbh . sav') 
load ( . SFL_ LOCAL_ DD/tl1b l es/::"otorc ::" l1 ft / I sh60 f u secmbal. say " 
popg / I dd t l1 
;:>ushg (datil) 
iSHstaba ero " 
po;:>\! / / d at a 
loading data •••• •• • 
nhstab = 2 uf I:or~zonlal "t ..'!.hi lizcrs · ; 
~~ ht ~ !~P . J 4 16 5B . J41f; ] ; 
blht = [ 3 " 5 -3.5 ]; 
",,1 he. ~ [20 . ]667 20. 3G67 1 
h;:>si = [ 90. 0 90.0 ]; 
hphi = [180 180); 
hst<'lbicix = 11 - l J ; 
hst<'lbsWp = {O.O 0 . 0 ] ; 
[7.16677. 1 667]; 
II .. ••••• end 10<'ldir;g o a t<'l ... ~ ••• 
popg II d<'lta 
popg II a irframe 
path (" SFL_ SCR1PTS/rotorcr .. ft/airframe/<'lerodynd.."T. ics/htail/") ; 
pushg (airframe) 
pushg (daca) 
ishstabilator " 1; 
popg II dat3 
pushg (dat <'l) 
II .. •• • •• begi'l l03ding d<'lt<'l ••••••• 
nhstabseg " [1.0 1 . 0J ; 
hchord = read( "S FL_ LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotorcraftllhst3bchord . t<'lb" I ; 
describe ( hchord, " Ir. scope read fOrT!lilt. 1st two column fo r 1st hst3b a r.d so 
ht3U<'lr;g = 0.0); 
hdefic '" 0.95J, 
h <'loatl _ JO 5 13]; 
h<'lo .. th = ( - 90 90 10 19J ; 
h=tcht = i O 1 1 IJ; 
load( "SFL_ :"OCAL_DB/t <'l blcs/rotorcraftllsh60ht .. ilcll. sav") ; 
10<'ld ( " SFL_LOCAL_DB/tablcs/rot orcraftll sh 60htailclh . .sav " ) ; 
103d {" $FL_LOCAL_DB/t .. bles /-rotorcr<'lftllsh60ht<'lUcdl. S<'lv") ; 
load {" $FL_LOC AL_DB/t <'lbles/rotorcraft l Ish60ht<'lilcdh.sav") ; 
load (" $FL_ LOCAL_DB/t<'lbles/rotorcraftllsh50htailcnl . sav·) ; 
10 .. d ( "$FL_LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotorcraftl Ish60ht <'l ilcmh . sav " ) ; 
II ······ · end loading d3ta ••••••• 
popg II data 
popg II airfrd.."l1e 
path (" $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/airframe/aerodynamics/vtail/") ; 
pushg lairfr .. mel 
pushg Ida ta) 
isVstabaero = 
POP\! II d3ta 
p ush;; 
l o "ding data ••••••• 
{S7 . 9167]; 
{O.O]; 
wlvL = {27 .. 75l; 




"phi ~ [90.01; 
vstahldx ~ [1 1; 
popg II d a ta 
popg II ailC!lCame 
pushg 
pClshg ( data l 
isvstabi latolC ~ 
popg II ddt ... 
:lcop e react fonr.at Is': two column EolC 1st vstab and so 
on " ) ; 
vtailang = 
30 5 1 3]; 
9010 191; 
1 1 1]; 
l oadl " SFL_ LOCAL_ DB/tabl e s/ro,: orClCaftllsh6Qvtailcll. sav " ) 
l o a d ( " SFL_LOCAL_ DB/tab1es/lCotolCcr"fl/ 1,,1".60vtai1cll: . SelV") 
1 0 ll6.( " $f"L_l.OCAL .. DB/tab1esl r<>torcr ll ftlls):60vtai1cdl. sav " ) 
load ! - SFL_ LOCAL_DD/ tables /rotorcra ft /l sh60vtLlilcdh . SLlV") 
10Lld (. $FL_ LOCAL_ DB/ta bl c s/rotorcr"ft/ Ish60vtailcml. g"v" I 
load (. SFL_ LOCAL_Dll/t"b l es/rotorcraftllsh 6QvtLlilcmh. sav ·) 11··*···· end l oadi ng data "T " " 
popg II data 
pop'] II airfram .. 
p"th! " SFL_SClHP'!'S/ roto rcraf tfa ir fnm .e/"er.sor/·) ; 
pu,;):g (airfrarr.e) 
pushg (da~a) 
popg II <lat/\ 
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= 0.0 "W"terline s~ation of sensor " ; 
II~*~" " end loading data •••• ~ •• 
popg II da<:a 
popg II airframe 
path I" $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/ " irframe/lar.ding_ge"rs/") ; 
pushg ("irframe) 
pushg Ida ta) 
isLandingGear = 1; 
popg 1/ data 
pusr.g Idat") 
II······· begin loadir.g d"ta •••••• ~ 
fsrmg = 24.7858 "fuselage st" tion of right main gear "; 
b1rll".g = ~ . 4 333 "buttline s<:atior. of right mair. ge"r "; 
wl rmg = l5.~OOO "wate rline station of rigr.t main gear" 
fslmg = 24.7858 • fuselag e s<:ation of left lI"ain gear ", 
bllmg = -4.'333 "buttline sta tion of left mai!"'. gear " 
wllll".g = 15.4000 "waterli!"'.e station of left main gear "; 
f"tg = 53.7183 "fusela ge station of ':ail gear " ; 
bltg ~ 0 . 0 "buttline s':atior: of tail gear "; 
wltg " 15.0333 "waterline st .. tion of tail gear " , 
brake = ].0 " Brake ped<ll deflectior. " 
maxload = -40000.0 " Maximum gear reaction lo .. d " ; 
mgmuside = - 0 . 8 "Main gea r side force coefficient of friction " ; 
mguesl " 2.366 " :-I .. in ge .. r u!"'.deflected strut ler.gtr."; 
:egsl = 0.7 ":-lain gears ' zero f orce deflection " , 
tgrnuside ~ -0 .8 "Tail gear side force coefficient of friction"; 
tgudsl = 2.29 "Tail gear undeflected stru,: leng':h"; 
':gsl = 0.94 "Tail qears' zero force deflection " ; 
mgrnub = read(" SFL_LOCAL_DB/tableslrotorcraftllmgmub. tab ' ) ; 
describe (mgmub, "Braking coefficier.<: of frictior. table ("",in gear) " ); 
mgrnur " read I" $FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraft/ /mgmur. tab") ; 
describe(mgnmr,"Rolling coefficient of frictior. table (main gear) " ); 
tgrnub = r e ad ( "$FL_LOCAL_DB/ta bles/rotorcraft/ /tgmub . tab " ) ; 
describe (tgmub, "Braking coefficient of friction table 1 tail gear)"I, 
readl' $FL_LOCAL_DB/~ables/rotorcraftl/tgmur. tab") ; 
describeltg-:r,ur. "Rolling coefficient of friction t a ble (tail gear) " ); 
mgcc = r ead (. $FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraft/ /mgcc _ tab") ; 
describe Imgcc, "Two stage damping coefticier:t table(main gear)"1 ; 
mqkk = read ( . $FL_ LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftl /mgkk_ tab"1 ; 
desc ribe(mgkk, "Two stage spring coefficient t"blelmain gedr) " ); 
= read (" $FL_LOCAL_DB /tilbles/rotoreraft/ltgec. tab' 1 ; 
describe 1 tgce, " Two stage da",ping coefficient tableltail gear)" I ; 
Lg"k " rCdd: " $FI._LOCAI._DB/t"bl es/rotorcraft/ltg"k, t .. b") . 
de!;"r; be I t_g"'",, "Two st"gc spring eoef! icient t a ble I t .. il gear) ' ): 
/I · · ···~· end loading dilta ••••••• 
po;>g / / dat" 
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papg II ai rframe 
exec("applpath.scr",1): II applicati o n path 
pushg (data ) 
exec ("airframe .prolog" , 1 ) : 
popg II data 
e x ec ( "airframe. e xc". 1 ) : 
popg II a::'l'frane 
path( [ J ) 
exec ( " SFL_ SCRIPTS/pe rmpath . sCI' " .l) ; 
path( ' $FL_SCRIPTS/l'otorcraftl [l igh~_contro l/") : 
pushg (control) 
pu~hg (data) 
isF l ightContral " 1 ; 
popg II data 
p ushg (data) 
II ····· .. l.>eg i n loading data ••••••• 
II ······· end loading daL<I ••••••• 
popg I I dat a 




popg I I data 
pushg (data) f' ······· begin loading data ...... . 
xa trm = 5 . 16 " pre:;e~ La~eral Stick Postion " ; 
x~tl'm " 4.73 ' preset Long Stick Postian ' : 
x ctrm ~ 4 .1 ~ " Preset Ca l l Stick Postion' : 
Xptrm = 1.65 " Preset Peda l Stick Poscion " ; 
scnsol'f'O = 7 "Airframe s.,nsor number": 
sensorgain = ,,-cad(' SFL_ LOCAL_D B/ t ables/rotorcraftllsenso,,-gain. tab " 1 ; 
describe (sensorgain. "Airframe senso,,- sel ective natri x " ); 
1/ •••• , •• e nd l oading data ...... . 
p opg II data 
popg II contro l 
"xec (" applpath.scr " , l) ; II " ppl ic"tion path 
pLlshg Idatal 
exec I - flight_ control, prolog " . 11 ; 
pOP \l" II data 
pupg II con trol 
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path( [[) 
.. >tee ("SFL_SCRIPTS/ permpath , ,,;cor ". 1) ; 
path I" $FL_SCR!I':'S/ rotorcoraft/aero_interfcrencc/") ; 
pushg (inter ference) 
pushg Idata) 
isAerolnterferen"e = 
pop g II d a ta 
pu,,;hg (data) 
II~ "" " hegin loading data ••••••• 
intfmatrix = read( "SFL_ LOCAL_ DBI tab) es/rotorC':raftllintf:t1atrix . -:.ab") ; 
describe (intfmat rix. "interference coupling matrix "); 
II· ······ end loading data ••••••• 
popg II data 
exec 1 "applpath . scr" .1); II application pa th 
pu,,;hg Idata) 
exec ("aer o_interference . prolog". 1) ; 
>,op", II data 
exec ("aero_interferenC':e.cxc·, 1) ; 
path ( [J) 
exec ("$FL_SCRIPTSlpcrmpath. ser". 1) ; 
path I" SFL_SCR!P'!'S/rot orcraft/aero_interference / rotor/ ") ; 
pushg (rotorl _ rotorl 
pushg Ida ta I 
islntfRotorl = 
popg II datil 
pushg Idatal 
1/""'" begin loa <"!ing da t a ••••••• II" ···· ·· end loading data ••••••• 
pOpg II data 
path:" SFL_SCRIP'l'S/rotorcraft/aero_interference/rotor /empirical!") ; 
pt;.shg Irotorl _ rotor) 
pushg Idatal 
;~RotorlEmpi.rical = 
pop,! II dat" 
[lUshg (data) 
II · .. .... begi:> l o"d;ng dl'tl' • • • •• , . II · .. · .. · end l oading dOlt" ••••••• 
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pup£, / I dat.a 
p-..:.s:-.g (daUI) /1······· begi:l loading d2lta * •••••• 
"".tchit ~ Ie 1110 
ht. a :n ,,[-6 6 £ 3'; 
paLl! ( . $FL_~C?_::P'l'.",/ rotorcr"f~ I aero_~"terference! rotor! ",:rpi:-icall " ) ; 
push" (rotorl_roLoL') 
push" (d"ta) 
po-pg Ii da~a 
pu~hq 
//" ..... 
vtchit " [0 
loading data '.*** •• 
10 11]; 
p"t_h (. $F:'_S::::"::PTS/rctorcraft/aero_i""_crt,,re,,ce/rotoriempiI'i" ... :i" I; 
pu~),g Irul_orl_rotori 
isRotor1intffu~e = 1; 
pOPQ Ii dinil 
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fusealf t eo [ -6 6 6 3]; 
l oad ( " SFL_LOCAL_DB/~ables/rotorcri'lft / / m:::: int_fusex . sav") ; 
load (. $FL_LOCAL_:lB/ti'lbles/rotorcraft.l l:nrint_fusey. Si'lv·) ; 
load (" $FL_LOCAL_DB/tables/rotorcraftllmrint_fusez " sav· ) ; 
II ······· end loading data •• ••••• 
popg I I dat ... 
popg / I ro~or1_rotor 
exec("applpath.scr" . l); II application pa~h 
pushg (dato) 
exec i · intfrotor1.prolog·. 1) ; 
popg II data 
e xec ( . intfrotor1_exc ·. 1) ; 
popg II rotorl_rotor 
path ( 11) 
exec ("$FL_SCRIPTS/permpath. scr" .1) ; 
path(' SFL_SCRIPTS/rotorcra ft/aero_interterencel fuselagel") ; 
pushg ( f"..Ise1agel 
p1.!sr.g (dat_o J 
i sln tfFuseli'1gc % 1; 
popg II data 
p'-1shg (da ti'l) 1/· ·· ···· begin loading data ••••••• II ······· er:d loading data • • •••• • 
pop g 1/ dota 
path (" SFL_SCRIPTS/roto rcra ft /aero_interferenc e / f u sel age / emp irical/-) ; 
pusr.g (fuselage ) 
pu!;hg (data) 
isF<.:seEmpirical " 1; 
popg / / dato 
pu!;hg ( d a ta) 
II ······· beg in loading data ••• ••• • 
II ""'" end 10i'ldi,..g dati'l •• , •••• 
popg Ii data 
p<:pg /1 fu!;el a ge 
pilth ( " SFL_ SC,UPTS/ r otore:r"ft/dcro_i r.tcrfcren e e / f u s el"ge/empiriea1/- ) ; 
p u shg ( fuselage) 
p ushg (dat",) 
i,-;F\1,-;e~ntfl!tail = 
popg /1 ddt", 
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[ - 90 90 IR Q 2]; 
load I" SFL_ LOCAL_ DB/tables/rotwrcraftJ! fU!lcintf _ htailvy _ sav") ; 
//*. , • • • - er.d loa d i ng data •••• •• • 
po..,g II data 
POM / I fuse l age 
pushg (datal 
iRF"""intfVta~l = 1; 
popg / I da~a 
popg 1/ data 
popg I J data 
pOp<; 1/ fuselage 
exec ( . $FL_ SCRIPTS/pcrmpa U 
popg ! I ir:t"rference 
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popg Ilmod .. l 
II Second p"s~ ir.~tructio!ls: makir.g connect io!l~ 
goto world 
init: 
path (" $!'L_SCRIPT~/rotorcraft/") ; 
pU5hg (model ) 
path ( " $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcr<l ftlenviron_ atmos/ " ) ; 
pushg (model) 
path ~ "SFL_SCR!PTS/rotorcraft!er.viron_atmos! ") ; 
exec("applpath .scr",l); 1/ application path 
exec ( " e!lvi ror:_a tmos. epilog " . 1) ; 
pusr.g (cpg); 
exeC (··environ_.atmos. configure". 1) ; 
popg; /1 cpg 
popg; 1/ model 
p a th ( r 1 ) 
exec (" $FL_ SCRIPTS/permpath. scr " ,1) ; 
path I " $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/rotors!") ; 
pushg (rotorl_rotor) 
path{ " $FL_SCRIPTS!rotorcraft/rotors/blade_element/") ; 
path I" SFL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/rotors/blade_ element/hub!") ; 
path ( " SFL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraft Irotors/blade_element/hub! lIrti culat ed/") ; 
path ( "SFL_SCRIPTS! rotorcraf t I rotors !blade_ element/hub/lIrt icul .. tl'd/lagdam 
per/linear/ " ) ; 
p " th I" SFL_SCRIPTS!rotorcraft/rotors/blade_ element/bladc/") ; 
patr.l" $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcra ft!rotors!blade_element/bladc/rigid/ " ) ; 
pllth ("S!'L_SCRIP7S/rotorcraft/rotor5/bl"de_ elemer.t/airload51") ; 
p" th 1 .. SF:._~CRIPTS I rotorcr ./l ft I ro~on:; Iblade_ "ll'mcr:t I ai r loads Iq"as .i_ s ':.l'ady / 
"I ; 
pa.t.h ( "S,'L_ SCRII"IS/ ,ot.orcrd.ft./rotors/blade_e l ement I induced_veloei ~Y I ') ; 
execl"a.pp l path.scr",l); II application pa':.!1. 
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exec (" ,-0::,or 1 . epilog" , 11 ; 
push g (cpg) ; 
exec I "rOLorI _cO:lfigure " .1); 
popS; / I cp," 
p0i'9; II r otorl _ ro::.or 
pa:h ( []) 
e xec I" $FL SCRIPTS/permpat!!. scr ' ,1) ; 
pat.h ( " $FL_SCRIPTSI rOLorcraft/rotors/ · ) ; 
pushg I ::-otnr2_ rotor) 
pushg (cpg); 
exec I" roto1'2 _ configure ' .1) ; 
pop,. : 1/ epg 
Pop9 ; 1/ rotor2_ rotor 
p"th([ I ) 
e xec (. $FL_ SCRlt'TSIp"!T1path. scr', 1) ; 
p ath!· $FL_ SCRII'TS/rotor"raft/propulsion!" 1 ; 
pushg (propu l sion) 
pushg (cpgl; 
exec ("propu l sion . con:i 'i!'.i:ce", 11 ; 
POP9; ! / cpg 
popg; I! propulsior. 
path! [ ) I 
exec I " SFL_SCRTPTS/permpath _ ''''r • 1 ) : 
path I· $FL_SCR 7P'l'S/rotorclCa:tC/airfrancl 'I ; 
p""hg (airtrame) 
pat h ( " SFL_ SCRIPTS!rotorcraflj«j r f rame/fusel "g,,! " I: 
pa:h ( . $Fl SCRI fYI's/, otorcraft! a i < f, ... rnt"! t' l~ c l agc! ~ j gid! " I ; 
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pa t h (. $FL_SCRIPTS/rot orcraft/airframe/ a erodynarnics/htaii/") ; 
p ath (" SFL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/airframe/aerodynamics/htail/") ; 
path( " $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcraf':/ a i r frarne/ aerodynamics/vt"il/ ") ; 
path (" $FL_SCR"CPTS/rot orcraft/airfra.",e/aerodyndmics/vtail/") ; 
path (" $FL_SCRIPTS/rotorcrdftlairframe/sensor/") ; 
path ( " $F,-_ SCRIPTS/rotorcrdft/dirfrarne/landing_gears/") ; 
exec["applpath,&cr " ,1); II applica':ion pdth 
exec ("airframe. epiiog", 1) ; 
p<:sr.g (cpg); 
exec ("airf r ame.conf igu re·, 1); 
popg; /1 cpg 
popg; II airfrarne 
pathl ( 1 ) 
exec (" SFL_SCRIPTS/permpath . scr", I) ; 
path ("SF:"_ SCRI?TS/rotorcraft/flight_control/") ; 
pushg (controll 
p"th I " $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcraft/flight_control/uh60/ " ) ; 
exec("applpath.scr".I); II application path 
exec I" flig h t _ contrOl. epil og " . I) ; 
p'.lshg (cpg) ; 
exec (" flight_control .configure", 1); 
popg; II cpg 
popg; II controi 
path( 1]) 
exec I" SFL_SCRIPTS/permpath . scr". 1) ; 
pdth I " $FL_SCRI?TS/rotorcraft/aero_interference/ " ) ; 
pushq linterference) 
path I " SFL_SCRIPTS/ro torcraft/aero_ interfere nce /rotor I") ; 
p'.l.shg (rotorl_rotor) 
p a th ( . $FL . . SCRIFTS/rotorcraft/aero_inter!erence! rotor/cmpirica l!') ; 
p"th: ' $FL_SCRr?TS/rotorcraf~/acro_inter!erence/rotor/c",pi d ca1/ ' ) ; 
path (. SF L_ SCRIPTS/rotorcra!t/aero_ i nterference/rotor fempirical/") ; 
path I "SFL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcra!t/aero_ inter!erence/>"otor/empiri call") ; 
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pushg (CP9); 
exe" (" intf.".>t-orl . configure", 1) ; 
POP9; II cpg 
p opg; / / rotor I _ rotor 
pathl [)) 
exec I ' $FL_SCRIPTS/pertr ..,ath. Ger ", :) ; 
path 
path I " $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcra tt/a..,ro_ i nt-erferencel tuselag"/elClpi ri"a 1/ " ) ; 
path ( " $FL_ SCRIPTS/rotorcr"ftJaero_ ir:t.erfer .. ncel fuse l age/elnp i rical/ " ) ; 
path I " $FL_SCRIP'I"S/ro·~<.>rcr"ftl< .. "ro._int .,rferer.cel fuse l age/empiric" 1 /") ; 
/ I p a ::h 
pushg (cp'1); 
exec I" intftuse . configure". 1) 
pop'1; / / ep'1 
POP'1; / / fuselage 
pa-;chl [ I) 
"X .. c I " $FL_ SCRIPTS/permpath . Gcr", 1) ; 
exeel·'app l path.scr " ,l); 1/ appl .i.e"tion path 
exec ( "" .. ro_in t-.,rferene".epi l og", 1) ; 
pushg (cpg); 
.. xec (" a .. ro_int..,rferenc ... eontigure", 1); 
popq; II epq 
papg; 1/ i:lterference 
path I [ I ) 
.. x " e ( " $)'L_ SCRIPTS/pcrmpath. ser " , 1 ) ; 
eXee("app l path . scr · ,l); 1/ a pplic"tion path 
.. xcc (. rotorcrdft . epilog". 1) ; 
pushg (epg) 
pOP>I ' I I or.oJ..,] 
path: ( 1) 
ex"" I" $FL_ SCFIPTS / per;npa tr .. scr " ,11 ; 
exec ( "applpath.scr " ,1); II application path 
ex,,"c( "slv,scr",l) ; 
goto wOl'ld; 
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The following is t he data entered into :-Iodel Editor for 
the c<..>llfltruction of the SI! - 60B mode l . It. follows " one 
<":orrespor.den(;., wi th t.he rr.odel tre e . 
':est £1,,<) 
IMSS flag 
o {total aircraft) 
o ~fuselage on ly) 
fu~elage ~ta':ion of vehic l e c<;J 
bu t tline st .. tion of vehic l e cg 
""aterl ir.e stat~on of vehicle og 
578_94 s lu"s 
29.5 0 8 rt 
. 0 1 67 ft 
ro ll Ino",ent of vehi cel inertia I x x 6 1 35 slug- fl - ft 
pitch mome'lt of vehicle inert.ia 1yy 4B71!> s l :J.g -~ t · ft 
yaw moment of vehicle inertia 1zz 46785 slug- ft - ft 
x-y axis product uf vehicle inertia -317 
x -z axis produc t of vehicle inertia 2535 
Y-z axi s prudun. of vehicle inerti a - 195 
Rotur(;raf t. Env i ro nAtmus .lI.trr.osph.,r., 
atmosphere ,:able 
Ro':o,craft. RO':orl 
fuse l age station of rotorl 
butt l ine stat ion of rotor1 
· .... aterline station of ro':or l 
number of rotorl b l ades 
H, 'co r blade t.ip los~ factor 
axis about wl"".ic.:h s ha ft tilts 
ro t.or ! r.omindl speed 
" ... rr.bCr of a z ':muth step/,ev 
"wash pla:: c phase ;'Ingle 
Rotorora ft .Rot.orl. Dlade Element 





2 Iy axis) 
7.7 . 0 r"d/sec 
26 . B3 tt 
-9 . 7 deg 
Roton;,,,,t t . Roto, l .B1ade I::.lement .H:lb 
: -utor precu"e C. 0 deg 
l-'recone of!:set fro'" rot.ati on "enter C.O f~ 
torque offset 0.0 f t 
hinge opt ion 
hinge o[f~e' 
1 I",it.h l ag hinge) 
1.25 ft 
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feathering hinge offset 
0.0 deg 
sprir.g s t iffness of flap hinge 0 . 0 fI:-ihf/rad 
damping coefficient of flap hinge 0.0 ft-ibf.sec/rad 
fl3P hinge spring undeformed 3ngle 0.0 deg 
Rotor1.Elade Element . Hub . Ar t iculated. Lineardamper 
line3r lag damper spring stiffness 0 ft-ibf/rad 
linear l .. g d a mper damping coefficient 20000 fI: - ibf .sec/rad 
l ine .. r l .. g d .. mper spring udeformed 0 deg 
Rotorcr3 f<:c. Ro<:cor1. Blade E l ement. Blade 
iuboard edge location of blade struc 
b l ade structure grid generation option 
blade sec<:cio:> chordwise c. g. offset hlade_cgoff . tab 
blade chord blade_ chord.t .. b 
blade segment rotary ",aSS 
blade twist vari<ltion 
blade nass distributio:> 
blade_n.·is t . tab 
mpl.tab 
blade s<:cructural segment er.d r.odes blade_ stI"uc_xaode . tah 
offset of midchord from e.a blade_segeO. tab 
offset of midchord from elastic a xis,+, e.a. ahe3 d of midchoI"d 
RotoI"craf:. Rotor! .Blade 1C1emen<:c .Rigid 
No dat3 needed 
RotoI"craft . RotoI"l . Blade Element . Airlo ... ds 
numbeI" of blade aero segments 5 
inboard I"<ldial s t atio:> where 3irfoil starts 
RotoI"craft . Rotorl. B13de Eler:tent .Ai rloads. Qu a siStea dy 
number of airfoils 1 
3irfoi1 boundary afoilboundary. tab 
1st airfoil cl for low angle 
1st airfoil cl fo::" high a:>gle 
1st airfoil Cn for low 'a agle 
ls~ airfoil cm for high a:>gle 
1st a ir f. oil cd fOI" low a agle 
1st: ... irfoil cd [or high a ngle 
1st airfoil low angl<> t a b arg '.m1ents -32 32 2 
1st airfoil h i gh angle ~ab a rgume nts -1 80 
Is: airfoil :each number arguments 0 1 . 0 0 _ 1 
Ro torcraft . Rotorl. Blade Element . InducedVeloci:y 
No ddt" nceded 
Rotorcr3 ft .lI.otorl . Rl a de Element . Ir.ducedVeloci ty. Uni(ormLnflow 
empirical ground effect p"ra;nete,.- ~ 
empirical ground eftect para.'T,eter - .6667 
i nflow time cons ~ ... r.'-
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Rotorcraft .Rotor2 
£ul)"lag" ~t<ot. ior. oE roto,-2 
but.': 1 ine station of ,-o t o,-2 
wa t erl ine st.atio!l o f rotor 2 
r:umber of rotor blades 
ro':.(.>r b l <ode tip 10"" f ,,"tor 
~o to r hub Era",e orientiltion 
- 1.1667 :t 
27 . 05 83 ft 
axis abau t whi ch tho shaft tilt~ 1 Y axi o; 
rotor nordna1 speed 12';.62 radlsec 
Ho torcraft. Rotor2 . Bai l eyRotor 
l ift ct:.rve s l ope 
,-otor head drag coeff ic ient 
con :; tan ': coeff o f drag 
f ~rst order drag pol ar c onst an t 
second orde r drag pol ar c:onstall t 
b l ade pitch bias 
blo<:;';ag o effe<:t for low spe"d 
blockage e Hec t for high speed 
partial of coni:-lg wrt. thrust 
tail rotor collective pitch 
tail rotor blilde twist 
. 001455 de 'l /lbf 
-H . O deg 
t iln of delta 3 ang le .7002075 (ta" 35 deg) 
for .... ilrd speed thrshal d for blockage 50.6340 
secand reoment of reas s i!le .. tia 3 . 10 
1 rotat io,.,al axis (HA) ~ 
thrust ilxis (TA) 
Rotorcraft. Propul"iotl 
/';0 d"ta rmeded 
Rotorcraft. . Prupu15ion. Id"a l 
RPM ratio 0: tail rotor to ma il: rotor 
Rotor<:1""aft . .. ir[r"",(J 
:::0 dOl ta "ceded 
Rot orc !:"a ~t. Airfnme . Fuselage 
Na d"t;, needed 
Rotorcraft . .. irf r ame . Fusel ilge. Rigid 
1>:0 dat" !leeded 
Rctorc1""a~t _ Ai r! r"I1"." ... era 
Nu dat" !leedec 
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Rotorcraf t. Air frame. Aero. Fuselagaero 
fuselage st a tion of fuselage a erO 28 . 
buttli'le station of fuselage aero 0 . 0 ft 
waterline station of fuselage aero 19 . 5 ft 
alpha arguments of low alpha table - 30 . 0 30 . 0 
alpha arguments of high alpha table -90 . 0 90.0 
beta arguments of low beta t a ble - 30.0 30.0 
b e ta arguments of high beta table 
cross coupling a.o.a. table arguments 
low alpha table of lift 
high alpha table of lift 
low alpha table of drag 
high alpha table of drag 
sh60fuseclal. s ay 
sh60fus eclah. say 
sh60fusecdal . say 
sh60fusecda h. s a y 
low a lpha ttlble of pitch moment sh60fusecma1. say 
high alpha t a ble of pitCh moment sh60fusecmah.sav 
low beta table of lift from side slip sh60fuseclbal. say 
coupling 
high beta t a ble o f lift from s ide slip sh60fuseclbah.sav 
coupling 
low beta table of drag 
high beta table of drag 
low beta table of pitch mome nt 
high beta table of pitch moment 
low beta table of side force 
high beta table of side force 
low beta t a ble of ro l l moment 
high beta table of roll moment 
low beta table of ya"'" moment 
high beta table of yaw moment 
Rotorcra ft . Air frame. Aero . Hstabaero 
Number of hstab 
fuselage station of h- t ail 
outtline station of h - tail 
waterline station at h-tail 
sh60fusecdbl. Say 
sh60fusecdbh . say 
sh60fusecmbal . say 
sh60fusecybal . Say 
sh60fusecybah. Sa y 
s h60fusecnba l. Sow 
sh60fusecrb31. say 
sh60fusecrba h . SaY 
hstab local frame orientation Psi 90 . 0 90 . 0 degs 
hstab loca l frame orientation '!'heta 0.0 o . C degs 
hstab local frame orientation Phi 180 180 degs 
ID for local x - axis direction 1 - 1 
hsta b s","eep angle 0.0 0 . 0 
h~ t. iib leIlgth 7.1667 7.1667 it 
Rotorcraft .Airframe. Aero . Hstabae ro .hs tabi1<ltor 
nGruber of air load "'egment s 
chClrd of hs\:"b segments hstabchord . tab 
initial inc i dence of ""ge l of h - ta i l 0.00.0 deg 
lift deficer.cy factor 
alph" argume!lts of low anc el lt1ble - 30 3 0 5 13 d e g 
alph" arc ument$ of high ""g l e table - 90 90 10 19 deg 
Jnach nurrbcr arguments of 10"'· angle table 0 1 1 1 
low an <;l le taOle ot <.:1 
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hig:"! angle tttbl" <It c1 
10,.; ,H:gle table of cd 
hig:l "ngle tllble of cd 
low a r.glc table of err. 
high angl e t llble of Cm 
vst"b fuselage sta t ion 
vstab bu t t.line st a tion 
v"'tab water l ir.e statio" 
vstab local fr ame orientation Psi 
sh60htailclh. "av 
sh60htailcdl. sav 
sh60htailedh . sav 
sh60htai le:c l . sav 
s:"!60htailcmh. sav 
0 . 0 ft 
22,75 
v"tab local frame Orie:lt ll tion Theta 90.0 degs 
vEta t> local frame orie:ltat iozl Phi 90.0 degs 
~D for loclll x- lIxi ,; directio:l 1 
v~t.ah ~weep angle 
vs~ab le:lgth 
1 0 degs 
il<ltoreraft. Airframe. Aero. Vstllbaero. vstabil ... Lor 
number of ... irload segments 
v~ t ab chord variation 
incidence "nyle of vstab 
lift d e tieiency fac tor 
alphll arg·.1:t1ents o f low angle t llbte 
vstabchord . t .. b 
0. 0 degs 
9S 
alphtt ar<:J'~:ce:lts of high angle table -9 0 - 90 10 19 
"",-ch nu:r.ber "rguments 0 1. 1 1 
10· .... ang l e t ... ble of cl sh60vtai l cl l .siw 
high ar.gle t"ble of cl 
10· .... angel tabl e of cd 
high a "g le table of cd 
low lingle table of Cm 
high ,H:gle tllble of Cm 
Rotorcrtt~ t . A 1 r' r llrr,e. Sensor 
fusel a ge statio!! of senso,-
buttl in" ~tat. i<ln of sensor 
wa ter line station of "en"<lr 
!<otorcr"ft . Ait-fra me. La"di r:g (; e "r 
fuselage station of right gear 
but tline station of right gear 
waterl i ne station of rig:ht gear 
fuselage station of left gear 
but~ li ne station of left ge,u 
..... aterline ,,"t ion o~ 1 ,d~ gear 
fuselage sation of tai l g e at 
Du tUi " " "t .. t. ion ot t"i l gea r 
waterlir.e staion of ud l gear 
bra ke peda l deO"ct;on 
maximum g"at reactier. lead 




sh6 0vtailcmh . sav 
0 .0 ft 





53 .71 83 
0 .0 
main geat side friction force cooff -0.8 
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roain gears undeflec~ed strut length 2.366 ft 
main gears zero forc e deflection .7 
tail gear s ide friction force coeff -. 8 
~ail ",ears undeflected ~trut length 2.29 f~ 
tail gears zero force deflection .94 ft 
brl'king friction coe!f table MG 
ro lling friction coeff table ~IG 
bra king friction coeff table 'l'G 
rolling friction coeff :able TG 
dam;>i:J.g coeff : able ~G 
spring coeff :able Me 
damping coef£ table TG 
spring coe!f table TG 
rogrnub.t .. b 
mgrnur . ~ab 
tglllub . tab 
tgmur. tab 
mgcc. tab 
mgkk . tab 
tgcc. tab 
:gkk. tab 




Rotorcraft. Aero. Inte r ference 
interference matrix 
4.14 in 
1 . 65 
sensorgain . tab 
Roto r cra!t .Aero Interterence.Intf Rotorl 
No data needed 
Rotorcraft .Aero Interference.Intf Rotorl.Rotor! ~irica1.Ro~or1int!Ht", il 
rotor dwash t ", b arg(wake ekew angle) 0 100 10 11 deg~ 
rotor dwa sh tab a rg(tpp 1n", tilt ang) -6 6 6 3 deg 
rotor dwash x-comp t able mrint_htailx.sav 
rotor dwash y - comp t able 
rotor dwa sh z-comp table 
rnrint_htaily .sav 
mrint_hta ilz.s a v 
Rotorcraft .Aero Interterence . Intt Rotorl.Rotorl Empirical . RotorlintfVtail 
rotor dwash tab ar .. (wake skew angle) 0 100 10 11 degs 
rotor dwa sh tab arg(tpp lng ti lt ang) 
-6 6 6 3 de .. 
rotor dw .. sh x-comp table 
:roto:r d w .. sh y-comp table 
rotor dwash z-camp table 
rnrintf_vt a ilx. sav 
mrintf_ vtaily . sav 
mrintf_vtailz. sav 
Rotorcra!t .Aero Inter':erence . Intf Rotorl . Rotorl Empirical.RotorlintfFuse 
rotor dw .. sh tab .. rg(wake skew .. ngle) a 100 10 11 degs 
retor dwash t .. b argl~pp Ing tilt "ng) -6 6 6 3 dog 
:roto:r dw .. sh x - comp t",ble 
ro~.or dwash y-co",p table 
,"otor dwa"h 2 -comp table 
mrintf_ ! usex. sav 
nrin~f_fusey _ SI'V 
m,-inlf_tu"c~ _ "av 
Rotorcraft _ Aero Intc, ference _ In~ f Fu~e l .. gc _ ~'use£.",piric"l . Fuseint fHtail 
dy p.-e::;::;u,-e 10::;:<; t a b a .-glbeta) 0 0 0 1 deg 
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dy pressure l ess tab argialphai 
dy p::-ess ur., lo~s table 
fus"lage dwash ta~ arg(!.><!ta) 
fuselage dwash tab a rg(a] pha) 
fusel a g., d ... a~h table 
fu ~elage sidewash t ab 
fu se l age sidewash ta~ 
fuselage sidewash t a n ] e 
-3 0 )0 5 13 deg 
[u,;"int f _ s t<lbqdyn. say 
o 0 0 1 d eg 
- 30 3 0 5 1) deg 
~ll~e~"t f _ " t abv;,: . saY 
- 90 90 180 2 deg 
-90 90 180 2 
f·..lseintt _ htail vy. say 
Rotor craft .Aero Interfere"ce ~"tf Fus elage.FuseE:qJiric<tl.FuseintfVtil i l 
- 35 3 ~ 5 15 deg 
-10 1.0 10 3 deg 
-00 
fuselilge dWilSh t"t> ar<](<'I l pha) - 90 90 180 2 deg 
fuselage dwa" h table fuseintf _ v:.ai l vz . s a y 
t use lage sidewlIsh >:ab arg(be>: .. ) 10 3 0 5 1] deg 
fll~elilge sidewash tab arg (1I1 pL;t) - Ie 10 10 3 deg 
f u se lage ~idewa sh table fllsei,,:.f_ve::-:'V'.I.sav 
11111111111111/1111111/11//1/11/1///11/1//11/11/1// 
U 
II file app lpatr . . sor 
U 
/1 This file sets a path s o that ountrol ~yste", scri.pt ti l e s 
U 
11/1111111/111111111111111111111/1/1111111111111111/ 





















BSOURCE ALI'){AS RC; 
BSOURCE BETASRC; 








CCI-."N£CT RLIMITll) TO RSENSORI1); 
CONJ<:ECT VDOTLIMIT 11) ro LATACCEL ( 1) ; 
CCNNtCT VDO, (1) TO 
CONNECT DOFSENSORL 11) TO 
Co:-mECT QllMITil) TO 
CO)''NECT qdeg 111 TO 
112 
CONNECT rdeg (l) TO RLIMIT (l) ; 
CO~ECT PLIMI'r(1) TO PSENSOR(ll; 
CONNECT pdeg(ll TO PLIMIT(1I; 
CONNECT r(l) TO rdeg( l) ; 
CONNECT q(l) TO qdegOI; 
CONNECT p(1) TO pdeg l1) ; 
CONNECT V (1) TO VKNOTS (1) ; 
CONNECT WII) TO WKNOTS(l); 
CONNECT DOFSENSORA 11) TO ps i (11 ; 
CONNECT OOFSENSORA (1) TO theta (1) ; 
CONN ECT OOI'SENSORA(l) TO phi III ; 
CONNECT OOI'SENSQRA 11) TO r (11 ; 
CONNECT OOFSENSOAA(l) TO q(lI; 
CONNECT DQFSENSORA(l) TO pili; 
CONNECT psi(l) TO psideg(l); 
CONNECT theta !!) TO the t adegll); 
CONNECT phi(1) TO phideg(l); 
CONNECT DOFSE::'JSORL (1) TO U 111 ; 
CONNECT DOFSENSORL (11 TO VI I) ; 
CONNECT DOFSENSORL (1) TO W 11 ) ; 
CONNECT U (1) TO UKNOTS (1) ; 
CONNECT BE'I'ASRC(ll TO BETADELAY(l); 
CONNECT BETADELAY(l) TO BETA(l ); 
CONNECT ALPHASRC(l) TO Al .. PHADELAY(l); 
CONNECT ALPHADELAY(l ) TO ALPHA!!); 











CONNECT KTs2FPS2 11) TO PRODIII); 
CONNECT DEG2RADll) TO STABPOSITIl); 
CONNECT RANGELIMTT ll) TO DEG2RADIl); 
CO NNECT STAB INPUT (ll TO STABINPUTSINK 11) ; 
CONNECT VXLAGIIl TO STABINPUTII); 
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CO:mECT S ':'ABPOSITMAP(l) TO SUMJl(2); 
CO;"'NECT GAIlW'..AP ( 1 ) TO PRODl(2); 
CONr;ECT PRODl(l) TO SUMJl(l); 
CONNECT SUMJl (1) TO SUMJ2 (1) ; 
CONNECT SUMJ2(1) TO ACTUATORI1); 
CONNECT GAINl(l) TO SUMJ2(2); 
COh"NECT AC':':JATOR(l) TO RA.."IGELIMITlll; 
COt.'NECT UNITY(l) TO GAINMAP(l); 
CONNECT VECTORUNITYll) TO STABPOSITMAP(l); 















CONNECT THOCHKl l ) TO SUMJ412); 
CONNECT SUt"..J"ll) TO DEG2RAD(1) ; 
CONNECT XC 11) TO SUMJl (1) : 
CONNECT XCTRM (1) TO SUMJl (2) ; 
CO:mECT SUMJl (1) TO THETLIMIT 11) ; 
COf.:NECT THETLIMIT(l) TO SUMJ2(1): 
TO SUMJ212): 
TO PRISERVO 11) : 

















CONNECT PASUM20) TO PALIMIT(1); 
CONNECT ASAS (1) TO PAGAIN) ( 1) ; 
CONNECT PAGAIN3(11 TO PASUM2(II; 
CONNECT ?AGROUND(!) 1'0 DSASel); 
CONNECT ?AGROUNDll) TO A.sAS ( I); 
CONNECT ASAS III TO DSAS 121 ; 
CONNECT DSAS 11) TO PASUM2 12) ; 
CONNECT PALAG (1) TO PASUMl(2); 
CONNECT PASUMI (11 TO ASAS(2); 
CONNECT PAGA!N!(l) TO PALAG ( 1 ) ; 
CONNECT PAGAIN2 (1) TO PASUMl (11 ; 
CONNECT PN,o/ASHOlIT III TO PAGAINllll; 










CONNEC'l' PDGAIN1 (1) TO PDLAGll): 
CONN ECT POWASHOU'I' (1) TO PD3AINl (1) : 
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COIDlECT PDSUM2 11) TO PDLIMIT 11) ; 
COm>lECT PDGROUND (1 1 TO ASAS (11 ; 
CONNECT PDGROUND (1) TO DSAS (1) ; 
CO:tNECT DSAS(ll TO ASAS(2); 
COmlECT ASAS 11) ':'0 PDS;''M2 121 ; 
CONNECT DSAS 11) TO PIX;AIN3 I II ; 
CONNECT PDGAIN:J11) TO PDSIJM2(11; 
CONNECT PDSUM1(11 TO DSAS(2), 
CO~ECT PDGAIN2 (11 TO PDSUM1 121 ; 
COIDlECT PDLAG (1) TO PDSUMl (1) ; 
CO~ECT PD\'IASHOUT (11 TO PDGAIN2 (1) ; 
GROUP Pi tchSASlnput 




CONNECT PSASLIMIT(l) TO PER2DEG(11; 
CO~ECT PER2DEGIli TO DEG2I:-l111; 









BLIMITER PBALIMIT 1; 
SINTeR INTEGRATOR; 
BGAIN PBAGAI!-:3; 





CONNEC'T ZERO (11 "'0 
COl>."}IECT PBhSWITCH 11) TO 
CONNECT PBALIMIT2 (1) TO 
CO~<r'lECT PER2DEGS (11 TO OEG21N (11 ; 
Cm.:m:CT PBAQLIMI'T (1) TO PBA.GAIK2 (1) : 
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COm'ECT PBATHE'l'LIMIT( 1) TO PSACAINI (1) ; 
CONNECT SUMJ3(!) TO SUMJ411); 
CONNECT PBABIAS(l) TO SUMJJ(2); 
CONNECT SUMJ411) TO PBACAIN3(l); 
CONNECT PBAGAINJ(l) TO PBALIMITl(l); 
CONNECT PBALIMITI (1) TO INTEGRATOR 11) ; 
CONNECT INTEG RATOR ( 1) TO PBALIMIT211); 
CONNECT PBALIMI'r211) TO SUMJ4(2); 
CONNECT PBAGAINl(l) TO SUMJl (2); 
CONNECT PBAGAIN2(1) TO SUMJl(l); 
CONNECT SUM.]111) TO SUMJ2 (11 ; 
CONNECT SUMJ1(1) TO SUMJ3(1); 
CO/l,'NECT PSA3M?(!) TO SU!'IJ2(2); 
CO:-;NECT UNITY(l) TO PBA)MPIl); 
BSOURCE XBTRM; 
BGA!N GAI N!; 
BTRANSF PRISERVO; 
CONNECT SUl'J8(1) TO SUMJ 4 (2); 
CONNECT SUl'.J4(1) TO StJ:.lJ5(1); 
CONNECT 10(8815 (1) TO 5\11'..3411), 
CONNECT SUMJ)(1) TO KX881511); 
CONNECT GAIN2(1) TO SUMJ8(2); 
CONNECT GAINl(1) TO SUMJ8(1); 
CONNECT BlSCHK(l) TO SUMJ6(2); 
CONN£CT SUMJ6 11 I TO DEG1RAD(l); 
CONNECT BIAS(1) TO Stw.J5(~·); 
CONNECT XBTHMll) TO SUMJl(2); 
CONNECT XB (I) TO SUMJ1Il); 
CONNECT DEG2RADll) TO BlSOUT(l); 
CONNECT PitchSASInput_DEG21N( 1) TO SUMJ3 (2) 
CONNECT PitchAnalogsAs_PALIMIT(l) TO SUM.J7(1)· 
CON:'<ECT pitchDigitalsAs_PDLIMIT(l) TO SillIJ7(2); 
CONNECT SUM.Jl(l) TO BlSLUUT(I): 
CONNECT B1SLlMIT(l) TO SUM.J2(2): 
CONNECT SUMJ2 (1) TO SUMJ3 (1) ; 
CONNECT PBA_DEG2 IN (11 TO SUM.J2 (1) ; 
CONNECT SUM.J5(1) TO PRISERVO(1); 
CONNECT PRISERVO(l) TO SUM.J6(1); 




BLIMITER A1 SLIMIT; 
BGAIN KXAA1 S; 

















CONNECT RASUM] 11) TO RALIMITJ 11 ) ; 
CONNECT DSAS (1) TO RASU¥.J (2) ; 
CONNECT ASAS (l ) TO DSAS 12) ; 
CONNECT RAGROUND 11) TO ASAS (1) ; 
CO:-'''NECT RAGROlJND 111 TO DSAS 11 ) ; 
COr.'KECT RAGAIN4 (1) TO RAS1JMJ 11) ; 
CONNECT AS1\S 11) TO RAGAIN~ 11) ; 
CONNECT RAGAIN1 (1) TO RALAG 11) ; 
CONNECT RALAG 11) TO RASUMlI2) ; 
CONNECT RASUMlI1) TO RASUM2(1) ; 
CONNECT RA5U¥.2 11) TO ASAS (2) ; 
COm-JECT RALIMrT2(1) TO RAGAIN3Il); 
COl-."NECT RAGAIN) 11) TO RALAG2 (1) ; 
CONNECT RAL1\G2 11) TO RASUM2 12) ; 
CONNECT RAGAIN2 (1) TO AASUl'.l 11) ; 
CO=ECT RALIMITllll TO RAOAIN211); 
GROUP ROL:'DIGITA!..SAS 










ELIMI':'ER RDJ..IM:T l ; 
BGAlN HDGAIN2; 
BGAI N RDGA TN1 ; 
CONNPCT RDS:JMJ (1) 1'0 RDJ..lM~ 1'2 : 11 ; 
CONNECT RDGAI N4 11) TO RDSL"MJ (. I ; 
CON)lJ:;CT DSAS:l: ro =AIN~ {ll; 
CONN3CT ASAS ( 1 ) T O RDSL"MJ (~I ; 
TO ASAS(~I; 
CONN?CT RDGRO:mD ( 1 1 '1':) DSAS 11: ; 
CONNEC T RDGROUN:J ': 1 1 TO ASAS 11 : ; 
CO::WEC T RD),TMTTl :1\ 1':) RDGA I N311); 
COm:ECT RDSL"Ml ( 1 : TO IDSUM2 11 : ; 
CONNECT HD:;AIN3 (1) TO 
CONNE::CT :"liIGA:N2(1) TO RDSlDI1(:); 
CONNECT FALAG(l I TO RDSUKI : 2) ; 
CONNECT RDGAINI (1) '1'0 f<.A:"AG 11 1 ; 
CONNECT RDSUl12 ( 1 : 
BSUKJ SUKJ6; 
GROL"P RO:"LSAS I KPUT 
BGAI:'< :::l EG2 I N; 
~AI:'< PER2DEG; 
I:lJ..lM~1'J:;H I'.SASLlM~1'; 
IlTRA:1SP RSASACTUA TOR; 
CONNEC T RSASLIY.I':' 11) TO PER2D EG 111 ; 
CONNECT PER2D EG(:i T O :::lEG2 I NI11; 
CONNECT RSASACTUATOR:ll 1':) RSASLIM I TI 
BSU~:J SUV-J3; 
l\GAJ:'< GAIN]; 
cmmECT 1, l scm:( 1 1 TO SUM-::~IL" 
CONNECT S·JMJ~ 111 1'0 DEG2RAD('_ 1 ; 
CONNEC T BIAS( l l ':'0 S:JMJ 4 (21 
CONNECT A1S:" I MIT:1) ro S:JM.r2(1); 
CONNECT S:JMJ 1 11 ,1 TO A:SLIMIT: 1 ) 
CONNE:::: T XA,:,m:i:) ':'0 SUHJ l (2) 
CONNEC T 
CONNE::::T D2G2RADIli ":'0 AISOUT,:l: 
R:)LLANALOGSAS_RAL:~:I T3 : 1 1 :'0 
COKNE::C';' SUMJ2(:i '1'0 KXi\A1Slll 
COI\"NE::C T KXA,,;S: l l 
CONN£C'l" SUMJ3(11 TO Str.1J4(11; 
CONNECT GAINI (I) TO SUMJ) (2) ; 
CO:-'l''ECT Str.1J4(1) TO PRISERVOII); 
CONNECT PRISERVO(l) TO S!]},.J5(l); 





CONNEC':' YAWSASL:MI':'(l) TO ?ER2:lEG(1); 
CONNECT PER2DEG(I) ':'0 DEG2INlll; 


















CONNECT VX50K':'S',;ITCHll I ':'0 YDSUM2 ( 1) ; 
TO VXSQK'tSW!'!'CHl (1); 
TO VX.SOKTSWITCHl(2); 
TO YDStw.4(1); 
CONNECT YDGAIN4 11) TO YDSL'M4 (2) ; 
CONNECT YDLAGl111 TO YDSUM) (11; 
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CO!l.'NECT Vrx;AIN2 (I) TO VDLACl (11 
CONNECT YDWASHOUT III TO VIX;AIN2 1); 
COI,'NEeT YDWASHOUT 111 TO YDGAIN! I}; 
CONNECT YOGAIN) 11) TO YDLAG2 (11 
CONNECT YDSUMlll) TO YDSUM2121 ; 
CONNECT YDGAINl(l) TO YDSUMl( 2), 
CONNECT YDGROUND (1) TO ASAS III ; 
CONNECT YDGROUND(l) TO DSAS(l); 
CONNECT DSAS(l) TO ASAS(2}; 
CONNECT ASAS III TO YDSUM3 (2) ; 
CONNECT DSAS(l) TO YDGAINS(l); 
COt.~ECT YDGAIN5 (11 TO YDSUM3 (1) ; 
CON:>lECT 'fDSUM2(1) TO DSAS(2); 
CONNECT VDltNITY(1} TO YDGAIN(l); 
CONNECT YDSUM6111 TO YAWSWITCII(l); 
CONNECT VXKNOTS (1) TO YOSUM6 (2) ; 
CONNECT YDGAIN(I) TO YDSUM6(1); 





















CONNECT ZERO(1) TO VXSOKTSWITCH211), 
CONNECT VXSOKTS~!ITCH2 11) TO YASUM2 (2) : 
CONNECT YASUM2(1) TO ASAS(2) , 
CO:'"NECT YAS:JMl I 1) TO YASUM2 I I) ; 
CO)';"NEC'I YALAG 11) TO YASUMI (2) : 
CONNECT YAGAIN1 11) TO YASUMI II ) ; 
CO:-'"NECT YAGAIN" (1) TO VXSOKTSWI':'CH2 (2): 
CO)';"NECT VX50KTSII'ITCHlI1) TO YALAGll) , 
CONNECT YAGAIN211) TO VXSOKTSWITCH1(1): 
CO:-'"NECT YAGAIN) 11) TO VXSOKTSWITCHl(2) : 
cow-mCT YALIMIT211) TO YAGAIN211) , 
CONNECT YAGROUlIDIl) TO DSASll); 
CONNECT YAGROUND I 1) TO ASAS 11) , 
cow-mCT ASAS(1) TO DSAS(2); 
CONNECT DSAS(l) TO YASUM312), 
CO:-'"NECT ASAS 11) TO YAGAII\S 11) : 
COmlECT YAGAINS II) TO YASUM3 (1); 
CONNECT YASUM3 11) TO YALIMIT3 11); 
CONNECT YAWASHOUT (1) TO YALIMITI (1) , 
CONNECT YAWASHOU? (1) TO YALIMIT2 (1) , 
CO~<ECT YALIMIT1Il) TO YAGAIN111); 
IlSUMJ SUMJ); 
BTRA.'IlSF PRISERVO; 
CO~~?'lECT ':'HRCHKll) TO SUMJ5.(2); 
CONNECT SUMJ5(1) TO DEG2RAD(1); 
CONNECT YAWSASINP IJT_ DEG2rNIl) TO StMJ2(2); 
CO:'"NEC':' YAWlINALOGSAS_ YALIMIT311) TO SIJ~J6 (1) , 
CONNECT BIASI l ) TO SUM.J4.12): 
CONNEC':' THE':'TRLlt1IT 11) TO Stw.J2 11) , 
commCT SUMJl (1) TO THE'!'TRLI:-lIT(1) , 
CONNEC':' XPI1) TO SUMJ1Il): 
CONNECT XPTHM(l) TO S:JMJlI2); 
CONNECT DEG2RAD(1) TO THETTROU'I(1); 
CO:'"NECT S\w.J211) TO KXPTHR(I); 
CO)';"NECT KXPTHRll) TO SUMJ) 11); 
CONl':ECT SUMJ3Il) TO S\w.J4Il); 
CONNECT GAINlI1) TO 5UMJ3(2) , 
CONNECT SUMJ4(l ) TO PRISERVO(ll; 
CO:-''N£CT PRlS£RVOll) TO SUMJS(l) 
COl-.'NECT SUMJ6 (11 TO YAWSASINPUT_ YSASACnJATOR (11 ; 
CONNECT YAWD1GITA[,SAS_YDLIMIT 11 ) TO SUMJ6(2), 
CONNECT Collect'.ve_KXCTHO (1) TO Lor.gi tudir.,,1_GAIl>l111 ) ; 
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:":ONNECT Sensors_ QSENSORllj. TO Stabilator_ GAIN1111; 
CONNECT Sensors_UNITY 111 TO FlightCor.trols_Longitud i nal_ BIAS (1) ; 
CONNECT Sensors_UNITY III TO Fl ight.Cor.trols_.Latcral_ BIAS ( 1 ) ; 
TO FlightCor.trols_C"ll"ct. i ve_BIAS Ill; 
CONNECT Ser.sors_Q SENSOR III TO 
CONNECT Sens ors_ PSENSOR 111 TO 
CONNECT SensorsJ]hideg (11 TO 
FlightControl s _ Lateral_ ROLLDIGITALSAS_ RDLIMITl (1) , 
CONNl:;CT S.,m;on'_QSENSOR (1) TO 
FlightControls_ Longi tudinal_ pi tchAnalogSAS_ PAWASHOUT 11) , 
CONNECT S e r.sor s .. QSE.'1S0Rll) TO 
PlightControl,,_Longi tUdir.a1_ Pi tchDigi tal SAS_ PDWASi-lOUT 11 1 , 
COI\'!'mCT Stmsors_ PSENSOR 11) TO 
,"li!1htControls_ :"a: eral_RO:"LANALOGSA5_ RALIMITl I1 ) , 
CONNECT 5ensors_ UKNOTSll) TO 





RL IM IT_N 
",-16_085, 
~ 16. 085, 
RLIMIT_ LL = - 4 0" 0; 
RLI~IT_UL ,,4 0 .0, 
QLDET_" 




I''-'i _:l l 
pl< i _h"O 
p si_I< = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 a :) OJ; 
theta _ :\I 
thct"_NO 
" LO 1 0 0 0 0 0 a OJ ; 
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-1; 
~_K 0 0 COlO C 0], 
CL~r =9; 
q NO 
CLK =[0 COOl 0 0 0 0]; 
1'_K _.:) 0 C 1 0 0 0 0 C l; 
psi deg_N 






qde<;L1\ =&WORLD DATA R2D; 
;>de<;LN 
pde<;_" _&WO:\LI.J. DATA __ 1\2D; 
=9; 
u ~1O =1; 
U_K =rllr.~l~OOOr.·, 
'I_NO _1 
=[0 (0 8 U lOU 0 
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W_ NO :1; 
W_ K : [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 C l ; 
: (000000010), 
UK..'WTS'" :1; 
UKNOTS_ K =&WORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ F2K; 
VKNOTS _ N 
VK..~OTS_K :!.WORL D_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ F2 K; 
WKNOTS_ N 
WKNOTS_K : &WORLD .. MODEL_CONTROL_ DATA_ F2K; 
PSE"'SOR __ N =2; 
PSENSOR_~ =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL _DATA_SNl.!M; 
PSENSOR_ DEN ~&WORLD_:-10:JEL_CONTROL_DATA_SDEN; 
QSENSOR_N = 2; 
QSENSOR_ NUM :&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_$l>.lJM; 
OSE"'SOR_DEN "!."WRLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_SDEN; 
RSENSOR_ N :2, 
RSENSOR_ NUM :!.WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_St>:UM ; 
RSE~SOR_DR.~ =&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ SDF_'l"; 
ALPHADELAY_N 
ALP]IADELAY_NUM 1) ; 
ALPHADELAY_DEN 1), 
BETADELA Y_ N = 1; 
EETADELAY_ Nlw. 
I;lE':'ADI-;LAY DEt>: 
LATACCI-;L_~ = 2; 
LATACCEL_NUM 
LATAC::CI-;!.._ DEN 
GOTO S':: dui 1 .. t.o:r 
Kl'S2FPS2 _ N 
K'rS~FPS2 K 
I); 
= &WORLD~ODEL_CONTROL_DATA_LATACELN'JM ; 
= & WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ LATACELDEN ; 
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DEr:n.AD NO =J; 
LJliG2::<ALJ K =[" 01145 0 OJ 
S':'ABINt'UT_:G~ = 1 ; 
STABINt'llT_:\I2 
ST.o.B INP;;T :\0 
STABINP:':':' SM -[1 a;o 1]; 
VXLAG_N 
VXLAG_l'>'1)M 
VXLAGDEN =[_J9~ 1 1; 
STAIlPOSln~? _:\1 
STAEPOsr H'.A? _:\0 
STAEPOSln~? _:<."t'A.QS =2; 
STABPOSln~?_EP ':' =[ 0 160 10 19 
STABPOSrH'.A?" :-''TAB =2C9; 
STAB?OSI TI'.A? _:<;ROWS 
ST ABPOSITI'.AP _KTAB =I<\'IORLD _:·:ODEL_ CONTROL_DATA _S':' AB pas IT; 
STAB?OS1'n~P VAR =[l l J //Erst input is 1lXLAG; 
G.o.1 :-''MAP_BPT =[C I BO 1 0 1 9;' 
G.o.l:-''MAP_N'rAB 








l\ANGELIMIT_ LL = -8 ; 
RANGELIMIT IlL =40; 
ACTU ATOR_ N =2 ; 
ACTUATOR_ mlM 
AC TUATOR_ DE:.! 
VECTORUNITY_ N 
VECTORUNITY_U 
XC ? C_ N =1 ; 
XCPC_ K = 10; 
GOTO FlightContro ls 
GOTO Collective 
THETLIMIT_ N = 1; 
=[ 0 0 1 1 ; 
= [ . 0254.22311; 
= 1; 
THETL nnT _ L L = l.MORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DA TA_ TIlETMRLL ; 
= &WORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DA ':' ,,_ THETMRUL ; 
THOCHK_N = 1; 
THOCHK_!l = H ilORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DA T A_ THOCHK ; 
S l.:M..14 _ N 
SUI'.J~ _SAl = 1; 
Stw~H_SA2 = 1; 
SUMJ3_N 
SUMJ3 _ SAl 
SUMJJ _ SA2 =1; 
KXCTHO _ N =1; 
KXCTHO _ K =&~IORLD_MODEL_CON':'ROL_:)ATA_KXCTHO; 
S"JMJ 2_N 
SUM,12 _ ;;Al 
SUMJ1 _ N 
S!;MJ1_SAl 
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XC_N " 1; 






DEG2RAD_K ;= /VWORLl'l_UA';'A_ D2R; 
PRTSERVO_ N 
PR I SERVO _NUl-: = &. WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DA 'l'A_ PRISERVONUM ; 
PRI SERVO _DE!\ =",WORLD _MODEL_CONTROL_OA TA_?ar SERVODEN ; 
GOTO Longitucii"al 
SL"MJ4 _ N 
5\.:1I.J4_5.o.1 =1; 
S!}MJ4_SA2 = 1; 




SUMJ6_SAl = 1; 
SlWJ6_ SA2 =1; 
XB_N "_1; 





= H :ORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ LJA 1'A_3 1 SLL ; 
B1SLIMIT_ UL =&~.'ORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA...1l1f,1JI,; 
KX,;B1S_N 
KXBB1S_ K = & .... 'ORLD_ MODEL_CONT"OL_DATA_KXBIHS 
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Stw..J5_ t-: 
SUMJ5 _ SAl 
SUMJ5_ SA2 =1; 
BIAS N = 1; 
BIAS_K =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_Bl SBlAS; 
DEG2RAD_N 
DEG2RAD_K =&WORLD_ DATA_D2R; 
SUMJ7 _ t-: =-1, 
5UMJ7 _ 5Al =1; 







= &WORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_DA TA_ASAS , 




PAGAIN3_K = 2; 
PALlMIT_LL = &''';ORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_ PALLIMIT; 
PALIMIT_ UL =&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_PAULIMIT; 
PALAG.-N =1, 
PALAG_ NUM ,,&\O,'ORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_PAL AGlWM; 





PAGA ! Nl _ K =&"WRLD..--''lODEL_ CONTROL _ DATA_PAGAlNl; 
PAGAIN2_N 
PAGAl N2-", = &WORLD _MOD:::L_ CO;.JTROL_DA T A_PAGAIN2 ; 
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= 1.':IOIlLD_MODEL_ CONTRO:"_DAT A_PDL:" IMIT ; 
= I. ':JO::l.LD_MODEL_ CON":'ROL_DAT A_PDU:" IMIT ; 
PDS'JM: _N = 1 , 
PDS'JM: SAl =1; 
PDS"JM: _SA2 
= I. ':IORLD_MODEL_ CON":'::l.OL_DlIl' 11_ PDr ,liGNUM; 
P[LAG DEl; =1.':lORLD_MODEL_CON':'?o:OL_DATA_i'DLAGDEN; 
PDGAIN1_N 
PDGAIN1_" 






- " WOR:"D_t-:OLlEL_ COKTRO:"_DA TA_p::l',,::mTN1:M , 
~ "\"IOR:":> _MODEL_ COKTRO:"_DA ':' ",_P::r:l::'l."Tn,,'1 , 
Pt:R2DEG,_N =1; 
PER2DEG_ K =c&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_KPCrx:P; 
PSASLIMIT_ N =1; 
PSASLIMTT_LL =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTRO L_DATA_PSASLLI MI':'; 
PSAS LIMIT _ tJL =& WORLD _ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DA T A __ PSAStJL I MJT ; 
PSASACT'JATOR_N = 2; 
PSASACTtJATOR_Nl1M =&WORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_DA':'A_PSASACTNlIM; 
PSASACTUATOR_ DEN =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_ PSASACTDEN; 
SUMJ2_N =1; 
S:JMJ2_SAl =1, 
SL"MJ2 _ SA2 
GOTO PBA 
ZERO_N =1 ; 
ZERO_U ,,0; 
PBASWITCH_ N =1; 
PBASWI TCH_ SW =&WOR:"D_MODEL_CONTROL_ DA TA_ PBASW ; 
PBABIAS_N ~ 1, 
PBABIAS_K "&WORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ PBABIAS; 
PBATHETLIMIT_N 
PBATHETLIMJT_LL ,,&WORLD_MO:JEL_ CONTROL_DATA_ PBATHETLLIMJT; 





=&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_PBAO:"LIMIT ; 
=& WORLD_MODEL_CON?ROL_DA TA_PBAQULIMI T ; 
PER2DEGS_K =& WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_KPCDCP; 
PBALIMIT2 _ N =1; 
PBA:"IMIT2 _ LL 
PBAL I :-t I T2 _ UL 
IN?EGRATO~N 
=&WORLD_~ODEL_CONTROL_DATA_P!'lALLIMIT2 ; 
=&'NORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_P BAtJLIM1T2 ; 
= &WORLD_~ODEL_CONTROL_DATA_PBALLIMIT1 ; 
=&WDRLD_MODEL_ CON':'ROL_DA':'A_ ?BAULIMIT1 ; 
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PBAGAINJ_N 
PDAGAIN3_K " '"'IJORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_?BAGAINJ; 
SUMJ4_N 








SUMJl_ N =1; 
SUl".J l _ SAl "1; 
SUl".Jl_SA2 : 1; 
PBAGAIN2_N =1 ; 
PBAGAIN2_K = .. WORLD-"lODEL_CONTROL_DATA_ PBAGAIN2; 
PBAGAINl _ N =1; 
PBAGAINl _ K =&WORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_?BACAINl; 
DEG21N_ N 






PBA)M? _NPARS .. 1; 
PBA3MP_ BPT z (O 200 1 0 21 ]' 
PBA3MP_N'!'AB =21. 
PDAJ!'!? _ NROWS 
PBA3M? _KTAB "&WORLD_~ODEL_CONTROL_DATA_PBAMAP; 
PBA3M?_VAR : 1; 
1)) 
PRrSERVO_ N = 2; 
PRISERVO_NllM 
A1SCHK_ N 
=&WORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_ DATA_ PRISERVONUM; 
=&WORLD_MODEL_COKTROL~ TA_PRISERVODEN ; 
A1SCI!K_U =&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_ A1SCI!K; 
SUMJ5_ N =-1; 
SW.J:'_ SAl 
SUMJ5_SA2 = 1 ; 
SUMJl _ N 
SUMJl _ SAl = 1; 
Sill' •• J1_SA2 = 1; 
XATRM_ K = 1; 
XATRM_U "'&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_XATRM; 
XA_ N "'1; 
XA_U =&WORLD_ MODEL_COKTROL_DATA_XA; 
A1SLIMIT_ N "'1. 
A1SLIMIT_LL =0; 
A1S:" IMJT_UL =10.0; 
SUMJ2 _ N ,,1; 
SW.J2_ SA1 "'1; 
SUMJ2 _ SA2 = 1; 
KXAA1S _N 
KXAA1 S_ K = &WOR:"D_MODEL_CONTROL~A T A_KXAA1S ; 
Slw.J"_ N 
SUMJ4_ SA1 =1. 
SUMJ4 _ SA2 =1; 
BIAS_N = 1; 
B IAS_K =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_A1SB lAS ; 
DEG2RAD_N 
DEG2RAD_ K "" &WORLD_DATA_D2R; 
GOTO ROLLANhLOGSAS 
H.AGROU!>."D_" :.1; 
RAGROUND_ K = 0; 
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RAGAl~t._N 
RAGAIN4_K = 2; 
RASUM3 _ X - 1, 
RASUM3_SAI =1; 
RASUMJ _ SA) 
RALIMl T3 _ N =1, 
RALIMITJ_LL = IVWORLD_MODEL_CO:-l'TROL_DATA_RALL,~ITJ ; 
RALl MTT3_ U:' = .HWR:'D_MODEL_CONTRO:"'_ DATA_RAULIMITJ; 
RA:'AG_N 
I'J,LAG_ NUM =&I'.·ORLD_MODEL_CO~nROL_DATA_I\ALAGNUM' 
RALAG_DEN = o.WORLD_ MODEL_CONTRO:'_ DATA_RA:'AGDEN; 
IVISlIM1_ N 
AASUM1_SAl =1; 
RASUM l SA2 =1; 
RAGAI::-:3 X 
RAGAINJ_K ~HIORLD_MODl::L_CONTROL_ DATI,_RAGAINJ; 
IVISllM2_ N "1; 
RASUM2_SAl 
RASUM2 _ SA2 =1; 
RAGAI::-:2 _!\ 
RAGAIN2_K = &-WORL:>_ MODEL_CONTROL_ DATA_ RAGAIN2; 
RA:'IMIT7_ N 
RALIMIT2_LL "' &WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_RALLIl1I'T2; 
RALIMIT2_ U:' =&WORLD_ MO:JEL_ COKTROL_ DATA_RAUL Il1IT2; 
RAGAIN1_K =1; 
RAGAIN1 _ K =&W0RLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_DA'TA_ I'J,GA1!\1 ; 
= &\'/ORLD_MODEL_CO'HROL_ DATA _RA:'AG2N"JM; 
= & WORLD_MODEL_CON'TROL_DA'T A. _RALAG2 DEN; 
_ &WORl..D_ MODl::L_ CO:.iTROL_ DAT A_RALL IMITl ; 




RDGROUND_K ",0 ; 
RDGAIN4 __ N ",1; 
RDGAIN~_K :.2; 
RDSUM3_N 
RDSUMJ _ SA1 ,,1; 
RDSUMJ_5A2 = -1; 
DSAS_ N =1; 
DSA5_SW =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_DSAS , 
RDLIMIT2_N 
RDLIMIT~_LL =&WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_RDLLIMIT2; 
RDLIMIT2_UL = &WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_RDULIMI'T2; 
RDSUM2_N 
RDSUM2 _ SA1 =1; 
RDSUM2_SA2 =1; 
RDGAINJ _ N = 1 ; 
RDGAI!-lJ_K " '~10RLD_~ODEL_CONTROL_DATA_ROOAINJ; 
RDSUM1 _ N 
RDSUM1 _ SA1 
RD5UM1 _SA2 
RALAG_N =1; 
RALAG_NlJM =[ 0 1 ]; 
RALAG_DD-l ;[1 1 ]; 
RDLIMIT1_ N 
RDL:MIT1 _ L L "&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_RDLLIMIT1; 
RDLIMIT1_UL =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_RDULDHT1; 
RDGAIN2_N =1; 
ROOAIN2 _ K =&~IORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_RDGAIN2, 
RDGAIN1_N 





PF.R2DEG_K ,,&\,,'ORLD __ l-:ODEL_CONTROL_DAT)\_KPC:X::R; 
RSASLIMIT_ N " 1; 
RSASl.1:'-IIT_LL 
RSASACTlJATOR_ N 
" & l'.'ORLD_ l-:ODEL_ CONTROL_DA TA_ RSASLL 1M ! T ; 
""WORLD_ MODEL_ CON'?ROL_ DA TA_ RSASUL1MIT; 
RSASACTUA':'OR_ NUM = &I'.'ORLD_ MODEL_ CON"rROL_ DATA_ RSA SACTNUM; 
RSASAC'rUATOR_ DEN = &WORLD_MO:lE:,_ CONTROL_DATA_RSASACTDEN; 
GAIN1_N = 1; 
GAIN1_ K - - 16; 
GOTO YAWSASIN PLrT 
DEG2IN_JI: 
~&WORLDJ10DEL_CON':'ROL_D)\TA_PRI5ERVONUM; 
=- &WORL:J_ MOLlEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ PR1SERVODE.'l ; 
LlEC21N K = &WORl .D_MODU_COKTROL _ DATA_ KXPTHRrKV; 
PER2DEG_ N 
PER)PEG_ K = &\','ORLD_:10nEL_CON~'HOL_DATA_KPCDGY; 
YA~ISASLlMIT_N 
YA~ISAS:"'IMIT_L:'" 
YAW5ASl ,n:IT_ UL 
YSASACTUATOR_N :2; 
YS ASACTUATOR_NUM = &"'ORLD_ MODEL_ CO!ilTROL_DATA_YSASACTNUM; 
YSASACTUATOR_DEN =&WORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_YSASACTDEN; 
GOTO YA',;DIG I TALSAS 
YDSUM4_N =1; 
YD"'ASHOUT_N " 1 : 
YDWASHOtJT_}.'UM 
YDWASHOUT _ DEN 
YDCA!!ilJ _ N 
=&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_YDwm:'i'NUK: 
:.,\,WOR LD_MODEL_CON'i'ROL_DA TA_YDWOVTDEN ; 
YDGAIN3_K =&WORLD_MODEL_ CO!ilTROL_DATA_ YDGAIN3: 
YDLAG2 _ N 
YDLAG2_NUM = &WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_YDLAG2NUM; 
YDLAG2 _ DEN =&\'/ORLD_ MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_ YDLAG2DEN; 
YDGAI!il4_N 
YDGAlt>:4_K ,"&\vORLD_MODEL_CON':'ROL_ DATA_ YDGAINt.; 
YDGAIN2_" 
YfJCAI!il2_K =-&WORLD_ MODEL_ CON':'ROL_ DATA_YDGAIN2; 
VX50KTSWITCHl_N 
VX5 OKTSWI 'XH1_SW =&WORLD _MODEL_CONTROL_ DA TA_ V5 OK'i' S ; 








YDS u:-n _ SAl 
VDSillI3_SA2 
YDGAINS_ N ",1; 
YDGAn,l'5_ K =2 ; 
YDGROUKD_ l-: =1; 
YOOROlJND_ K = 0 ; 
YDSUM2_N =1 ; 
YDSUM2_ SAl = 1; 
YDSUM2 _ SA2 
YDlJNITY_N = 1 ; 
YDlJNITY U =1; 
YDGAIN_N 
YDGAIN_ K 
VXJ<KOTS_ N =1; 
VXKKO':'S K ,,1 ; 
YDLI MIT N ,,1 ; 
YOLI!o!IT LL =& WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATA_YDLLI MIT; 
YOLIMIT UL =&WORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_ DATA_ YDULIMIT; 
=1; 
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TIlETTR!..IMIT to: = 1; 
THETTRLIMI'T _LL = &1'.'ORLD_MODEL_CO:ilTROL_ DA T A_ 1'HETTR:"L ; 
TllETTRL 1M1T _ UL =IV WORLD _ MODEL_ CONTROL_DA TA_ THETTRUL ; 
SID'.J2_ N =1; 
SUM:J2_SAl =1; 
SUMJ2 _SA2 
KXPTHR_1'i = 1 ; 
KXPTER_ K = &WORLD_MODEL_ CONTRO!.._ DATA_KXPTHR; 
SUMJ4 _ t-: 
SU~J4_SAl = 1; 
SUMJ~ _SA2 =1 ; 
BIAS_ N = 1 ; 
_& WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DAT A_ THETTRBIAS ; 
DEG2RAD_ N = 1; 
DEG2RAD_ K = &WORLD_ DATA_D2R; 
GOTO YAWANALOOSAS 
YAWASHOUT_ 1'i =1; 
YAI'.'ASHOU'T_ NUM 
Y AI"/ASHOUT _DEN 
?ERO_N 
ZERO_U = 0; 
YAGAI:il4 _ N = 1 ; 
= &I'.'ORLD_I'1DDEL_CONTROL_DATA_YAI'.'OUTNUM; 
=& 110RLD_MODEL_ CONTRO:"_DA T A_ Y AWO\;TDEN ; 
YAGAIN4j:: = &'&O::l.LD.-MODEL_COKTROL_ DATA_ YAGAIK4, 
YASUM2 _ N 
YASUM2_SAl 
YASUM2_SA2 
VX50KTSWITCH2 _ N = 1; 
VXSOKTS'&ITCH2 _ SW =&WORLD_ MODEL_CONTROL_DA'''A_ VSOKTS; 
YAGAIN3_N 
YACAIN3 K "&110RLD_ I'WDEL_ CONTROL_DA'fA_YAGAINJ; 
VX50KTSW I TCH1_N 
\.'X50KT.S~lrTCH1_s, .. 1 " &\oJORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_ DATA_ VS OKTS , 
YAL I MI':" 3_N =1; 
YALIMIT3 _ LL =&WQRLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_ DATILYALLIMIT3; 
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YASUM3_N 
YASW.3_SA l "' 1; 
YASmO_SA2 = 1; 
'{AGAINS_I-: = 1; 
YAGAIN5_i< =2; 
YAGROUND_N ,,1; 
YAGROUND_K = 0 ; 
YASUM1_N =1, 
YASUM: SAl 
YASUM1_SA2 ~1 ; 
YAGAI:>:2_:-l 
YAGAIN2_K =~WORLl.l_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_ YAGAIN2; 
YAGAIN1_N "1; 
YAGAI!n_K =&WORLD_MODEL_CONTROL_DATA_YAGAIN1; 
YALAG_ N =1, 
YALAG_"'"JN =&WORLD-'.MODEL_ CONTROL.-DATA_ YALAGNUM; 
YALAG_,DEN =&-WORLD_MODEL CONTXOL_ !)ATA_ YALAGDEN; 
YALIMIT1_N =1; 
YALIMI'!'l _ LL =&WORLD_ MODE L_CONTROL_DATA_ YALLIMIT1; 
YALIMIT1_ UL =&YIORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL_DATA_YAULIMIT1; 
YALIMIT2_N =1; 
YALIMl :'2_ LL =&WORLD_ MODEL_CO/l.'TROL_ DATA_YALLDIIT2 ; 





"'& WORLD j10DEL_ CONT!<oL_ DA TA_ PRI SERVOI\UM ; 
~ &WORLD_MODEL_ CONTROL _DATA_ PRI SERVODEN ; 
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1 1 1 1 11111/ / 11111111111111111/1/1111111//1 /1 11/111 1 1111 / 1 
;; 
II f il e con t ro l .prolog 
;; 
II datr. 31 Mar 19 9 5 
1/ prolog fi le c ontain ing necessary d ati! f o r SH - 6 0B control 
II syste m 
;; 
1111/111/11/11//1/1//11/1111111111111/1/1111111111111/11 
/ I u sefu l constants 
;; 
pi=acos 1- 1 ) ; 
d2r=pi / 1 80 "degrees t o r adia n s cony factor ' ; 
L2 d= 180/pi "radi ans to d e grees cony factor " , 
k2 f= b 076.115/36 0 0 " kr.ots to fps Cony factor " ; 
f2k= 3 6 00/ 6 076.11 5 • fps to knots c o ny f acto r " ; 
;; 
II control SYBte", da ,,"a 
;; 
thetal= 17 .821~d2r "mai r. rotor pitch (ra d) " ; 
thetllld= O; 
thetaldd=O; 
al sl=-. OaO *d2r "lat eral cycl ic p itch (lad )" ; 
a l sldd = O; 
b l sl =-6 .J 91 " d2, " long cycl ic pitch (r<lcl) " ; 
bl sld=O; 
blsldd= O; 
theta 2= 1 1 . 2)7*d2r " tai l r otor pitch (rad)"; 
pha s <! = - 4. 0 ·d2r • swashpl a te pha se angl .. - ; 
world~d"' ta-pfrasens~' zcros (9 , 1) ; 
world~da ta-pfrlse:1s" zeros (9, 1) ; 
II 
/ / pilot c ontro 2s, tr i m s i gnals 
II 
Xa = O.O ; 
Xb =O ,0 ; 
xc =O .0; 
xp=O . 0 ; 
war Id_da ta_x" =" xa; 
""o r ld_data _xb~"xb ; 
wo r l d _ data_ xc= .. xc; 
wor ld_dat:a_xp~ "xp ; 
Xatr",=4 .95; 
Xb t:r", . 1 . 196 , 
Xptr",.,1 .925 ; 
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blschk"O.O; 
thr"!'\><=O . 0; 







"lateral cyclic bias lde,.-s)·; 
"longitudinal cyclic bias (degs) ' , 
"main rotor collective bias (degs)·; 
"tail rotor collective bias (degs)·; 




"lateral cyclic stick l ower limit', 
"lateral cyclic s tick upper limit"; 
" longitudinal cyclic stick lo .... er limit"; 
"longitudinal cyc l ic stic k upper limit " ; 
"main rotor collective lower limit"; 
" main rotor COllective Clpper l imit"; 
"tai l rotor collective lower limit"; 
" tail rotor co l lectiv e upper limit " ; 
II stidt to swashplate scale fac t ors 
U 
kxpthr= · 5.539 
"lateral stick to swashplate scale factor"; 
"longitudinal to swashplate scale factor"; 
swashplate 
"tail rotro collective to swashplate 
II Numerator and denominator for tra nsfer funct ions for primary servos 
U 
pri"ervonum= ( O 0 1 ) " Primary servo tf numerator "; 
priservoden= [ . OOl14 .0<:'73 11 'Primary servo tf denominator"; 
U 
II Numerator and denominat;or for trans fer functions for sensors 
II 
Snllm=[O 0 1 1 "Sensor tf numerator"; 
sden=l.C00 1<:. . C:G 1) "Sensor tf denominator " ; 
latacelnurr.= [0 0 1 1 
l atacelden = \ .025 4 .2J) 1) 
··Late ral aceel tf :nllmera tor "; 
"Laleral aeeel tt denmni"ator"; 
II l r.plltS for dig~ta l and "naloC)" pitch sas 
II 
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/I pitch analog inputs 
pawoutnum= [7 0]; 
pawoutden= [7 11; 
pagainl : ·.546 ; 
pagain2:·.559; 
palagnum=( l OJ; 
palagden=[1.993 I J ; 
p.'I.llimit ,,·6.0 ; 
paulimit=6.0; 
/I pitch dig ita l inputs 
pdwoutnum"P OJ; 
pdwou tden: [7 11; 
pdgainl,, · .54; 
pdga inl=-.55; 
pdlagnurn= [O 1); 
pdlagden=[2 11; 
pdllimit =- 5.0; 
pdulimit:S.Q; 
" Analog SAS switch 1 onlO off" ; 
- Digital SAS switch 1 ontO off " ; 
/ I p i tch sas i n put to mechanical controls 
psasactnum=[O 0 1 1 ; 
psasactden=I.00032 .025 1 ) ; 
psasllimit =-lO .O; 
psasu.!imit "lO . O; 
kpcdgp:- . 283; 
bbbisinv"l/lucbbls: 
U 
II I n puts for digital and analog roll sas 
U 
II rol l analog inputs 
r"9"inl=- . 103 ; 
.-a9"in2:· .20 4: 
ragain3=- . 5 ; 
rall irnitl,,-2 9.18; 
rau l imitl=29 . 1S ; 
ralli m;t2; · 2. l ; 
raulimit2;2.1: 
ralagnum=[O 11: 
ralagden:[ 2.04 1 1 : 
ra lag2 num = [ 0 11 : 
ralag2den = [ .02 1 1 : 
rallimitJ=-5.0: 
raul~mit3"5. 0 ; 
1/ ~oll digital inputs 
rdga lnl= - .103 
rd<;,Jain2.,- .204 : 
rdgain3: - .5; 
rdllimitl:-2.1: 
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rdulimi t l=-2.1; 
rdllimit2= - S.O; 
rdulimit2 =S.Q; 
II rnl1 s ~ s input to mechani c al controls 
rsas"ctnum= [O 0 1); 
rsas actden~ [ . 00032 .025 11; 
rSlIsllimit = - lO .O ; 
rsasul imit"' lQ.O; 
kpcdgr=. 1 6; 
Kx .. "ls i nv=l /kx" .. ls; 
U 
II Inputs for digital and analog Y"w Sas 
II 
1/ yaw a""log inputs 
yawoutnum= [2 0 ]; 




yaulimitl=6 . 0: 
vSOkts=O; 
Y109 a inl "' - . 6 1 ; 
Y"9ain2 " - I. 013 , 
ya9"in) =-1 . 229; 




yaulimit3 " 6.0; 
/1 yaw digit a l inputs 
ydwoutnum=[ 2 0] ; 
ydwoutden= !2 IJ; 
ydlag lnum=[ O 11; 
ydlaglden= [1.045 1\; 
ydlag2num= [O 11 ; 
ydlag2den= [1.0 45 1], 
ydgdinl"-.61l; 
ydgain2 =- 1.013; 
ydgain3" - 1 . 23; 
ydgain4=.1S2; 
ydJ Li:r.il:=-5 .0; 
ydu l i:r.i!: =5. 0; 
" ya w sas input 1:0 mechanical controls 
ysasactnum= [ O 0 1]; 
YS II. ~actden= [ . 000) 2 .025 1]; 
ysa s lli:r.it=-10.0, 
YS II. ~u li rnit = 10. 0; 
kpcu\ly ,. -.2<J8; 
kxpthrin..,=l/kxpl:hr; 
U 





pbagain2= - .1)125; 
pbiigilin3 =lO .O; 
pbathetllimit=o - 20. 0; 
pba.<::hetul i rnit=2 0.0; 
p iMqllimit=- J4.5 ; 
pbilqul i mit " 34..5; 
pbabias" -4.9; 
pballimitl =-3 . 0 ; 
pb"u limitl :3. 0; 
pball:'mit2 : - 15. 0; 
pbilCllimit2 = 15.0 ; 
·PBA on/off switch O- off l-on" ; 
pb<trnap" [ 0: 0: 0; 0 ; 0; 0; 0; .525; 1 . 05 0; 1.575; 
2.625; 3.150; 3.675; 4.2 ; 4 .725; 5.25; 5.25: 5.25J · 
9ili,-,,"',ap=[O; 0 ; 0; 0; - 4333; -1.3; - 1.~; - 1.3; - 1 . 3; 
- 1.3; -1.3 : -1 .3; -1. 3; - 1. 3; - 1.3 ; -1.3; -1.3 1' 
pd th I " $FL_ LOCAL_DB / t ab l es /ro,;:orcraft·) 
l oad I "stab . "<lv") ; 
II e n d of control .prolog 
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111/111111111/111/1111/1/1//111/1111/11/1/111111111/111/1/ 
1/ file cont_rol.cor.figure 
U 
/1 d .. te 4 April 1995 
1111111/1111111//////1/1////11/1////1///1//1/////1//////// 
pusr.g (data) 
yawdigi ta:"as-yawswi tch-y, 
pushg(cpg) 
1/ Contro l systerr: ~nput and outputs 
xatrrn; &world_model_con trol_ dat i!o_xatrm 
"Li!oteral stick trim position linches)"; 
xbtrm; &world_model_ control_data_xhtrm 
"Longitudinal stick trim position (inches)"; 
xctrm= .r.wor:d_ model_ control_ 6ata_xctrm 
"Collective stick trim position (inches)"; 
xptrrr.= .. ",·orld_mocel_control_cata_xptrm .. 
" Peeal t rim posi t ion I inches) "; 
// FollowinlJ" cO!Mland~ allow cockpit controls and SAS system 
// to be accessed in Initialization/Configuration/Flight Control 
1/ in ~odel f\..'"lalysis 
U 
pushg (pari 
xatrrr,; &world_model_cont~ol_data_x .. tr:n . 
"Lateral stick trim po~ition linches) " ; 
xbtrm; &world_model_control_ da ta_xbtrm . 
" Lor.gitudinal stick trim positior. (inches)": 
xctrm= &world_ model_ control_ data_xctrm . 
"Coll e cti.vt' stick trim position linches) ' 
xp~rm= &wo~ l e_model_con~rol_data_xptrm . 
"Pedal trim posit-ion (inches)"; 
at::as;&world_moctel_control_data_asa" . 
"Analog SAS s""itch 10-off / l-onl": 
dsa s; & wor la_mac .. 1_ con tr 0 1_oa t.. a_dsa" 




pitch Rias Actuator Switch 10-of[ I l- on) ' ; 
II Fo l l o"'ing corrcr,l!Ir:d,; a l low cockpit control inpu t !) LO be 
1/ I!Iccc ,;!;ed a(l inputs into th" rr.odel in model I!Inalysis. 
pcshg(ir. ) 
'"l = o.world_modcl _c ontrol_dl!ltl!l_xa . 
"L l!l t e ral cyclic stick ir.put (inches) · ; 
xb= &world_ lr,odel_control_da ta_ xb . 
"Longi tudindl cyclic stick input (inches) " ; 
x c = &world_",odel_ control_data_xc . 
'Col l ective stick input (ir.ches)"; 
xp_ &wor l d _mode l_control_d<lta_xp . 
" Pedal input I ir.ches I' 
= o.world_fr.odel_control_fl ightcontro1 s_l ongi tudin l!l l_blsout...Y . 
"Longitudinal swasr.plate angle (rad)'; 
'" o.w<>r l~model_control_flightcontrols_latera1 _alsoUL...Y 
" Lateral swashplate ar.g1e (rad)"; 
= &world_model_cor.trol_fl ightcor.trols_col l ecti ve_the taOOUL...Y . 
"Main rotor collective swashplate angle I rad) ·; 
= o.wor l d_",ode 1_ con t rol_ f 1 i g h tcon trol s_di rec ti or:al _ thet t rou t-y 
" Tail rotor co l lective swashplate angle In.dl" 
= I<world_model _ contro l _ data _xa 
" Pil o~ ' s l a t e ra ] s ~ i ck ~np"t l inches) " ; 
= I<wor l d._ fr,odel _ c,mtro l _ data_xb 
"Pilot 's long ir-.ud i nal "tick i npu~ (incr.esl " 
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eo &wor ld_model_control_ data_xc . 
"Pilot 's main ro tor collective stick input (inch"s)· ; 
= &wor ld_model_contro l_data_ xp . 
"Filot ' s p"dal input l inches ) " , 
xbtrmy " &wor 1 d_model_ con trol_ f 1 igh t control 5_1 ong i tud inal_xbtrmy ; 
= &",or la_mode l_c ontrol_f" igh tcontrols_la ter aI_xa trm--y ; 
"-&wor 1 d_ffiOdel_c ontrol_f 1 ightcont ro Is_ co 11 toe t i ve_xc trm 3 ; 
><pt rmy =& wor 1 d_mod .. l _con lro 1_ f light con tra 1 s_ di ree t iana l _xp trm--y ; 
xby =&world_model_ c o ntrol_fligh tcontrols_lon g i tudi n al_xby i 
=&wor ld_mode I_con trol_f 1 igh t contro 15 _ 1 a t .. r a I_xa --y ; 
xey "&wor 1 d_mode I _cont rO 1_£ 1 ight con t ro 1 5_ call ec t i ve_xc-y , 
xpy = &wor 1 d_!!'.ode I_con trol_f 1 ightcon tral 5_ d i ree t ional_xp ---y ; 
wo r la_mode 1_ cont rO 1_ [ 1 igh t con tro 1 s _1 ong i tUdinal"'pba"'pb<! 3 mp_ var " 
&wor Id_mode I_con trol_sens ors_uknot sJ ; 
world_model_control_stabi lator_gainmap_var " . . 
&world_mode l _ control_stabi l ator_ vxlag-..Y; 
WOr 1 d _mode I _con trol_s tabi la tor _ 13 tabpo13i tltlilP_ var " 
&wor Id_lT,ode I_con trol_s t ab i 1 a tor _s tabinpu t_.Y ; 
varlist I!list + . 
wor 1 d _ mod .. l _ cOn trol_cpg_ xbt rm, wor 1 d_model_contro l _cpg_xa t rm. 
WOr Id_mode I _cant rol_ cpg_xc trm . wor 1 d_l1IOd .. l_ con tro 1_ cpg_ xPt r m; 
varlist iuprtrb • 
xb, x c. xP. xl'. blschk,alschk. thOchk. thrchk ; 
1/ End of cont. configure 
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1I!lil/IIIII!I!!!!!!!!!!!/!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!I!/!!I!!!!/!!I! 
/1 fi l e control.epi l og 
/ I d .... te .: April 1995 
/f Epilog file for SH- 60B contlCo] systerr. 
/! Connections beUwen "!.)ntroJ system creted in Gscope a nd 
1/ rem .. inder o f model created under Model Tre .. are exec utCG 
1/ here . 
1111/1111/11111111/1111/1111111/111/11111/1111/111//1111 
world_ data _a 1s 1 =o &-wor1 d __ rr.od .. l _ cont 1:"01_£1 ightcont (01s_1 atera l_alsout_y; 
world_"ata_ blsl =!.world_ffiodel _ control_flightcontrols _ longitudinal_ b l suut---.Y; 
WOr 1 d_dat,,_thetal=&wor Id_ mod.,l _ cor:t (0 1_f J ightcor:tro l s_collect i vc_ t!letiJ.Oo 
ut---y; 
War 1 ,,_dala_al f i v=&wor l d_ffiodel _ cor:trol_sensors_ alph,,_y; 
wor 1 d _ da t il_bet i '-':&wor Id_ ffiodel _ Con t ::co 1_ " e r.!W fs _ bet a""y ; 
w<Jr .l d _ data_.ll fwf =&worln_ffiOd"'l_air f " affi"'_wf_il1pha; 
wo" lu_da t,,_bctwf ~&wQ~ i d _ modcl_" i rfr","c_ , ... f _bet ... ; 
CO" trol_ s e"so " s _ do f se"so" a _ c;. =&wor 1 d_da tay f" a s ens; 
con t rol_ senso"s _dof sensor l _ u = &wor I d_<'la ta_pf r 1 "er.S ; 
wor l d _ rr.odel _airf rame_hst<lbl_ ci tot il _ u = 
.. wor 1 <'l . ~model _ CO" tro1_s tabi la ':or _stabpos i t-.Y 
wo,, " d _ ffiodel _ <lirfraI:\€_ hstab2_eit.a i l _ u ~ . 
&wor Id_mode 1_ con': rol_~ ':ahi 1 a ter_ s t abpes i t-Y 
exec I "controlsl" . "'xc ",1 ) 
Ilend o ! control. epilog 
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APPENDIX D. EXECUTABLE SCRIPT FILES 
/1///11/11//111/////1/////// ///1///1////1/ //////// 1// // 1/1 ////1///11111/ 
1/ ! ile trimsweep . scr 
II 21 Ju l y 1995 
to obtain 1atera l/lon gi tudinal cyclic stick , col l ec~.ive. 
p o s i tion and sttlbi la tor i :lc i dem;e angle fo r airspeed frorr. 
to 150 knot.s i n 30 k no t i n"remmlts . 
cPG"_tri",gO = .5 
U 
I / set~ step si ze tor t.r im routine 
cPG"_trimiter =40 /1 sets m<lx imum number of i t.e: <'ltiollS . 1f tr~m is not 
1/ <'lccomplished ny v al,,-e set . scr ipt stops 
u t !im; []; 
stab"' ! I ; 
i - l; 
utrim= [u":rim , Butr ~m'), 
i ~ i+ l; 
/l c O:lVert pitch and roll oj"glc t o degrees 
u triml ; . 5 ) = 57 . 2958 · utrim l . 5); 
to deg rees 
/////111//////////11111/1/1////1/////////////////////////////1/1/1////// 
// fil e power_ req. sCr 
/ / 10 Aug u st 1995 
// Script. to obt.a~n main r ot.or power and total po"'er requi r ed ( i. e . main 
/ / rotor plus t",i1 rotor power) f or a u s er specified "' irspeed rllnge 
1/ THrs IS ONLY POWER REQUIRED BY MAiN AND TAIL ROTORS TO MEET 
/ / SPECIFIED WEIGHT AND AIRSPEED , NOT POWER OUTPUT OF ENGINES. 
//11/////////////1////////////////////1///1////1////////1/1/////1/////// 
cP9_ trimgC= , 5 
II 
// sets step size for trim routine 
cpg_trimi-::er =40 // sets "",,"ximum numbe r of iterations. Ii :rim is :\0: 
// accomplishe d by v",1 u e set , script stops 
/ / User ent ers a i rcraft weight in pounds . 
wt=enter ("Enter ", i rcrll f t weight in lbs . "): 
world_ model_ "irtrame_data_imass=wt/]2. 2; 
U 
// vser enter equivalent airllpeed and s tep s i"le in knots. 
vlo=er.ter( 'Enter beginn ing "-AS in kts ." ) 
vhi=ent er I "Enter ending E".AS in kts.") 
inc=enter( "Enter step size . ") 
i =1; 
exec (·Comp":.lte_BodY-'I.x; ~_Velocity ,.,xc·.l) 
trimlO) 
:nrtorquex=abs Iworld_ model_ro torl_rotor_rotorhead_hub""pfo (41 I ; 
mrtonr-lez = ... bs (world_model_rotorl_rotor_ rotorhead_hub....pfol 61) ; 
mrtorq":.l e =",bs l:nrtorquex ' sin (thet .. ) ) +abs (rnrtorquez ' cos (th eta)) : 
mromega =10'0 r 1 d _rr.o de l_ro tor I_rotor _ da ta_rpmnom; 
trtorque=",bs (world_ffiOdel_rotor2_ rotor_ trotor_ q) ; 
tro:r.ega=,,·orld_ffiod., 1_rotor2_,,"otor_ da t a_rpmnom; 
p ower= (rnrtorCfJe'rnromega/550, 0) + (trtorque ' trorr.ega/ 550 . 0 I ; 
!o:RHP (i) =rcu-torque·:r.ro;r,Qga/550 . 0 ; 
!lPTOTAL (i I =power; 




IILinear Fn:qu e<1CY Regpo"ge 
func~ ion a =LincarFrequencyRegponSe (hi 
! /This functio" generates a frequency response from the last line arized 
fu"ction cf req; 
a =O; !!dum'l1Y retur" variable 
s =world_resu l ts_ s; 
[srow,sco l J =size( sl; 
n"=world_resul ts_ ns; 
nptfft:2048; 
1/ dfrq=2'world_ cpg-pi/ (nptf:ft 'world_ data_dt) ; 
ww= l ogspace( ,1,10 0, S aO) ; 
IIBreak up the s matrix 
9 =5(1,n5,ns +1:5c01) ; 
h =5 (ng. 1 : grow, 1 ,n5) ; 
d=s (ns. 1 , srow, n5~1: s c ol) ; 
la:np,phase] = cfreq(f.g,h,d,ww): 
I! [a:r.p. phase ] =freq (s, n5, ww: ; 
world_ resul t5_WW=WW; 
worlcLregul ts_ ampl in: amp; 




APPENDIX E. OPEN LOOP EIGENANALYSIS 
X= [u ;Wi q; 6; ViP; 41; r l 
u z [6. ;6, ;6, ; 6p l 
Equiva lent lIir>lpeed = 0 k~ s . Gross Weight = 19 4 62 lbs , SSL Conditions 
A< 
[ 0.20)2 0.0140 1.1 4 39 - 32 . 1410 - 0 .2340 - 1. 7236 - 0 . 0001 - 0.03 41; 
0 . 241 7 - 0.2776 - 0.0737 - 1.945 3 - 0 .2371 - 0,4255 1.4656 2.7489; 
0. 0623 0.0009 - 0.5 50 4 - 0. 0001 - 0. 0594 0.1383 0.0000 0.0091; 
0 , 0000 O. OOCO 0.9990 0.0000 O. OOCO 0. 0 00 0 0.0000 0.0456; 
- 0.0009 - 0. 00C8 -1.45 01 
0.0015 - 0.0005 -1.368 4 
0.0000 - 0.0028 
- 0. 0001 - 0.0007 -0.0115 
-0.0535 -l.3502 32.1074 0.43l1; 
0.0002 0.2011; 
0.0000 0.0607; 
0 . 11 49 0.0000 -0.2346); 
[ -1. 6181 - 0 . 0037 




-0. 002 9 - 0.0344 
Icigvec . eigval1 =eig IA) 
eig"ec = 
0.9390; 
- 0,6348 ; 
0.0000; 
0.3583 ) : 
Col u:rns 1 through 4 
- 0,1704 0.8566 0.5466 - 0 . 7038i 0.5466. 0.7 03Bi 
0 . 0085 - 0.H1li a . 00H5 + 0.lE2i 
Col<:rrn" 5 t hro<lgh B 
0.0 0 20·0.0113i 
0.0118 - 0.004 0i 
0 . 0015 - 0.0 01 9i 
().659~ • 0 . ))67i 0 .6SH - 0.336?i 
0.1001 + 0.0 422 i 0.1001 0.7163 
O. alOe. 0 .0 064i 0 . 0 1 08 - 0.006 41 - 0 . 00 20 
0 , OOB} - 0 , 0143i O. 0083 + 0.0143i 
0.6450 + 0 . 1 517i 0 . 6 4 50 - 0.1517i 
- 0.0121 - O.0015i - 0.0121. O.0015 i - 0 .0019 
- 0.0024 + 0.0 158i - 0.0 0 23 
157 
- 0 , 00~7 + O. D233i 
- 0 _ 02~5 + O. 007 9i 
0.Ho 18 + 0 .26 00 i 
O. OO~O - O. 01l3i 
- 0.0040i 





- 0.000 2 
e j gval = 
Colmr:ns 1 ~hrough 4 
- 2 . 9590 
o -1.22fl4 
o 
CollL-r:ns 5 thr ough 8 
0.0073 ... 0.7587i 
0.4479 ... O. 805H 
o 
o 0 . 0073 - 0.7S87i 0 
o - 0.l569 
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Eq" .ivale'lt Airspeed = 30 k::5. Gn>ss W"ig;,t = 19 ·::62 1bs. SSL Conditions 
A _ 
1-0. 0~79 0 .0008 -0 . 9292 32.17 .. 5 -0.0061 
- 0 . 1812 -0.4337 51. 0 366 - 1. 2781 - 0 . alSO - 0. 806~ 0.8621 2.0679; 






0.0000 0.0053 0.2174 - 0_00 :)1 -0.0664; 
O.CODa 0.0000 0 .0 000 0.0000 0.0268; 
0.OH4 -0.0750 0 .1 ~87 3 2 . 1609 -4 9.5333: 
- 0. 0433 - ~ . 9~63 - 0. 0013 0.6619; 
O.OOCO 1.0000 0.0398; 
0 . 0000 0 . 0112 0.0423 - 0.000 1 - 0.4823]; 
0.7102 
- 7.0568 1.0599; 
0.0370 - 0 . 0559; 
0.0000 
- 1.0234; 
-,.-,. l e .iy v e".eigval] =eigIA) 
C<.>:urnns 1 ~.hrough 4 
- 0.7312 
-0 . 2136 
0.0"142 




0 . 0166 
-0.0136 
0 . 0009 
- C.054 1 -
0 . 0010 
0.0086 + 0.0788i 
- 0 . 0541,0.0"):1:)i 
0.0010 + 0.0015i 
-0.0020 + O.OOOh 
0 . 5213i O.H445 + 0.52 131 
• 0.0090i -0.0114 - 0.0090i 
- 0 . 0015 - 0,0 1 C3i -0. OC 15 + 0.0103i 
Co luIllI1s 5 th.ro,,"gh. 8 
-0 .13 2 7 
0 . 0003 
o .4091i 0.4499 + 8.469li 
- 0.0 15li 0 . 5022' 0.01S 1 i 
0,0 033 . O. O()l~i 0.0033 - O. DC lSi 
- 0 . 0 C 21 - O. 008 a 1 - 0 . C 0 ~~ 1 + C . 0 a 8 a i 
0 . ~n9 -
-0 . 00:9 -
0.~229 - 0 . 227]1 0.9443 
- 0.0019 _ O.OOOli - (].0070 
0.:)023 + 0.0036i 0 ,0023 - 0 . 0036i 
eigval " 




Columns 5 through 8 
0.4249 
- 0.1584 .. 0.9440i 
o -0 . 1584 
o 
o -0.2661 .. 0.34?Oi 
o - 0.2661 - 0.34?Oi 
o 
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Equivalent Airspeed '" 60kts, Gross Weight '" 19462 1bs, SSL Conditions 
A· 
[ _0.0273 0.0111 - 0 . 3895 -)2.19 4 2 - 0.0009 -1.3126 0.7351 -0.2727; 
- 0 . 0627 -0.6118100.2964 - 0 . 596 4 - 0 . 0182 -1 . 61272 . 7406 2.0191, 
0.00400.0051 -0.9507 0 . 0003 0.15470 . 7213 - 0 . 087 2 ; 
0 . 0000 0.9998 0 . 0000 0.00000.0000 0.0212, 
0 . 0023 0 . 0064 
0.00080.0254 
0.00000.0000 
-0.0028 - 0.0077 
0.0127 






0 . 2766 1.9588; 
0.0237 0.0751 - 0.0800 ; 
0 . 0000 0.0000 0.0000; 
0.176 4 
0.1036 -0 . 8188; 
0.0000; 
- 0 . 0360 0. 4500]; 
:>:> [eigvec,eiqva1J "'eiglA) 
Columns 1 t hrough 4 
- 0.224332.1609 - 1 00.2527 ; 
-3.0257 - 0.0055 0. 64 21; 
0.0000 0 . 0186; 
0 . 0574 0 . 0001 -0. 5 019]; 
-0.1584 
0 . 0249 
0.1152 - 0.OU2i 0.1152· 0.0132i 
0.3301- 0 . 3066i 0.3301 . 0.3066i 
0.004 6 . 0 . 0030i 0.0046 - 0.0030i 
0.0012-0 . 0041i 0 . 0012. 0.0041 i 
0.3688 
0.0085 
0.7276 . 0.5036i 0 . 7276 - 0 . 5036i 
-0 . 01 42 - 0.0079i - 0.01 42 .. 0 . 0079i 
0.1230 -0 . 00 29 . 0.0 12 li -0.0029 - 0 .0121i 
Columns 5 through 8 
0 . 5 4 25 - 0 . 3307i 0.5 425. 0 . 3307i 
0.0309 - 0.6479i 0.0309. 0.6479i 
0.0039 - 0.0047i 0.0039. 0.004h 
- 0.0082i -0.0073. 0.0082i 
0.0501 - 0.<:157i 0.0501. O.US?i 
-0.0013.0.003Sl -0.0013 - 0.0035i 0.0004 
0.0060 . 0.0033i 0.0060- 0.00331 - 0.0014 
- 0.0005 · 0.0015i -0 . 0005- 0.0015i 
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Colu:nns 1 through 4 
-].190] 
o - 1.]536 
o 
Columns 5 through 8 
0.0860 + O.5 .. 40 i 
o 0.0860 - 0.5 .. 40i 
-0 . 3518 + 1.2448i 





Equiv,,"l.ent Ai .... speed = 90 kts. Gross \Oie~gh':. = 19 ~ 62 l!:>s, SSL Conditions 
Ao 
[- 0. 0382 0.0264 1.6689 - 32.2000 - 0.0024 -1. 1 561 0.5059 - 0.2737; 
-0. 0149 - 0.6866 149.8034 0.0205 - 0.0191 - 2. ~297 3 .58 37 2. 24~8; 
-1 _1287 0 .0 000 0 . 00 06 0.1 46 0 1.0649 -0.0805; 
0.9997 O. 0000 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0236; 
0.0035 0 . 0002 - 0.0004 -0.1145 -2 . 1136 31.938 4 - 150.8165; 
0.0026 0.0221 -1.0104 
0.0000 0,0000 0 .0 000 
-0.0022-0.0081 
o.oaoo -0 .0556 -2.9219 -0 . 0 903 0 . 7 450 ; 
0.0000 0 . 0000 -0,0 006; 







_4 _5277 2.9016; 





0.S2R I J 
(eigvec,eigv,,"l] =eig (A) 
Columns 1 th .... o'-'gh 4 
0.0091i 0.0571 + a _009h 
0 _290Bi 0 . 3 4b9· 0.29 0Bi 
- 0.0157 - 0 . 0090::' - 0.0157 + 0 . 0090i 
-0 . 002 9 + 0.0105i -0 . 002 9 -
0 . 0076 - 0 .0076. O. 0031i 
Col umns 5 th .... ough 8 
- 0 . 0845 - 0 . 517 1 ; -0.08.1;5. 0 . 5171i 
0.18991 - 0 _7378 + 0 _1899. 
- 0.0036; -0 .0037. 0.0036 i 
- 0.3647 - 0 , 1087i - 0.3 64 7 + 0.1087i -0.0640 
0.0028 + 0 _ 00 1l~ 0 .0028 - O . 0011i - 0. 00 0 1 
0.0036 - 0.0042i 0.00 36 + 0 .0042i 
0.0011 + 0.0006; O. 0011 
163 
- 0. 071 9 




Co l ill!\ns 1 through 4 
-3.2319 
o 
Colu.'T.ns 5 throug h 8 
0 .1753 · 0 .5 095i 
- 0. 4 240 + 1. 6105i 
o - 0 . 4 2 40 - 1 . 610S i 
o - 1 . 76)4 




Equivalent Ai rspeed" 120kt s , Gross we ight " 19 4 62 lbs, SSL Conditions 
,. 
( -0.05120 .0252 13 . 1020 -32 . 147 6 - 0.00 23 -1 .179 5 0 .41 29 
- 0 . 00 16 -0.7566198.9821 1.9406 -0.0343 - 4. 0876 5 .9117 
0.0022 0.0079 - 1.3845 - 0.0033 -0 . 0028 0.1522 1.717 4 
0 . 00000 . 0000 0 .00000 . 0000 0.00000 . 0000 
0.00550 .0216 0 . 0000 -0.068 3 
0 . 00000.0000 0 . 001 9 0 . 00000 . 0000 
- 0.00 24 -0.0057 0.00000.018 2 0 . 06230.0021 -0 .6740, 
,. 
[ - 1.4526 
- 6.7201 




0 . 8386 , 
- 0 . 14H, 
0.0000 0 . 0000 , 




» (e igvec ,e i gva1J"e ig( A) 
Columns 1 through 4 
Columns 5 through 8 
- 0 . 3758 0.013 41 
- 0.6208 0 .6 098i 
-0 .0045 0.0009i 
- 0.0001 O. OO76i 
-0. 2319 0. 21791 
0.0017 0.001 2 i 
-0.00 15 O.OO31i 
0.0006 O. OOOOi 
- 0.07 44 .0 . 0217i -0 . 07 U - 0 . 0217i 
-0 . 5893 ~ 0 .2778i -0.5893 - 0. 2778 i 
-0.0033 - 0.0046i -O.OOB . 0 . 004 6i 
- 0 . 0019 ~ O. 002 4i -0.0019 - O. 002 4i 
-0.4672 - 0.5922i - 0. 4672. 0 . 5922i 
O. 0151 ~ O. 0106i 0.0151 - O. 0106i 0.0068 
0 . 0036- 0.00931 0 .0036. 0.0093i 
- 0 . 0065 . 0 .0 012i - 0 . 0065 - 0.00121 
-0 .3758 0.013 41 
-0.6208 0.60 98i 
-0 . 0045 0.0009i - 0.0020 
- 0.0001 0.0076 i 
-0.0089 
-0 .2319 0.2179i -0.0233 
0.0017 0.0012i -0.0002 






0.00 4 9 
-0 .121 0 
- 0.0003 
0.0011 
eigva l " 
Co) wnns 1 throu gh -\I 
- 3 . 5311 
o 
CO)U:n!lS 5 through 8 
0.12 4 7 + O. S 99 0j 
- 0 . 4 287 + 1.8324 i 
o -0. 42B7 -
o 
o 0. 1 2 47 - O.S980i 
o 0 .22 55 
o 
16 6 
- 1 . 5 509 
o 
- 0 . 3236 
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